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Abstract 

B cells are primary components of the immune system, with important 

roles in both innate and adaptive immunity. Immunoglobulins (IGs), which can be 

expressed as either membrane-bound receptors on B cells or secreted as 

antibodies, are essential to the function of these cells. Most notably, IGs facilitate 

the recognition of a diverse range of pathogen-associated antigens by the 

immune system. IGs are formed by two pairs of identical “heavy” and “light” 

protein chains, encoded by genes located at three primary loci in the human 

genome: the IG heavy chain (IGH) genes at 14q32.33, and the IG light chains, 

lambda (IGL) and kappa (IGK), at 22q11.2 and 2p11.2. The importance of their 

function in pathogen recognition is evidenced by the diversity and number of IG 

genes present within a given genome, as well as allelic variation observed at the 

population level. In addition, IG loci are also characterized by the occurrence of 

structural variants (SVs), resulting in haplotypes harboring variable numbers of 

functional IG genes, with known impacts on antibody expression. Importantly, 

however, the full extent and distribution of IG genetic diversity is not known, likely 

due to limited sampling. Given their role in B cell function and immunity, IG genes 

are candidates for autoimmune and infectious disease susceptibility, but despite 

the large number of disease association studies conducted, few disease links 

have been robustly established. However, the apparent lack of disease 

associations, particularly with respect to IGH polymorphisms, may in part result 

from incomplete genetic data in IG loci. As a first step toward addressing such 

issues, I present the largest genomic resequencing effort in IG loci to date. 
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Included in these data is the first genomic description of IGH, IGL, and IGK loci 

from a single haploid genome, the identification of novel IG gene alleles and SVs, 

and 222 kbp of novel inserted sequence in IGH. Furthermore, extensions of 

these data provide novel insight into IG population and disease genetics. The 

primary contribution of this work is that these data will serve as a useful 

reference for future investigations of IG genetic polymorphisms, antibody 

expression, and human disease. 

 

Keywords: immunoglobulin; antibody; structural variation; single nucleotide 

polymorphism; linkage disequilibrium; human disease  
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CHAPTER 1.  

1.1 Thesis Introduction 

Immunoglobulins (IG) or antibodies are at the interface of our immune 

system and the environment, and are essential to the mounting of an effective 

immune response. These Y-shaped proteins are either (1) expressed by B cells 

on their cell surface, associated to the coreceptors CD79A and CD79B (B cell 

receptor, BcR), serving as cellular receptors aiding in the recognition and intake 

of antigens for processing and cell signalling (necessary for B cell activation), or 

(2) secreted by activated and differentiated B cells (or plasma cells) as antigen-

specific antibodies with the aim of binding antigens being actively targeted by the 

immune system. The function of B cells, BcR, and antibodies have important 

roles in what is referred to as the “humoral immune response”. Through their 

direct interactions with pathogen-associated antigens, antibodies effectively 

mediate several primary processes in humoral immunity, such as neutralization, 

opsonization, complement activation, and antibody-dependent cell-mediated 

cytotoxicity (ADCC), which initiate an array of diverse outcomes, including 

pathogen removal and the induction of local inflammatory responses (Murphy et 

al., 2007).  
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IG or  antibodies are formed by the pairing of two identical heavy chains 

with two identical light (kappa or lambda) chains, each composed of a variable 

domain and a constant (C) region. In BcR, the constant region of the two IG 

heavy chains are anchored in the B cell membrane and interact with CD79A and 

CD79B for signalling function, following antigen recognition by the V domain. In 

the case of secreted antibodies, the C regions are involved in various effector 

functions; for example, those involved in opsonization, complement activation, 

and ADCC noted above. The heavy chain constant region determines the IG 

isotype (class or subclass), and thus its general functional properties (Lefranc 

and Lefranc, 2001; Murphy et al., 2007). In contrast, heavy and light chain 

variable domains are responsible for antigen binding, and thus not surprisingly, 

protein sequences in antibody variable domains are much more diverse than that 

observed in the constant domains (Lefranc and Lefranc, 2001; Murphy et al., 

2007).    

The IG recognize and bind a broad range of pathogen-associated 

antigens and this is achieved through the generation of huge and highly diverse 

expressed repertoires. These repertoires result from unique and complex 

mechanisms that operate in B cells for the synthesis of IG (Tonegawa, 1983; 

Thompson, 1995; Lefranc and Lefranc, 2001; Maizels, 2005; Murphy et al., 2007; 

Schroeder and Cavacini, 2010) and from the evolution of large genomic loci of 

duplicated and diverged IG genes (references for humans: Zachau, 1993, 1996; 

Frippiat et al. 1995; Kawasaki et al., 1997; Matsuda et al., 1998; Kawasaki et al., 

2001; Lefranc and Lefranc, 2001). Whereas IG heavy and light C regions are 
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encoded by individual genes, the first step in the production of productive 

variable (V) domains involves somatic DNA rearrangements. In the IG heavy 

(IGH) chain locus, somatic rearrangements involve three gene types: variable 

(V), diversity (D), and joining (J) genes, while in the IG light chain kappa (IGK) or 

lambda (IGL) loci, the variable domains are encoded by only V and J genes. This 

mechanism is referred to as combinatorial diversity. A process known as 

junctional diversity also occurs during heavy and light chain V-(D)-J gene 

rearrangements, in which nucleotides are both trimmed at the ends of the 

rearranging V, D, and J genes, as well as added (preferentially ‘g’ or ‘c’) at 

random by terminal deoxynucleotide transferase (TdT). These processes, 

together with the pairing of different heavy and light chains, have the potential to 

generate an extensively diverse repertoire of antibodies with unique binding 

specificities (Lefranc and Lefranc, 2001, Schroeder and Cavacini, 2010).  

In addition to combinatorial and junctional diversity generated by somatic 

rearrangement, polymorphisms have been described at IG heavy (IGH) and light 

(IGK, IGL) loci, both with respect to allelic variation (alleles) of individual genes, 

as well as copy number variation (CNV), in some cases involving insertions and 

deletions of several functional IG genes (Sasso et al.,1995; Milner et al., 1995; 

Juul et al., 1998; Lefranc et al., 1999; Lefranc and Lefranc, 2001; Chimge et al., 

2005). For example, the human IGH locus spans approximately 1 Mbp of 

chromosome 14, and consists of ~120-130 V genes (38-46 functional, 4-5 open 

reading frame (ORF), and 79-81 pseudogenes, depending on the haplotype; 

IMGT Repertoire, Potential repertoire, http://www.imgt.org), which are the result 
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of duplication and nucleotide divergence (Matsuda et al., 1998; this is discussed 

in more detail in later chapters). Allelic richness, depending on the IGHV gene, 

ranges from 1 to 19 alleles (Pallarès et al., 1999; Lefranc and Lefranc, 2001; 

IMGT/GENE-DB; IMGT Repertoire, Alignments of alleles, http://www.imgt.org). 

Adding further complexity to this region, insertion-deletion polymorphisms also 

contribute to haplotype diversity (Shin et al., 1993; Cook et al., 1994; Milner et 

al., 1995; Pramanik and Li, 2002; Chimge et al., 2005; Pramanik et al., 2011; 

Kidd et al., 2012), leading some to suggest that it is likely that no two IGHV 

haplotypes are the same (Chimge et al., 2005; Kidd et al., 2012). However, 

despite the prevalence of CNV and described allelic diversity at this locus, 

support for such a claim remains scarce. At present, no single haplotype has 

been generated for any of the three IG loci, but these are instead mosaics of 

multiple or single diploid genomes (Zachau, 1993, 1996; Frippiat et al. 1995; 

Kawasaki et al., 1997; Matsuda et al., 1998; Kawasaki et al., 2001). The current 

IGH human reference (Matsuda et al., 1998), for example, does not include at 

least 11 functional/open reading frame V gene loci (Lefranc and Lefranc, 2001; 

Watson and Breden, 2012). Furthermore, at the population level, much of the 

data generated with respect to allelic diversity and haplotype structural variation 

(e.g., CNV) have been collected and screened in only a limited number of 

individuals and populations; thus, there remains much to be learned about how 

the frequencies of these polymorphisms vary within the human species. The 

complexity of IG loci, and the lack of genetic data in these loci, also raise several 
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important issues with respect to understanding IG germline variation in human 

phenotypes. 

Given the role of IG in the immune system, these genes make attractive 

candidate loci for human disease; however, findings from disease association 

studies conducted in IG loci are difficult to interpret, particularly when comparing 

conclusions from early candidate gene-based studies to those more recently 

generated from genome-wide association studies (GWAS). It is the primary goal 

of disease genetics to identify and characterize factors underlying disease 

processes, with the aim of gaining insight into pathogenesis and improving 

preventative and therapeutic measures. While efforts have proved fruitful for 

many simple mendelian disorders, for the majority of complex diseases only a 

small proportion of genetic risk has been characterized, even with the more 

recent use of large panels of patient-control cohorts and genetic markers 

interrogated at a genome-wide scale (Manolio et al., 2009). Several explanations 

for this “missing heritability” have been posited. Principal among these is the 

notion that structurally complex regions of the genome, characterized by 

segmental duplication, structural variation (e.g. CNV), have been missed by 

GWAS due to the fact that such genomic regions are poorly represented by high-

throughput single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) arrays (Manolio et al., 2009; 

Eichler et al., 2010). In this context, this thesis explores the idea that a lack of 

genetic data in IG loci, specifically in IGH, hinders our ability to conduct 

population and genetic studies of IG polymorphisms and thus definitively assess 

their role in human disease. 
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1.2 Overview of Chapters 2-5 and Author Contributions 

In chapter 2, which has been published in the journal Genes and 

Immunity, I review the state of IGH genetics, placing particular emphasis on what 

is currently known about IGHV gene allelic diversity and CNV, and briefly review 

previous disease links in IGHV. I highlight that, despite the extensive amount of 

energy exerted to identify variation in IGHV, additional effort is needed to finalize 

descriptions of CNV and allelic diversity across a broad range of populations. For 

example, studies investigating CNV in IGHV to date have been based on PCR, 

microarray, or restriction-fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) data; therefore, 

although CNV have been identified, these remain uncharacterized at the 

nucleotide level, and thus in many cases the exact sizes, positions, and 

sequence content are unknown. In addition, more recent descriptions of V gene 

alleles have identified many putative novel polymorphisms, indicating that 

additional alleles remain to be described. From an analysis of IGHV gene allelic 

SNPs represented in the data from the 1000 genomes project (1KG; 1000 

Genomes Project Consortium, 2010), I provide evidence that a portion of V gene 

SNPs are not represented by two currently used SNP arrays. In the last sections 

of this chapter, I discuss the implications of these findings for IGH disease 

genetics, present ideas for generating new haplotype data in IGHV, and provide 

motivation for the work conducted in the subsequent chapters of this thesis. 

Author contributions: I conducted the literature review, collated and analyzed the 

IGHV SNP data, and organized and wrote the manuscript/chapter, with 

assistance and intellectual contributions from Dr. Breden.  
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Chapter 3 comprises a large analysis of sequence data generated from 

large insert clones. From these data, I present the first complete haploid 

reference spanning human IGHV, IGHD, and IGHJ loci sequenced from bacterial 

artificial chromosome (BAC) clones of the CHORI-17 (CH17) haploid library, 

which was constructed from a complete hydatidiform mole cell line (BACPAC 

resources, bacpac.chori.org); a genetically complete hydatidiform mole is an 

abnormality that arises during pregnancy, caused by diploid conception, resulting 

in a diploid representation of a haploid male genome (Kajii and Ohama, 1977). 

From this haplotype, I describe novel IGHV alleles and several CNV. Additional 

CNV are described from a large set of sequenced fosmid clones constructed 

from DNA samples of a diverse range of ethnicities (Tuzun et al., 2005; Kidd et 

al., 2008; Kidd et al., 2010). These data represent the first complete descriptions 

of many previously noted IGHV CNV and facilitate the first assessments of the 

mutational mechanisms directing the formation of such events in IGH. 

Characterization of these CNV also allowed for the design of PCR-based assays 

for four CNV, which were used to screen individuals from nine human 

populations, revealing that these polymorphisms are stratified between ethnic 

groups, and in several cases are not well-represented by neighboring SNP 

markers, the implications of which are discussed. This chapter is to be submitted 

as a manuscript to the American Journal of Human Genetics. Author 

Contributions: The generation of sequence data for this chapter was done in 

collaboration with the Eichler Lab at the University of Washington (UW), the 

Genome Institute at Washington University (GIWU), and the British Columbia 
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Genome Science Centre (BCGSC). I conducted the analysis of sequence data, 

genotype data, and wrote the manuscript/chapter, with assistance from Drs. 

Steinberg, Eichler, Holt, and Breden. Specifically, Dr. Steinberg provided 

invaluable assistance with data analysis, generation of PCR data, the 

interpretation of results, and preparation of the manuscript/chapter. Drs. Eichler, 

Holt, and Breden made key contributions with respect to study design, data 

interpretation, and provided important intellectual insight and guidance during the 

preparation and writing of the manuscript/chapter.  

In chapter 4, I describe complete reference sequences for the two IG light 

chain loci, IG kappa (IGK) and IG lambda (IGL), also generated using BAC 

clones from the CH17 library; these represent only the second time these regions 

have been fully sequenced (Zachau, 1993, 1996; Frippiat et al. 1995; Kawasaki 

et al.1997, 2001; Lefranc and Lefranc 2001). As revealed from the analysis of the 

IGH CH17 haplotype, several novel IG alleles were discovered at IGL and IGK. 

In addition, the completion of haplotypes from all three loci allowed for the first 

simultaneous comparison of complete sequences from these IG loci to the 

human genome reference assembly, yielding interesting differences in genetic 

diversity between the three loci. Author Contributions: Again, the generation of 

sequence data for this chapter was done in collaboration with UW, GIWU, and 

BCGSC. I conducted data analysis and wrote the chapter, with thoughtful input 

and suggestions from Drs. Steinberg and Breden.  

Lastly, in chapter 5, I screen a cohort of patients with multiple sclerosis 

(MS) for a previously identified, although unmapped, IGHV deletion to assess its 
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potential role in MS onset and progression. This short report has been published 

in the Journal of Neuroimmunology. Author Contributions: Sample preparation 

and selection for this manuscript/chapter was done with help from Katie Morrison 

and Drs. Ramagopalan and Ebers. I designed and tested the assays used, 

generated and analyzed genotype data, and wrote the manuscript. Dr. Breden 

was responsible for study design, and along with Drs. Ramagopalan and Ebers, 

made important contributions to the final manuscript/chapter. 
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2.1. Abstract 

The immunoglobulin (IG) loci consist of repeated and highly homologous 

sets of genes of different types, variable (V), diversity (D), and junction (J), that 

rearrange in developing B cells to produce an individual’s highly variable 

repertoire of expressed antibodies, designed to bind to a vast array of pathogens. 

This repeated structure makes these loci susceptible to a high frequency of 

insertion and deletion events through evolutionary time, and also makes them 

difficult to characterize at the genomic level or assay with high-throughput 

techniques. Given the central role of antibodies in the adaptive immune system, it 

is not surprising that early candidate gene approaches showed that germline 

polymorphisms in these regions correlated with susceptibility to both infectious 

and autoimmune diseases. However, more recent studies, particularly those 

using high-throughput genome-wide arrays, have failed to implicate these loci in 

disease. In this review of the IG heavy chain variable gene cluster (IGHV), we 

examine how poorly we understand the distribution of haplotype variation in this 

genomic region, and we argue that this lack of information may mask candidate 

loci in the IGHV gene cluster as causative factors for infectious and autoimmune 

diseases. 
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2.2. Introduction 

Immunoglobulins (IG) or antibodies are antigen receptors expressed by B 

cells and secreted by plasma cells and represent one of the major components of 

the adaptive immune response.1 An IG comprises two identical heavy chains 

associated with two identical light chains. Each chain has a variable domain at its 

N-terminal end and a constant region at its C-terminal end. Genes that encode 

the IG are located at three primary loci in the human genome, IGH (14q32.33), 

IGK (2p11.2), and IGL (22q11.2).2 Each of these loci consists of variable (V), 

diversity (D; only for IGH), joining (J), and constant (C) genes. Like the related T 

cell antigen receptors expressed by T lymphocytes,3 the first step in the 

biosynthesis of the variable domain occurs when one V, one D (for IGH), and one 

J gene are somatically rearranged at the DNA genomic level.4 This is followed by 

the transcription of a pre-messenger RNA containing the rearranged V-D-J and 

one IGHC (for the heavy chains), or the rearranged V-J and IGKC or IGLC (for 

the light chains kappa and lambda, respectively), then the splicing and translation 

to synthesize a heavy or a light chain, respectively.2,4 The combinatorial pairing 

of the heavy and light chains, together with the combinatorial and junctional 

diversity of each chain, create an impressively variable expressed antibody 

repertoire poised to recognize a suite of pathogen-associated antigens.2   

The important role of antibodies in the immune system is evidenced by the 

extensive variability in immunoglobulin genes at the genomic level, the result of 

gene duplication and point mutation. Indeed, immunoglobulin loci are among the 

most dynamic regions of the human genome, known to exhibit high allelic and 
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copy number variation. Importantly, germline variation contributes to differences 

in antibody function,5 and is also reflected in interindividual variation of expressed 

naïve antibody repertoires,6,7 which are now known to be heritable.7 Despite the 

primary role of antibodies in the adaptive immune system, few connections 

between specific IG polymorphisms and disease have been unequivocally 

established. Most known associations were discovered using candidate gene 

approaches, and have not been confirmed by subsequent candidate gene 

studies or in more recent genome-wide association studies (GWAS). However 

the underlying reasons for these discrepancies are unclear. In this review we 

focus our attention on the IGHV gene region (the most extensively studied of the 

IG loci), and discuss the extent of known genetic variation at this locus, including 

the lack of genomic/genetic data, particularly with respect to complex structural 

variants. We also review previously reported IGHV genetic associations with 

disease, and discuss how the lack of data on copy number variation (CNV) and 

large structurally variant haplotypes limits our ability to rigorously test such 

associations. Through the use of newly released variant calls from the 1000 

genomes (1KG) project,8 we explore the efficacy of single nucleotide 

polymophism (SNP) arrays used in GWAS to genotype known genetic 

polymorphisms in the IGHV gene region; we argue that shortcomings of these 

arrays may in part explain the lack of positive IGHV disease associations 

reported in recent years. Finally, we discuss future prospects for describing 

uncharacterized haplotypes and population variation in the IGHV gene cluster, 

the description of which will be vital for completing genomic tools and resources 
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in this locus and improving our understanding of the roles of these genes in B cell 

biology and human disease. 

2.3. Germline variation in the IGHV gene region 

In 1998, Matsuda et al.9 reported the first “full-length” ~0.95 Mb V, D, and J 

gene-containing region of the IGH locus, using large-insert clones (P1, YACs and 

cosmids) from three different libraries. This was the first time that the IGH V, D, 

and J genes could be counted in a human sequence (44 functional/open reading 

frame (ORF) V genes, 85 V pseudogenes, 27 D genes (23 functional), and 9 J 

genes (6 functional). This assembly represents the only full sequence of the 

locus and allowed IMGT (the international ImMunoGeneTics information 

system)10 to establish the first official nomenclature of the IGH genes approved 

by the HUGO Nomenclature Committee (HGNC) in 1999. IMGT gene names 

were proposed to NCBI in 2000 for the annotation of the assembly genome.2,11-14 

Since then NCBI has directly linked relevant annotated genes to the 

IMGT/GENE-DB entries.15 The full IMGT IGH locus representation and a 

depiction of the IGHV, IGHD, IGHJ, and IGHC gene clusters, based on positions 

in the NCBI assembly sequence, can be found at IMGT.10 

Sequencing of specific germline IGHV, IGHD, and IGHJ genes and 

expressed IGHV gene repertoires has also been underway since the 1980’s, 

resulting in comprehensive databases of sequence variants.10,16 From these at 

least 55 functional/open reading frame (ORF) IGHV genes are known (11 of 
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these are not found in the reference genome), forming seven phylogenetically 

related subgroups (IGHV1 to IGHV7). The definitions of functional, ORF, and 

pseudo IGHV genes follows strict criteria established by IMGT.2,15 Both functional 

and ORF genes must have full open reading frames. In addition, functional genes 

must not have any described mutations in characterized splice sites, 

recombination signals (RS; elements essential for proper V-(D)-J rearrangement 

of IG and TR genes2,3), or regulatory elements; genes are classified as ORFs if 

they have mutations in one or more of the aforementioned elements, or amino 

acid changes that disrupt antibody protein folding. For this review, we only 

considered genes located in the IGHV cluster at 14q32.33 (IGHV “orphons” 

located at positions 15q11.2 and 16p11.2 were excluded). The sizes of each of 

the seven subgroups are variable, ranging from one functional/ORF gene in 

subgroup IGHV6 to 24 genes in subgroup IGHV3.10 IGHV gene allelic richness 

also varies considerably among genes, although it should be noted that our 

understanding of sequence variation for IGHV gene alleles is likely not complete. 

One of the reasons for this incomplete status is that most surveys of IGHV 

sequence diversity have been based on a restricted set of ethnic backgrounds, 

and thus the current databases may represent only a portion of the allelic 

diversity present within the human species. Several more recent descriptions 

illustrate this point. One of these, conducted in a previously uninvestigated 

Papua New Guinean population, identified 16 novel alleles at IGHV genes.17 A 

second study screening four IGHV genes in a sample of 20 Mexican individuals 

also identified two novel alleles.18 However, perhaps surprisingly, examples of 
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such underreporting are not unique to less studied populations, as an extensive 

investigation of expressed antibody repertoires from 12 Caucasians has also 

recently led to the identification of 14 novel IGHV gene polymorphisms.6 Alleles 

described from germline sequences have been compiled from decades of 

surveys of IGHV allelic diversity, and are found in the IMGT database (the only 

official reference of the WHO/IUIS nomenclature committee).10 Additional alleles 

described from expressed antibody repertoires, such as those described in 

references above (see 6,17) have not been confirmed from genomic DNA; thus 

these novel alleles remain putative and are not listed in IMGT. Putative alleles 

from these studies have been compiled in the Immunoglobulin Polymorphism 

Database.16 We have included in our discussion and analyses, both ‘official’ 

IMGT IGHV alleles,10 as well as ‘putative’ alleles listed in the Immunoglobulin 

Polymorphism Database.16 Figure 2 shows the number of alleles reported from 

these two public databases for all functional and ORF IGHV genes.  

Genomic analysis based on the existing IGH assembly illustrates that this 

is one of the most complicated and segmentally duplicated regions of the human 

genome.9 For example, 13 repetitive V gene-containing segments, exhibiting 

high sequence similarity and ranging in size from 4-24 Kb, occur multiple times 

across the locus.9 One of these segments, approximately 10 Kb in size and 

containing V genes from the IGHV3 and IGHV4 subgroups, is found in the IGH 

assembly sequence 11 times.9 Segmental duplication in the IGH locus is thought 

to be one of the underlying causes of the occurrence of large insertion/deletion 

variants in the region. This has been demonstrated for the IGHC cluster, for 
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which six types of multigene deletions (~150 Kb) have been described in healthy 

individuals. These were the first CNV described in the IGH locus19-24 (locations of 

these polymorphisms are depicted in the IMGT IGH locus representation10). The 

presence of alternate IGHV haplotypes in the IGHV cluster has been explored 

extensively using a variety of techniques, including restriction-fragment length 

polymorphisms (RFLP),25-30 analysis of large-insert clones,31-35 and PCR and 

microarray-based methods utilizing haploid sperm samples.37-40 These 

approaches have identified a number of CNV polymorphisms, including 

insertions ranging in size from 10 to 80 Kb, and in some cases including up to 

five functional IGHV genes. Some of these alternate haplotypes are common, 

occurring in 50% or more of individuals screened.30-35 More recent analyses of 

expressed antibody repertoires also allow for the prediction of putative germline 

CNV involving IGHV genes.6,41 Functional and ORF IGHV genes known or 

suspected to vary in copy number are summarized in Figure 1 and Table 1.  In 

summary, 25 of the approximately 55 functional and ORF loci are known to vary 

in copy number (Figure 1; Table 1), generating the potential for extreme 

haplotype variation between individuals. In support of this notion, Kidd et al.41 

assessed data from 32 genes in expressed IGHV gene repertoires of nine 

individuals, and strikingly indentified 18 unique putative IGHV gene haplotypes, 

differing with respect to IGHV gene copy number and allelic variation. This study 

of a subset of IGHV gene loci in nine individuals represents the most 

comprehensive assessment of full length IGHV haplotypes to date. 
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Large germline insertions and deletions have been identified across the 

length of the IGHV cluster, involving genes from nearly every IGHV subgroup 

(Figure 1; Table 1). Some data suggest that particular regions of the locus may 

be subject to more frequent rearrangements.40 For example, a ~50 Kb insertion 

with at least four structural variants, and up to four additional haplotypes of 

various sizes containing deletions and/or nucleotide (nt) polymorphisms 

compared to the NCBI reference assembly, are known to occur in the IGHV3-

30/IGHV4-31 gene region.30,33,39-42 Another insertion polymorphism that is known 

to include the gene, IGHV1-69, has also been identified in the distal part of the 

locus.31 At least twelve haplotypes in this region that vary with respect to IGHV1-

69 copy number and allelic polymorphism have been identified in 

Caucasians.27,30 Notably, both the IGHV3-30/IGHV4-31 and IGHV1-69 regions 

have been highlighted in disease association studies (see below). However, 

neither these nor any other known CNV-containing haplotype in the IGHV cluster 

has been fully characterized at the nucleotide level, which hinders the 

development and assessment of accurate mapping tools for these 

polymorphisms, and illustrates a need for further sequencing efforts in IGHV as 

an essential step toward finalizing genomic resources in the region. 

2.4. From germline variation to functional variation and 
implications for human disease 

The majority of known IGHV allelic nt mutations code for amino acid 

changes, and in many IGHV genes these non-synonymous sites occur 
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disproportionately in the complementarity determining regions of the IGHV 

gene,43 which are considered to be most important for antigen recognition.44-46 

However, this pattern is not observed across all IGHV gene loci, suggesting that 

certain IGHV genes may be under different selective pressures.43 Such findings 

imply that IGHV gene germline polymorphisms may have important functional 

consequences at the protein level. Indeed, functional roles for some alleles are 

known. For example, the allele IGHV3-23*03 more effectively binds Haemophilus 

influenzae type b (Hib) polysaccharide compared to the most frequently found 

allele, IGHV3-23*01.5 Interestingly, the frequency of allele IGHV3-23*03 has also 

been shown to vary considerably across populations, occurring in 21% of Asians, 

but only 9% in African Americans, and 1.4% in Caucasians.29 In addition, Sasso 

et al.29 showed that copy number of IGHV3-23 was higher in both Asians and 

Caucasians than in African Americans. It is not known whether geographical 

differences in IGHV3-23 polymorphisms and CNV are a result of selection, but 

considered in conjunction with observed functional differences these data 

suggest that such polymorphisms could be important to disease susceptibility. 

Germline sequence polymorphisms in immunoglobulin loci have also been 

shown to influence antibody expression. The most well known example comes 

from the IGKV2D-29 gene (previously VA2, see correspondence in IMGT Gene 

table10), an IG light chain V gene found expressed in antibodies against Hib.47 A 

single nt mutation in the RS of the IGKV2D-29*02 allele at this locus drastically 

decreases the expression of the gene, compared to the alternative allele, 

IGKV2D-29*0148,49 (IGKV2D-29*01 and IGKV2D-29*02 were previously identified 
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as VA2a and VA2b, see correspondence in IMGT Gene table10). Interestingly, 

this allele only occurs at a high frequency in certain Native American populations, 

and is associated with Hib susceptibility in these populations.48,49 The effects of 

RS polymorphisms on IGHV gene usage have not been explicitly tested. In fact, 

the RS of most V genes have been sequenced only once,9 thus information on 

allelic diversity in IGHV gene RS motifs is limited. In addition, the upstream 

regulatory sequences for most of the IGHV genes that are not represented in the 

assembly genome (Table 1) have never been sequenced.2 As a result, we have 

no data directly linking specific IGHV gene regulatory polymorphisms to 

expressed repertoires. However, observed allelic biases in naïve repertoires from 

heterozygous individuals at single copy IGHV genes imply that polymorphisms in 

IGHV gene regulatory sequences could influence the expression of particular 

alleles,6 but this idea remains untested. 

The impact of structural variants on expressed repertoires is also largely 

unexplored. We know of only one study that has directly tested for effects of CNV 

in the IGHV cluster on expressed repertoires. This study showed that copy 

number of IGHV1-69, which ranges from 2-4 copies per individual, strongly 

correlates with its prevalence in expressed antibody repertoires.50,51 IGHV gene 

deletions, in contrast to instances of IGHV gene duplication, by definition lead to 

the absence of these genes in expressed repertoires. There are several 

examples of homozygous deletions containing functional IGHV genes (Table 

1).28,33,39,40,52 In addition, an analysis of naïve B cell IGHV gene repertoires using 

next-generation 454 sequencing revealed that 15 of the 56 IGHV genes 
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described from these repertoires were observed in only a subset of the 12 

individuals screened.6 Seven of these 15 genes were previously reported to 

occur in insertion/deletion polymorphisms, and thus these observed “holes” in the 

naïve repertoire are likely due to homozygous deletions. It is also interesting to 

note that the proportions of many genes in the expressed repertoires differed 

considerably between individuals.6 For example, the proportion of the gene 

IGHV4-39 in expressed repertoires ranged from two to eight percent. Given that 

IGHV4-39 is known to be part of a deletion haplotype that occurs at a frequency 

of approximately 25% in Caucasians,39,52 it is possible that interindividual 

variation in IGHV4-39 expression is related to differences in copy number at this 

locus. Boyd et al. 6 also showed skewed usage ratios in individual repertoires for 

multiple alleles expressed from the same locus; in some cases certain alleles 

were expressed 2- to 3-fold higher than other alleles in the same individual. 

Interestingly, two of these cases of allelic bias were reported for loci known to be 

part of duplicated haplotypes (e.g., IGHV1-69), suggesting that in addition to 

polymorphisms in regulatory regions, as discussed above, CNV may also 

underlie some of these observed differences. However, it is important to note that 

the use of next-generation sequencing (NGS) in the analysis of expressed 

repertoires may introduce certain artifactual biases, and thus the interpretation of 

these data should be treated with some caution. 

A recent study of expressed antibodies in two monozygotic twin pairs 

revealed for the first time that variation in IGHV gene usage in naïve repertoires 

has a strong genetic component, as frequencies of usage differed between 
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unrelated individuals, but not between genetically identical twins7; similar to 

examples noted above, four out of six of the significant differences between 

unrelated individuals were at IGHV gene loci known to vary in copy number. 

IGHV gene usage frequencies were also correlated in antigen-experienced 

repertoires between monozygotic twin pairs, and despite minor differences for 

particular IGHV genes, gene usage in antigen-experienced repertoires reflected 

observed usage in the naïve repertoires for many IGHV genes.7 As discussed by 

Glanville et al.7, this finding is critically important to our understanding of the role 

of expressed repertoires in disease, as there are many instances in which biased 

gene usage in antibody repertoires has been associated with particular infectious 

or autoimmune diseases. It is also interesting to note that a recent investigation 

of expressed repertoires in fetal cord blood samples from two infants suggests 

that IGHV gene usage biases differ between cord blood repertoires and adult 

repertoires. Observations of disease related IGHV gene usage biases, 

considered in conjunction with the fact that expressed naïve repertoires are 

heritable, illuminate the potential of germline variants to contribute to differences 

in expressed naïve repertoires that set the stage for differences between 

unrelated individuals in their susceptibility to infection or autoimmune disease, or 

in their ability to appropriately respond to vaccines.  

While there are several compelling examples of such biases for IGHV 

genes (for review of V gene usage biases in autoimmune disease see54) we 

discuss one of these to illustrate the potential importance of these effects. Three 

surveys of anti-HIV antibodies (Abs) have shown biased usage of IGHV1-69,55-57 
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and nine of twelve Abs against the CD4 induced binding site of the HIV-1 

epitope, gp120 (CD4i Abs), used this gene.58 In addition, several studies have 

shown that IGHV1-69 is preferentially used in neutralizing antibodies against 

hemagglutinin (HA) epitopes of particular influenza strains from data in three 

human populations.59-61 The ubiquity of these findings has led some to 

hypothesize that IGHV1-69 may have evolved to respond early in the immune 

response against infections,62 although other data show that IGHV1-69 may also 

be important in chronic infection.57 One unique feature of IGHV1-69 is that it is 

the only IGHV gene encoding a phenylalanine (Phe, F) at amino acid position 62 

in the CDR2-IMGT (see IMGT/DomainDisplay),10 a site known to be critical to HA 

binding.61 Also important to note, however, is that although IGHV1-69 is the sole 

IGHV gene to encode a phenylalanine at this position, this site is polymorphic, 

and only a subset of the 14 described IGHV1-69 alleles code for this amino acid. 

Furthermore, as noted above, IGHV1-69 is part of a multi-allelic copy number 

polymorphic region; individuals can have 0-4 alleles with F62 in their CDR2-

IMGT, and copy number correlates with expression levels.50 Interestingly, 

variation between individuals in the levels of broadly neutralizing antibodies 

against HA of H5N1 strains from serum of prevaccinees was recently observed, 

suggesting a role for inter-individual IGHV gene germline polymorphisms.63 

Briefly expanding beyond this specific gene, antibodies using IGHV genes other 

than IGHV1-69 have also recently been identified from individuals infected with 

the 2009 H1N1 influenza virus (IGHV4-31, IGHV4-30-4, IGHV4-39, IGHV3-21, 

IGHV3-30).64 Importantly, four of these five germline IGHV genes contributing to 
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these antibodies are known to vary in copy number.33,39,41,42,52 Taken together, 

such observations provide a potential example for which complete descriptions of 

IGHV gene allelic and genomic structural variation may prove essential for 

understanding infectious disease susceptibility, and useful in the administration 

of vaccines aimed at eliciting specific antibodies. 

2.5. IGHV germline polymorphisms and susceptibility to 
disease 

Antibodies were recognized decades ago to be essential components of 

adaptive immune responses, and, like the Human Leukocyte Antigen (HLA) and 

TR loci, were early candidate regions for disease susceptibility. Indeed the 

1990’s and early 2000’s saw scores of candidate gene association studies 

testing for connections between germline polymorphsisms in the immunoglobulin 

loci and a variety of diseases with mixed results (selected positive candidate 

gene associations are listed in Table 2). Both IGHV gene allelic and genomic 

structural polymorphisms were targeted, although the majority of studies focused 

primarily on single genes.  

One of the few examples explicitly relating IGHV copy number variation 

and disease susceptibility is that of Cho et al.65 This study used an IGHV gene-

specific PCR-ELISA assay (see42) to examine 108 Korean systemic lupus 

erythematosus (SLE) patients and 102 controls for the presence of a 

homozygous deletion in the region surrounding the genes IGHV3-30 and IGHV4-
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31, which is known to harbor multiple CNV and structurally variant haplotypes 

(discussed above). Their results indicated that the frequency of homozygous 

deletions of two genes in this region, IGHV3-30*01 (previously hv3005, see 

correspondence in IMGT Gene table10) and IGHV3-30-3, was 2.8-fold higher in 

SLE patients with nephritis (one of the most serious complications of SLE) than 

in patients without, and higher titres of anti-DNA antibodies were also observed 

in patients carrying homozygous deletions. Interestingly, this deletion has also 

been associated with rheumatoid arthritis (RA),66 and chronic idiopathic 

thrombocytopenic purpura,67 observed at higher frequencies in both patient 

groups as compared to controls. Such an overlap between multiple diseases and 

the same polymorphism might not be that surprising, as similar trends are 

becoming widely apparent for other loci, particularly those affecting immune 

system-related diseases.68 However, these three independent associations have 

not been replicated, and the exact role of this polymorphism in the pathogenesis 

of these diseases remains unexplored.   

Another study showing a relationship between IGH polymorphisms and 

autoimmune disease examined five nt polymorphisms in the coding region of 

IGHV1-69 in 109 Czech patients with RA and 79 controls matched for ethnicity.69 

Using gene-specific PCR amplification and restriction fragment profiling, they 

revealed a significant association with a homozygous genotype at one of these 

positions, which was observed at a higher frequency in patients (28.4%) 

compared to controls (15.2%; p value < 0.001). After partitioning patient and 

control cohorts for the presence of HLA haplotypes associated with RA, they 
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were also able to show an additional contribution to susceptibility due to 

polymorphisms at the IGHV1-69 gene, though these findings were not replicated 

in a British RA cohort.69  

While early candidate gene studies in IGHV seemed to uncover many 

interesting leads, reports of disease associations in this locus have waned in the 

age of the GWAS. In fact, only a single GWAS has reported significant findings to 

in IGH. A recent study in a Taiwanese Kawasaki disease (KD) cohort identified a 

cluster of six SNPs in the distal region of the IGH locus surrounding IGHV1-69 

and IGHV2-70 that correlate with disease susceptibility, representing the first 

disease connection to the IGHV cluster reported in the past eight years.70 

Perhaps not surprisingly, given the moderate sample size (458 cases/812 

controls), none of the identified SNPs in the study reached the generally 

accepted genome-wide significance level of 5 × 10−8 (highest p value ≈ 6 × 10−6); 

however, SNPs in IgH represented the strongest association to KD in this 

cohort.70  

2.6. Assessment of LD in the IGHV gene cluster and 
implications for disease genetics 

The discrepancies between early candidate gene studies and recent 

GWAS are difficult to interpret, but could simply represent false-positive findings, 

a possible result of the use of small sample sizes in early association studies. 

Indeed, it is important to note that discrepancies also exist among candidate 

gene studies conducted before the widespread application of GWAS. For 
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example, several association and linkage studies using IGH markers have been 

conducted in multiple sclerosis (MS), two of which are referenced in Table 2. 

Whereas the use of a single IGHV2 subgroup-specific probe and RFLP analysis 

yielded significant associations in two studies,71,72 the use of microsatellite 

markers in the IGH cluster has not produced consistent findings,73-75 suggesting 

that both the use of small patient cohorts, as well as unrepresentative panels of 

genetic markers are important factors to consider when interpreting conflicting 

results. The source of DNA used should also be considered as somatic 

mutations are known to occur in DNA isolated from B cells, as well as EBV-

transformed B cell lines.  

We propose that additional explanations based on our lack of information 

on IGH may also be important. For example, the transition from candidate gene-

studies to GWAS, at least in IGH, has resulted in a change from the use of locus 

specific markers aimed at capturing specific polymorphisms, to the use of SNPs 

focused on capturing variants based on the presence of linkage disequilibrium 

(LD). There are two major issues regarding this. First, estimates of linkage 

disequilibrium in IGH are thought to be low across the region,76 a point that has 

more recently been bolstered by the inference of 18 unique locus-wide IGHV 

gene haplotypes from expressed IGHV gene repertoires in nine individuals.41 

Therefore marker coverage would likely need to be dense to capture the majority 

of known variants. Second, the fact that all known CNV-containing haplotypes in 

the IGHV cluster are not yet sequenced raises additional concerns with disease 
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association studies that do not target specific polymorphisms. Thus we argue 

below that a poor understanding and underrepresentation of IGHV 

polymorphisms may currently present significant barriers to the use of standard 

genomic mapping tools for examining this locus for association with human 

disease. 

The basic assumption of GWAS is that at least one marker will be in LD 

with common germline variants that convey susceptibility to or protection against 

disease.77 Recent data releases from the 1KG project8 for the first time allow 

such questions to be tested for well-described IGHV gene polymorphisms. We 

downloaded SNP calls within the IGHV cluster from the 1KG Phase I data (May 

2011 release; www.1000genomes.org; this release was based on the GRCh37 

assembly). The full release of this data set was collected from 1094 individuals, 

but we used genotypes of only 912 individuals from three broad ethnic groups 

(African, East Asian and European). There are over 700 nt polymorphisms in the 

coding regions of IGHV genes represented in these 1KG samples; however, the 

majority of these represent novel putative polymorphisms and await validation. 

We therefore accepted 1KG SNPs as ‘genuine’ only if they agreed with known 

polymorphisms in coding regions of functional and ORF IGHV gene loci (SNPs 

within the leader sequence encoded by “L-PART1 and L-PART2 were not 

included); coding region polymorphisms such as those presented in Figure 1 are 

based on decades of surveys of human sequence variation in these genes (see 

'IMGT Gene table: Human (Homo sapiens) IGHV' and 'IMGT Alignment of 
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alleles')10,15. We also included ‘putative’ polymorphisms described from 

expressed antibodies reported in the Immunoglobulin Polymorphism Database.16 

This allowed us to generate a conservative dataset of IGHV gene polymorphisms 

across a range of samples from various populations, with the caveat that IGHV 

genes not found in the GRCh37 assembly sequence were excluded. We only 

considered SNPs with a minor allele frequency (MAF) ≥ 0.05, as MAFs greater 

than this are generally considered to represent common polymorphisms, and are 

the primary targets of commercial SNP arrays. In addition, SNPs not in Hardy-

Weinberg equilibrium were also excluded (P=0.001). After applying these criteria, 

our dataset consisted of 72, 48, and 70 IGHV gene SNPs in three sampled 

populations: East Asian (ASN, n=286), European (EUR, n=380), and African 

(AFR, n=246), respectively. It is important to note that not all previously reported 

polymorphisms were found in the 1KG datasets, thus our compiled datasets 

represent only a fraction of known IGHV gene polymorphisms. For example, for 

the IGHV genes included in the reference assembly, there are 244 described 

alleles (Figure 1). We also downloaded genotypes in each population for SNP 

markers found on two commercial SNP arrays, the Affymetrix 6.0 (n=74 SNPs), 

and the Illumina Omni1-Quad (n=244 SNPs). Forty-three SNPs from the Illumina 

array were not found in any of the three populations, and were removed from the 

analyses below, as were any probes designed for CNV detection that are not 

represented in 1KG datasets. 

Using Haploview and Tagger,78,79 we tested the ability of SNPs from these 
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two commercially available arrays to tag our conservative list of IGHV gene 

region allelic nt polymorphisms (Figure 3). The term, tag, is used to refer to the 

ability of alleles genotyped at one SNP to effectively represent alleles (dependent 

on LD) genotyped at a second SNP of interest; in the case of gene association 

studies, such as GWAS, for which only a portion of all SNPs in the genome are 

typed, it is important to know what proportion of un-genotyped polymorphisms 

are represented by genotyped SNPs. For our dataset, strikingly, at r2 ≥ 0.8, SNPs 

from the Affymetrix 6.0 array tagged only 40%, 29% and five percent of the IGHV 

gene polymorphisms in the Asian, European, and African populations, 

respectively. The percentage of IGHV gene SNPs tagged by Illumina Omni1-

Quad SNPs was higher in all three populations, but even so, at r2 ≥ 0.8, were 

only 58%, 47% and 22% for the Asian, European and African samples, 

respectively. The better performance of the Illumina array is likely a reflection of 

increased SNP density throughout the IGHV cluster compared to the Affymetrix 

array. The distributions of SNPs for each array are indicated in Figure 4 along 

side the distribution of IGHV gene region allelic 1KG SNPs from each of the three 

populations. For example, based on data from the European population dataset, 

in the most proximal 600 KB of the IGHV gene region, the Affymetrix 6.0 array 

includes only ten SNPs, and at an r2 ≥ 0.8 these tag only six percent of the 31 

IGHV gene SNPs that reside in this region. This finding indicates that IGHV gene 

polymorphisms have likely been underrepresented in studies using these or 

comparable SNP-based arrays for investigations of disease association. 

Observed differences in the “taggability” of SNP panels among populations also 
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illustrate that investigations of IGHV disease associations in cohorts from 

different ethnic backgrounds might be expected to yield different results. 

In addition to IGHV gene SNPs, it is also important to know whether CNV 

in IGHV are sufficiently tagged. At the genome-wide level, this question has 

received a great deal of attention in recent years, as CNV and other structural 

variants across the genome are predicted to account for a portion of the “missing 

heritability” of complex diseases.80,81 Yet there is still much debate surrounding 

the question of whether all CNV in the human genome are tagged by commonly 

used SNPs. For example, two recent studies report that 77-79% of common CNV 

are tagged by at least a single SNP marker (r2 ≥ 0.8), concluding that most CNV 

in the genome have been scrutinized, albeit indirectly, by previous GWAS 

utilizing SNP-based approaches.82,83 With respect to IGH, both of the above 

mentioned studies excluded immunoglobulin loci in their analyses because of 

somatic rearrangement events that occur in the sample materials used (e.g., 

DNA from Epstein Barr Virus-transformed B cells). This point aside, however, 

these studies placed little emphasis on multi-allelic CNV, which are known to be 

more difficult regions to tag by current SNP panels.84 These studies also 

neglected the fact that many CNV remain to be described throughout the 

genome. This point has more recently been illustrated in a genome-wide 

assessment targeting novel CNV polymorphisms, 54% of which were not 

genotyped in the studies mentioned above.85 Perhaps the most notable finding of 

this study was that although HapMap SNPs tagged 68% of bi-allelic CNV (r2 > 

0.8), only 40% of the CNV genotyped in regions of segmental duplication were 
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tagged.85  

Given that we know little about haplotype variation at the nucleotide level 

in the IGHV cluster, by definition it is difficult to ascertain how well current SNP 

panels represent these polymorphisms, and this question remains unanswerable 

until full sequences of additional CNV-containing haplotypes are available. It is 

interesting to note, however, that several CNV are predicted to occur within the 

600 Kb region of the IGHV cluster (see Figure 1) discussed above where we 

observed the poorest performance of the two arrays tested (Figure 4), suggesting 

that many IGHV CNV may not be fully tagged by current high-throughput SNP 

array-based approaches. Thus it is possible that, much like IGHV gene SNPs, 

IGHV CNV may have also been underrepresented in many previous GWAS. 

2.7. Additional pitfalls and future prospects in IGHV 
genetics 

The results of our analyses above raise important issues concerning the 

current state and future of IGHV genetics. In some respects it could be presumed 

that the inclusion of additional SNPs on newly designed arrays will eventually 

result in effective assays able to capture/tag the majority of variants in IGH. This, 

however, does not negate the need to complete descriptions of genomic 

polymorphisms in the IGH locus, particularly the characterization of additional 

insertion/deletion polymorphisms in this region- especially given that by definition 

it is not possible to design assays specific to polymorphisms residing in 
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unsequenced haplotypes. As with other complex loci in the human genome, 

describing these genes regions remains a difficult task. The repetitive nature of 

the IGHV cluster, as illustrated by examples discussed in above sections, makes 

sequence assembly from re-sequencing projects difficult; especially those based 

on diploid materials, as sequence identities between duplicate blocks approach 

levels of similarity analogous to those observed between alleles of the same 

locus. Such re-sequencing and assembly efforts tend to result in incomplete 

reconstructions of the IGHV cluster (e.g. HuRef86,87; Figure 5), and thus limit the 

utility of these approaches for characterization of complete alternative haplotypes 

and genomes de novo.88 Again, this problem is not unique to the IGHV cluster as 

there are many other complex loci in the genome where this is also true. 

Extensive efforts have been undertaken in recent years to better characterize 

genomic structural variants in such loci.89-91 Many of these have been discovered 

and sequenced by fosmid-end mapping and the generation of complete 

sequence from ‘discordant’ clones, relative to the reference genome assembly. 

For example, a recent fosmid-based re-sequencing effort described 1.67 Mb of 

novel sequence from 222 clones, mapping to 192 distinct loci across the 

genome.91 A portion of these described haplotypes were also shown to represent 

‘common’ alleles, highlighting the fact that the current human reference assembly 

represents the minor allele for many loci across the genome; a point that is 

particularly important if the assembly sequence represents an allelic deletion.91 

With respect to IGHV, it is interesting to point out that many of the identified 
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alternate haplotypes known in the cluster also represent variants that are at 

higher frequencies than those found in the reference genome.30,35  

The recent development of whole-genome NGS and assembly has 

expanded our ability to identify and genotype SNPs and structural variants 

(insertions, deletions, and inversions).8,92 This approach is however restricted by 

the quality of the reference genome, and it has been shown that even depths of 

coverage of 30x do not guarantee representation of all genomic structural 

polymorphisms. Again, not surprisingly, performance is reduced in complex and 

repetitive regions.88 Given the current missing data for the IGHV cluster, it is 

difficult to examine the efficacy of NGS methods for CNV discovery and 

genotyping for this region. One recent example based on data collected by the 

1KG Project (30x genome coverage from 2 trios and 2-4x coverage from 179 

additional samples) identified approximately 28,000 insertion/deletion 

polymorphisms genome-wide relative to the NCBI reference genome.92 However, 

even this highly sophisticated and comprehensive study, utilizing multiple 

mapping, variant discovery, and genotyping approaches, by design is unable to 

identify and characterize large insertions such as those found in the IGHV gene 

cluster. This, of course, does not invalidate the use of NGS for studying CNV in 

the IGHV cluster, but rather points out that a complete description and integration 

of alternative haplotypes will likely be required to use these data. Indeed, 

targeted genotyping using NGS approaches based on data from completely 

sequenced alternate haplotypes has been shown to be an effective method for 

assaying polymorphisms in other regions of the genome.91  
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The use of targeted fosmid-based sequencing in the IGHV gene region for 

describing alternate CNV-containing haplotypes would likely prove effective, as 

such methods allow for directed sequence assembly of single 40 Kb haploid 

segments, reducing discrepancies that arise when attempting to discern allelic 

SNPs from sequence differences between duplicated sequence blocks. An 

additional advantage is that existing fosmid-based resources90,91 have been 

generated from DNA samples collected across a diverse range of ethnic 

backgrounds, thus facilitating descriptions of population-specific haplotypes. 

Likewise, the strength of the 1KG project data is the breadth of sampling across 

a range of human populations. Thus, as more complete descriptions of CNV 

become available in the IGHV cluster, the 1KG data have the potential to offer 

exciting prospects for understanding important, and possibly disease relevant, 

differences in haplotype structure between ethnicities. 

2.8. Summary  

Despite the important role of antibodies in adaptive immunity, genomic 

variation in the IGHV cluster remains poorly described, particularly for large 

genomic structural polymorphisms. Recent findings in human disease genetics 

highlight the fact that much of the underlying heritability of many disease 

phenotypes is yet to be identified, and stresses the need for additional 

sequencing in complicated regions of the genome as one step toward a better 

understanding of the underlying causes of disease susceptibility.80,81 The paucity 
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of data in the IGHV cluster discussed in this review indicates that this locus is 

among those that deserve further attention, as nearly half of the IGHV genes are 

known to vary in copy number, and many examples of complex haplotypes 

alternative to the NCBI reference assembly are known to occur in the IGHV 

cluster; however, all of these remain unsequenced. The advent of recent 

genomic tools and methods, such as fosmid clone sequencing, will prove useful 

for building more complete genomic resources in IGH. Such descriptions will 

allow for more complete characterization of duplicated and deleted IGHV gene 

haplotypes, which likely make important contributions to an individual’s 

expressed B cell repertoire.6,7 The pairing of genomic data to expressed 

repertoire deep sequencing will also be important for understanding direct 

connections between germline variation in the IGHV cluster and expressed 

repertoire variability between individuals. Currently, it is not fully known how well 

genetic variation in the IGHV gene cluster is represented by high-throughput 

genomic methods; however, analyses conducted in this review suggest that a 

portion of known variants have likely not been captured by GWAS. Ultimately, 

sequencing of alternate haplotypes in the IGHV cluster will allow for the 

development of more effective tools for assaying variation in this locus and 

testing for association with human disease.  
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Table 1.  IGHV genes and CNV 
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Table 2.  Selected disease associations with IGHV gene germline 
polymorphisms 
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Figure 1. IGHV gene organization and CNV map. Genomic organization of 44 
functional and open reading frame IGHV genes, and adjacent D and J 
genes located at the telomeric end of chromosome 14, as found in the 
NCBI reference genome sequence.9  Colored triangles under IGHV genes 
indicate genes known or suspected to be in regions of insertion (blue) or 
deletion (red) polymorphisms, or both (green). IGHC genes are not shown 
but are positioned immediately downstream of the IGHJ cluster, and span 
approximately 300 KB. A full representation of the locus, including all 
IGHV, IGHD, IGHJ, and IGHC genes and pseudogenes can be found at 
www.imgt.org.10 
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Figure 2. The number of known alleles for each of the mapped and unmapped 
IGHV genes (functional and ORF). Counts of alleles per locus are 
based on those reported in IMGT,10 and also include putative alleles 
reported in the Immunoglobulin Polymorphism Database.15 
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Figure 3. LD between IGHV and commercial array SNPs. Proportion of IGHV gene 
SNPs tagged per population (ASN, EUR, and AFR) by (A) Affymetrix 6.0, 
and (B) Illummina Omni1-Quad markers at r2 values ranging from 0.1-1.0. 
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Figure 4. Commercial array SNP distribution and LD in IGHV. Number of Affymetrix 
6.0, Illumina Omni1-Quad, and IGHV coding region SNPs from (A) ASN, 
(B) EUR, and (C) AFR 1KG populations per 100 KB of the IGHV cluster: 
coordinates 106.4 MB to 107.3 MB of chromosome 14 (Hg19). Numbers 
in parentheses above bars represent percentages of IGHV region allelic 
SNPs tagged at r2 ≥ 0.8 in each population by Affymetrix and Illumina 
SNP markers, respectively. 
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Figure 5. Incomplete reconstruction of a human IGHV gene region. This image 
depicts an assembly from the HuRef Genome Browser 
(http://huref.jcvi.org/) in the region surrounding the IGHV3-30 and IGHV4-
31 genes characterized by several insertion/duplication polymorphisms. 
The region shown spans ~105.86 MB to 105.90 MB (Hg18) of 
chromosome 14. The teal bar at the top of the image represents the NCBI 
reference assembly.8 The orange bar below represents the HuRef 
assembly. The eleven contigs indicated by black brackets are short 
unassembled contigs (labeled with names and strand orientation), and 
may correspond to one of the large alternate insertion haplotypes known 
to occur in the region; however, these do not form a single contiguous 
haplotype. Shaded bars linking contigs to the NCBI reference assembly 
indicate regions of shared sequence. Annotated IGHV genes are 
indicated in the lower segment of the figure. 
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CHAPTER 3. First complete haplotype of the 
human immunoglobulin heavy chain variable 
region from a single individual and 
characterization of novel allelic and structural 
variation 
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3.1. Abstract 

The immunoglobulin heavy chain locus (IGH) encodes genes responsible 

for antibody formation and is vital to the adaptive immune response.  

Programmatic somatic rearrangement and the complex duplicated nature of the 

locus have complicated attempts to reconcile its genomic organization from 

traditional B-lymphocyte derived genetic material. As a result, germline variation 

within IGH is not well understood; haplotype inference using traditional linkage 

disequilibrium methods has been difficult, and the reference sequence (GRCh37) 

is missing expressed heavy chain variable (V) genes. Using a hydatidiform mole 

BAC clone resource, we present the first complete haplotype sequence of IGH V, 

diversity (D), and junction (J) gene regions derived from a single individual. We 

generate an alternate sequence assembly of 1 MB of high quality finished 

sequence. We add 101 kbp of previously uncharacterized sequence, discover 

novel IGHV genes and characterize four large germline structural variants.  We 

use this germline reference to characterize eight different structural haplotypes 

from a panel of nine diploid genomes of diverse origin discovering novel IGHV 

genes and an additional 121 kbp of new sequence. We genotype four of these 

structural haplotypes using PCR in 425 individuals from nine human populations. 

We find that all four are highly polymorphic and show considerable evidence of 

stratifiction (Fst values from 0.3 to 0.5), with the greatest differences observed 

between African and Asian populations. These structural haplotypes generally 

exhibit weak linkage disequilibrium with SNPs from two commercial arrays in 
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most of the populations tested, indicating this variation has likely been 

unexplored as part of most disease-association studies.  

3.2. Introduction 

Structural variants (SVs), such as inversions, deletions, insertions, and 

duplications are common features of the human genome and are a significant 

source of inter-individual sequence variation (KIDD et al. 2008; KIDD et al. 2010b; 

MILLS et al. 2011; SUDMANT et al. 2010; TUZUN et al. 2005). This form of variation 

has been implicated in a broad spectrum of human phenotypes, including 

adaptive traits (PERRY et al. 2007), developmental and neurological disorders 

(KOOLEN et al. 2006; MEFFORD et al. 2011; SHARP et al. 2006), and infectious and 

autoimmune diseases (MAMTANI et al. 2010a; MAMTANI et al. 2010b; PELAK et al. 

2011). Despite the impressively large number of SVs that have been identified, 

many regions of the genome remain poorly characterized with respect to 

descriptions of alternate SV-containing haplotypes, as illustrated by recent 

resequencing efforts that have identified a substantial portion of novel sequence 

not found in the human reference assembly (KIDD et al. 2008; KIDD et al. 2010b; 

LEVY et al. 2007; TUZUN et al. 2005). Particularly in regions characterized by 

segmental duplication, missing or incomplete sequence data hampers the ability 

to accurately tag such variation using neighboring single nucleotide 

polymorphisms (SNPs) (CAMPBELL et al. 2011). As a result the genes within 

these complex regions have not been fully investigated as part of routine disease 
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association studies, highlighting the need for directed sequencing to discover 

alternate haplotypes, particularly in genomic regions encompassing genes with 

potential biomedical relevance. 

The human immunoglobulin heavy chain (IGH) locus is essential to the 

formation of functional antibodies, primary components of the adaptive immune 

system (LEFRANC and LEFRANC 2001). Despite the importance of IGH, our 

understanding of locus-wide genetic variation at the nucleotide level is largely 

incomplete (WATSON and BREDEN 2012). IGH spans approximately 1 megabase 

(MB) of chromosome 14 (14q32.33), and consists of an estimated 120-130 

functional and nonfunctional variable (V) genes that reside adjacent to ~27 

diversity (D), nine joining (J), and 8-11 constant (C) functional and non-functional 

gene segments (LEFRANC 2001a; LEFRANC and LEFRANC 2001; MATSUDA et al. 

1998). Each group of IGH gene segments (IGHV, D, J, and C) is the result of 

duplication and divergence, making the IGH locus one of the most segmentally 

duplicated regions of the human genome. Targeted studies of the IGHV gene 

cluster indicate that both allelic variation and SVs contribute to extreme 

haplotype diversity (CHIMGE et al. 2005; COOK et al. 1994; KIDD et al. 2012; 

PRAMANIK et al. 2011; PRAMANIK and LI 2002). Many genome-wide studies of 

structural variation, however, have excluded the region due to the difficulty of 

distinguishing somatic from germline variation (see CONRAD et al. 2010a). 

Moreover, because additional reference sequences harboring structural variation 

have not been sequenced, the direct impacts of haplotype diversity on IGHV 

gene expression and function remain largely unexplored. 
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Given the role of antibodies in the immune system, immunoglobulin 

regions are attractive candidate loci for human disease, and several links 

between the IGH region and disease have been reported (BOYD et al. 2010; CHO 

et al. 2003; FIELD et al. 2002; OLEE et al. 1991; TSAI et al. 2011); yet few of these 

associations have been replicated or fine mapped. Disease links to IGH 

polymorphisms might be expected to be more frequent, especially for 

autoimmune and infectious diseases, but whether the apparent scarcity of such 

associations represents a genuine absence, or results from the difficulty of 

effectively assaying genomic variation at this locus, remains an open question. 

The fact that only a single GWAS study has identified an association in IGH (TSAI 

et al. 2011), suggests a potential disconnect between known IGH haplotype 

diversity and current high-throughput genotyping tools. For example, the IGHV, 

D, and J gene regions have only been sequenced once in their entirety, and this 

reference is a mosaic of large-insert clones from three libraries (MATSUDA et al. 

1998). Furthermore, this sequence, which is used as the standard human 

genome reference, is missing at least 11 functional/open reading frame (ORF) 

IGHV genes, and of those IGHV genes that are represented, at least 16 are 

known or suspected to vary in copy number (WATSON and BREDEN 2012).  

In order to identify and characterize additional IGH genomic haplotypes, 

we undertook a project to generate a high-quality alternate sequence assembly 

of the IGH locus using large-insert bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) clones 

from a haploid hydatidiform mole library (CH17: 

http://bacpac.chori.org/library.php?id=231). Hydatidiform moles result from the 
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fertilization of an enucleated egg followed by the doubling of paternal germline 

material. The CH17 library genome is comprised of only one haplotype, and as a 

result any variation observed in assemblies can be attributed to paralogous 

sequence variants rather than allelic variation. This resource is, therefore, ideal 

for generating reliable haploid reference sequences within complicated regions of 

the genome associated with segmental duplication (DENNIS et al. 2012), 

Moreover, this tissue has not been subjected to V(D)J or somatic recombination 

and thus should in principle harbor an unadulterated locus representative of the 

germline. In this study we generate the most complete haploid sequence 

assembly of the IGHV, D, and J gene regions from the CH17 library, and also 

conduct resequencing from additional large insert fosmid clones from diverse 

ethnicities. We use these data to annotate missing genes, discover large-scale 

structural polymorphisms, and characterize the pattern of sequence diversity for 

a subset of these in the human population. This sequence resource provides a 

comprehensive set of alternate IGH assemblies, a means to explore germline 

genetic variation and a substrate for more effective disease association studies. 

3.3. Results 

3.3.1. Sequence, Assembly, and Annotation of the IGH locus 
 

We sequenced a complete haplotype of the IGH V, D, and J gene regions 

(14q32.33) by selecting CH17 hydatidiform mole BAC clones whose end-

sequences specifically mapped to the IGH locus. All clones were subjected to 
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traditional shotgun capillary-based dideoxy sequencing and assembled into a 

single contig with an estimated error rate of 1 error per 10,000 basepairs.  

Sequenced inserts were assembled into a larger contig. The resulting IGH 

haplotype consists of 1,075 kbp of sequence spanning IGHJ6 to 49 kbp 

upstream of IGHV3-74. The most telomeric end of the locus (~21 kbp, based on 

GRCh37), including the previously described IGHV gene, IGHV7-81, and four 

IGHV pseudogenes (MATSUDA et al. 1998), was not included, as no BAC clones 

were identified from the CH17 library in this region. Despite this small gap, the 

CH17 IGH haplotype represents the most complete sequence spanning the IGH 

V, D, and J gene regions generated from a single chromosome. Accession 

numbers and sequences for CH17 BAC clones and assemblies analyzed in this 

study have been deposited in GenBank (Appendix A, Supplementary Table 1).  

Based on mapping of known IGH genes available in IMGT (the 

international ImMunoGeneTics information system; www.imgt.org; RUIZ et al. 

1999; LEFRANC 2001b; LEFRANC and LEFRANC 2001), the sequenced haplotype 

includes 47 functional/ORF IGHV genes, 27 functional/ORF IGHD genes, and six 

functional IGHJ genes. Alleles at these loci were annotated by comparing their 

sequences to two public databases (IMGT, www.imgt.org, LEFRANC 2001b; 

Immunoglobulin Polymorphism Database, IgPdb, 

http://cgi.cse.unsw.edu.au/~ihmmune/IgPdb/; Figure 6, Appendix A, 

Supplementary Table 2). Three novel alleles were identified for the IGHV genes 

(i.e., alleles not represented in IMGT or IgPdb) IGHV1-18, IGHV3-20, and 

IGHV4-28. In each case, novel alleles differed by only a single nucleotide 
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compared to the most closely related allele, and in all cases these variants were 

represented as SNPs in dbSNP135 and in the 1000 Genomes Project (2010) 

(1KG) datasets (Appendix A, Supplementary Table 2). The novel allele identified 

for IGHV3-20 involved a non-synonymous change while the other two alleles 

were the result of synonymous mutations. We also confirmed the presence of 

three putative alleles (IGHV2-70*p14, IGHV3-64*p07, IGHV3-11*p05) previously 

reported from an analysis of rearranged IGH sequences (WANG et al. 2008), and 

one unpublished putative allele (IGHV3-13*p04), all of which were listed in IgPdb. 

These alleles were previously characterized as putative, as they had not been 

confirmed from genomic DNA, and thus did not meet established IMGT criteria; 

however, these five alleles can now be included as official IMGT IGHV alleles. 

The remaining 37 characterized alleles from the CH17 haplotype were listed in 

the IMGT database, as were all alleles at IGHD and IGHJ gene loci.  

A direct comparison of this assembly to that of the reference genome 

(GRCh37) revealed the presence of four large structural variants involving ten 

functional IGHV genes, including two insertions and two complex events (Figures 

6 and 7; Table 3). We refer to complex SV events as those for which a haplotype 

harboring a SV differs from the reference genome, but either (1) requires more 

than two breakpoints to reconcile the variant with the reference genome and is 

therefore not a simple insertion, deletion or inversion (e.g., the IGHV1-8, IGHV3-

9/IGHV5-a, IGHV3-64.d complex event), or (2) the SV is best described in the 

context of a haplotype other than the reference genome; for example, although 

the IGHV4-31/IGHV4-30-2 complex event in CH17 is significantly different from 
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the reference genome, based on sequence analysis (see methods) this event 

was most likely mediated by sequence found in an alternate insertion haplotype 

described here from fosmid clones (see Figures 12 and 14). We determine that 

the CH17 haplotype harbors 101.9 kbp of sequence not represented in GRCh37. 

With respect to gene copy number differences, the CH17 haplotype differs from 

GRCh37 by ten IGHV genes (seven gains/three loses; Figure 1). Of the 47 V 

genes identified in the CH17 haplotype and the 43 identified in the reference 

(excluding IGHV7-81), 40 were shared. Allelic differences were observed at 18 of 

these 40 functional/ORF IGHV genes, and 14 of these allelic differences included 

non-synonymous variants. From the combination of allelic and structural variation 

data there are 23 differences between the two haplotypes, involving 28 IGHV 

genes. Nineteen of the 23 variants represent changes in amino acid sequence or 

gene copy number (Figure 6; Appendix A, Supplementary Table 2). In contrast to 

the IGHV gene region, we did not observe any allelic differences at IGHD and 

IGHJ gene loci between the two haplotypes (Appendix A, Supplementary Table 

2). 

We also annotated other functional elements including regulatory and 

recombination signal (RS) sequences, which are necessary for proper somatic 

rearrangement of V, D, and J genes (LEFRANC and LEFRANC 2001) (Appendix A, 

Supplementary Table 3). For genes that occur in identified structural variants, 

this is the first description of their regulatory regions (e.g., IGHV7-4-1, IGHV5-a, 

IGHV4-30-2; see LEFRANC and LEFRANC 2001). Regulatory sequence motifs for 

all CH17 haplotype IGHV genes were also compared to those reported in 
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Matsuda et al. (1998). No variation was observed in the characterized regulatory 

sequences for IGHV genes shared between the two haplotypes, even for those 

loci at which we identified different alleles within IGHV gene coding sequence. 

However, for the IGHV3-64 gene duplicate (allele IGHV3-64*p07) that occurred 

as part of a complex structural haplotype (Figures 6 and 7), the 9mer RSS motif 

differed from that described for IGHV3-64*02 (MATSUDA et al. 1998) by two 

nucleotides (Appendix A, Supplementary Table 3). This sequence matched with 

100% identity to RSS 9mers from other IGHV genes.  

3.3.2. Discovery and sequence characterization of additional 
structurally variable haplotypes 

 

We further explored structural variation of the IGH locus by complete 

sequencing of genomic clones mapping to the region. The clones were part of a 

fosmid-end sequence mapping project previously developed to characterize 

structural variation in the human genome (KIDD et al. 2008; KIDD et al. 2010a, 

2010b; TUZUN et al. 2005). The primary libraries used here were constructed from 

nine individuals (two Yorubans (YRI), two Japanese (JPT), two Han Chinese 

(CHB), two CEPH, and one individual of unknown ethnicity). The ends of each 

fosmid insert was sequenced and mapped to the human reference genome to 

discover putative sites of structural variation based on length and orientation 

discrepancies. We identified a total of 191 discordant clones from the nine 

libraries mapping to the IGH region (47 ‘insertion’ and 144 ‘deletion’ clones). Of 

the 144 clones suspected to harbor deletions, 86 of these were expected to span 
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IGHC, J, D, and/or V gene region junctions based on end-read mapping 

positions, and were presumed to represent somatic V(D)J recombination events. 

These are expected because the DNA used for fosmid library construction was 

isolated from Epstein-Barr Virus (EBV) transformed B cell lines that undergo 

somatic rearrangement at immunoglobulin loci. In addition, 23 deletion clones 

and three insertion clones mapped within the IGHC gene region only and were 

excluded from further analysis; however, it is worth noting that IGHC gene region 

structural variants have been described (KEYEUX et al. 1989; LEFRANC et al. 

1983a; LEFRANC et al. 1991; LEFRANC et al. 1983b; LEFRANC et al. 1982). In 

addition to this set of clones, fully sequenced fosmids from a previous genome-

wide dataset/analysis (KIDD et al. 2010b) based on a second set of libraries (eight 

individuals, from the same ethnicities) were also searched for possible SV-

containing clones in IGHV. 

In total, we analyzed complete inserts of 17 discordant fosmid clones 

mapping to the IGHV gene region, characterizing eight structurally variant 

haplotypes (Table 3; Figure 2; Appendix A, Supplementary Table 1; an additional 

nine fosmids were also analyzed and found to contain either partial SV events, or 

no SV events). The corresponding SVs from the aforementioned 17 clones 

represent copy number changes in 13 functional/ORF genes (not including those 

that overlapped with CH17), two of which (IGHV3-38 and IGHV3-43.d) had not 

been associated with structural variation prior to this study. In addition, we 

generated an additional 125 kbp of novel sequence (not including sequence 

overlapping CH17 variants). We identified 11 novel IGHV alleles (i.e., alleles not 
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represented in IMGT or IgPdb) from all functional/ORF genes identified in the 

fosmid sequences (Appendix A, Supplementary Table 4). Two of the novel 

alleles, one at IGHV2-5 (identified in YRI and CEPH) and one at IGHV1-69, were 

suspected to represent recombinant alleles; that is, these alleles did not contain 

novel SNPs, but instead were formed by recombination events between 

previously described alleles. Alleles identified at IGHV4-30-4 and IGHV4-4 in two 

of the fosmids suggested the occurrence of inter-locus gene conversion, as 

stretches of sequence within these alleles were most similar to known alleles at 

other IGHV gene loci. This was most apparent for the allele observed at IGHV4-4 

which was most similar to IGHV4-59*08 (288/291 nt; IGHV4-4*07, 284/291 nt). 

We also identified the allele IGHV3-30*04 at the IGHV3-30-3 locus; although this 

allele differs from the most similar IGHV3-30-3 allele by only 1 bp, and does not 

result in an amino acid change, this finding provides the first example to our 

knowledge of allele sharing between IGHV3-30 and IGHV3-30-3 loci. Both this 

example, and those noted for IGHV4-4 and IGHV4-30-4 are important to 

consider when analyzing genetic sequence data from these genes, particularly in 

inference of gene copy number (e.g., KIDD et al. 2012) as the absence of a 

“known” allele might not be indicative of a genuine loss of that gene in a given 

haplotype. In all cases where novel alleles were described at IGHV loci found in 

GRCh37, variants were represented by SNPs in dbSNP135 and/or 1KG 

datasets. In addition, we characterized regulatory sequences for IGHV genes 

identified in the fosmid data that previously lacked complete descriptions of these 
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motifs (see LEFRANC and LEFRANC 2001); in all cases sequences matched those 

of other IGHV gene regulatory elements (Appendix A, Supplementary Table 3).    

3.3.3. Analysis of variant breakpoints and inference of mutational 
mechanisms 

 

Using previously described methods (KIDD et al. 2010a), we assessed the 

breakpoints of the SVs described here, as well as previously identified 

breakpoints of the IGHV4-61 deletion (MILLS et al. 2011). We were not able to 

infer the mutational mechanism underlying the complex structural event involving 

the genes IGHV1-8, IGHV3-9, IGHV5-a, and IGHV3-64, as this variant was not 

consistent with mechanisms typically associated with simple insertion, deletion, 

or duplication events; an image of this SV is depicted in Figure 8. For all other 

events, we searched for and identified stretches of extended sequence homology 

flanking or spanning the breakpoints –a characteristic feature of non-allelic 

homologous recombination (NAHR; KIDD et al. 2010a). Two examples of this 

approach are shown in Figures 9 and 10: (1) the duplication event involving 

IGHV3-23, one of the most highly expressed genes in naïve antibody repertoires 

(BOYD et al. 2010; GLANVILLE et al. 2011); and (2) an insertion containing the 

duplication of the genes IGHV1-69 and IGHV2-70, as well as the ORF gene 

IGHV1-f and pseudogene IGHV3-h. In both Figures 9 and 10, repeat segments 

are identified at the event breakpoints; in the case of the IGHV3-23 duplication, 

two 5.3 kbp repeat segments with 86% sequence identity were identified in the 
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reference haplotype and three were identified in the fosmid haplotype (Figure 

9B), suggesting that this duplication was likely mediated by NAHR. 

The lengths of repeat segments involved in each of the analyzed events 

varied, ranging from 600 bp to 38 kbp in size (Table 4). Sequence identities 

between repeat segments also varied, but in most cases for which crossover 

events were suspected to have occurred, we observed shorter stretches of 

sequence with almost perfect sequence identity (>99%) at the predicted 

breakpoints (see Figures 9 and 10). With exception of the IGHV7-4-1 insertion, 

all predicted event-mediating repeats contained IGHV genes or pseudogenes 

(see Figures 9 and 10 for example). Notably, in the region spanning the genes 

IGHV4-28 to IGHV4-34, which has previously been shown to exhibit extreme 

haplotype variation (CHIMGE et al. 2005; MILNER et al. 1995; PRAMANIK et al. 2011; 

WALTER et al. 1993) and has been implicated in several autoimmune disorders 

(CHO et al. 2003; MO et al. 1996; OLEE et al. 1991; YANG et al. 1990), we 

identified evidence of a hotspot of NAHR. Five distinct structural variants, in 

addition to the reference genome, were characterized, all of which were 

predicted to be mediated by crossover events involving large ~25 kbp segmental 

duplications (Figure 11). Each of these duplicated blocks includes two functional 

IGHV genes. Compared to the reference genome, which contains two ~25 kbp 

segmental duplicates, one of the haplotypes identified in NA18555 in this region 

contained two additional repeated ~25 kbp segmental duplications (Figure 11). 

The exact mechanisms mediating this expanded haplotype could not be 

determined (see Methods); however, based on sequence similarity it was clear 
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that several events were mediated by segmental duplication blocks found in this 

haplotype, rather than by those represented in GRCh37 (Figure 11). 

Interestingly, we also characterized a second haplotype in NA18555 that 

contained a deletion of IGHV3-30 and IGHV4-31, indicating that this individual 

carries two haplotypes in the region that differ from the reference genome by 

either two or four functional genes.  

It is also important to note, that although the sequence identity between 

characterized allelic~25 kbp segments was higher than that observed between 

paralogous segments, signatures of conversion events (i.e., stretches of shared 

sequence between paralogs) as well as point mutations were also observed at 

this locus. Further sequencing in this region in more individuals is likely to yield 

novel haplotypes that may shed additional light on the history of events at this 

locu. Nonetheless, the haplotypes identified here are corroborated by previous 

data (MILNER et al. 1995; WALTER et al. 1993; KIDD et al. 2012).  

3.3.4. Sequence analysis of somatic rearrangements 
  

As noted above, 86 fosmid clones mapping to IGH with predicted 

deletions spanned IGHV, IGHD, IGHJ, and IGHC regions, and were thus 

considered to represent somatic rearrangements. To confirm this assumption, we 

analyzed and annotated ten fully sequenced fosmid clones for which one end-

read mapped to the IGHC region and the other mapped to the IGHV region 

(Appendix A, Supplementary Table 1). Analysis of the ten clones confirmed the 

presence of somatic V(D)J rearrangements, as each fosmid contained large 
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deletions in IGHC, IGHJ, IGHD, and IGHV gene regions. An example of one of 

these clones in comparison to GRCh37 is depicted in Figure 12. Analogous to 

sequences generated from expressed antibody repertoires, the use of specific 

IGHV, IGHD, IGHJ, and IGHC genes on the rearranged chromosome could be 

inferred (Figure 12). In addition to the loss of large stretches of sequence in each 

gene region, we observed evidence of junctional diversity (JD), class-switch 

recombination (CSR), and somatic hypermutation (SHM), all processes that 

occur at different stages in developing B cells, either during antibody 

rearrangement (JD) or antibody/B cell selection post-antigen stimulation (CSR, 

SHM) (LEFRANC and LEFRANC 2001; ODEGARD and SCHATZ 2006). JD results from 

the addition and deletion of nucleotides at V-D and D-J gene junctions during 

somatic recombination, the signature of which is evident by inspection of the 

regions where IGHV and IGHJ genes are joined to the IGHD gene segment. The 

occurrence of CSR was identified in clones for which rearrangements resulted in 

the deletion of IGHC µ or δ genes. IGHC genes other than µ and δ are expressed 

only in mature B cells (e.g., plasma and memory cells) that have undergone CSR 

(LEFRANC and LEFRANC 2001). Point mutations characteristic of SHM were 

identified by comparing IGHV, D, and J gene sequences to known alleles; in 

each of the ten fosmids sequenced, point mutations were observed in the IGHV, 

D, and J genes involved in the rearrangement. SHM is a highly targeted process 

that occurs only within the rearranged IGHV, D, and J genes (ODEGARD and 

SCHATZ 2006). Interestingly, in support of this, for clones in which additional 
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IGHV and IGHJ genes were present upstream and downstream of the 

rearranged IGHV and IGHJ genes, no evidence of SHM was observed.  

 

3.3.5. Population stratification of IGHV structural polymorphisms 

To assess the global frequency of a subset of the discovered IGHV 

variants, we genotyped four these SVs in a total of 425 individuals from nine 

diverse populations. For three of the variants (the IGHV7-4-1 and IGHV1-

c/IGHV3-d/IGHV3-43/IGHV4-b insertions, and the IGHV1-8/IGHV3-9/IGHV3-

64/IGHV5-a complex event) we designed haploype-specific primers for standard 

PCR. For the remaining variant, the IGHV1-69/IGHV2-70/IGHV1-f insertion, we 

used a TaqMan Copy Number assay, in addition to haplotype-specific standard 

PCR assays designed near IGHV1-f. The allele frequencies for each event are 

listed in Table 5. We examined population stratification using Fst (note: genome-

wide average pairwise Fst values for common autosomal SNPs are typically less 

than 0.2 (ALTSHULER et al. 2010).  In contrast, all four structural variants show 

significant population stratification with population pair-wise Fst values reaching 

0.5 for some variants (Figure 13). For example, the ~61 kbp insertion containing 

IGHV1-c, IGHV3-d, IGHV3-43.d, and IGHV4-b is highly stratified between African 

and Asian/European populations (Figure 13A). Additionally, IGHV1-69/IGHV2-70 

copy number is also highly stratified between the three major continental groups, 

with Asians having fewer copies than Africans (Figure 13B). We observed that all 

individuals with >3 copies of IGHV1-69/IGHV2-70 carry the IGHV1-f gene; 

however, this gene was also observed in several individuals for which only two 
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IGHV1-69 copies were predicted, suggesting that some variability in our custom 

TaqMan assay exists, which has likely resulted in an underestimation of copy 

number in some individuals. 

We also genotyped these particular structural polymorphisms in five 

chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes), five gorillas (Gorilla gorilla), and five orangutans 

(two Bornean, Pongo pygmaeus, and three Sumatran, Pongo abelii; Table 5). 

Strikingly, the presence of each variant was noted in at least one non-human 

primate, suggesting that none of these events are unique to humans. 

Interestingly, the IGHV5-a/IGHV3-64.d haplotype was observed in orangutan in 

the absence of IGHV1-8/IGHV3-9, whereas the converse was noted in 

chimpanzee and gorilla. Likewise, the haplotype containing the IGHV1-

69/IGHV2-70/IGHV1-f insertion was amplified in gorilla, indicating that a 

duplication of IGHV1-69 and IGHV2-70 preceded the split of gorillas from the 

chimp and human lineage. The fact that this variant was not detected in chimps 

or orangutans could reflect species-specific variants effecting assay 

performance, or the limited number of individuals screened. Further to this point, 

in a number of instances we found that SV allele frequency was less than 1.0 

(Table 5); however, these reflect a lack of PCR product generated from some 

individuals for assays of both alleles at a given SV (e.g., IGHV7-4-1 insertion in 

chimp). Thus, the extent to which these SV loci are polymorphic and stratified 

within non-human primate species will require additional genotyping in a larger 

panel of samples. 
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To investigate whether IGHV SVs were in LD with SNPs found on 

commercial arrays, we downloaded genotypes for Affymetrix 6.0 and the Illumina 

Omni 1 Quad array SNPs in individuals from 1KG datasets for seven of the nine 

populations screened with the four IGHV SV assays. We assessed LD between 

these SNPs and alleles at SV loci using r2 (Table 6). This analysis revealed that, 

in general, the genotyped SVs were poorly represented (r2 < 0.8) by commercial 

arrays in all of the populations screened. LD was stronger between IGHV SVs 

and SNPs found on the Illumina Omni 1Quad, which was likely a result of the 

increased density of SNPs in IGH on this array (noted previously, WATSON and 

BREDEN 2012). Furthermore, analogous to trends observed genome-wide 

(MCCARROLL et al. 2008), we observed that LD estimates between IGHV SVs 

and array SNPs were lowest in African populations.  

3.4. Discussion 

The primary motivation of this study was to produce a set of alternative 

haplotypes that better represent standing genetic diversity of the IGH locus, such 

that these sequences could aid future investigations of the relationships between 

IGH germline polymorphisms, antibody expression and function, and disease 

susceptibility. To this aim, we have generated a new reference genome 

assembly from a hydatidiform mole BAC library and analyzed sequence from 36 

fosmid clones from a diverse set of ethnic backgrounds. The new assembly 

represents the most complete haplotype upon which structural variants of the 
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IGHV, D, and J gene regions can be mapped. From these data, we have 

described 12 large SVs ranging in size from 6.5 kbp to 50 kbp (Table 4), 

including nucleotide sequence resolution descriptions of polymorphisms that 

have been implicated in human disease. As a result, we have characterized 222 

kbp of novel sequence not found in the reference genome, effectively increasing 

the length of the IGHV gene region by over 20% and providing a resource for 

future genotyping and association studies.  

Annotations of these sequences allowed for the identification of 14 novel 

IGHV gene alleles, and the validation of four putative alleles previously identified 

from expressed antibody repertoires (IgPdb). The fact that we identified 14 novel 

alleles from a targeted survey in such a small sample of individuals suggests that 

additional sampling of IGHV gene allelic variation will be required, especially in 

less studied populations. Also illustrating this point, more recent investigations of 

IGHV allelic variation, including deep sequencing of expressed naïve antibody 

repertoires in Caucasian individuals, revealed the presence of many previously 

unidentified IGHV alleles (BOYD et al. 2010; KIDD et al. 2012; WANG et al. 2011). 

However, those identified from expressed antibodies remain unrecognized by 

IMGT until confirmed by genomic DNA. Importantly though, many of the SNPs 

that define these putative novel alleles are represented in SNP databases (e.g., 

dbSNP and 1KG datasets), implying that these alleles are most likely genuine. 

Additionally, this suggests that a survey of novel SNPs in 1KG data within IGHV 

coding regions could be a simple and cost-effective approach for identifying 

novel alleles in a broader sample of geographic populations, as candidate novel 
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alleles could easily be validated by PCR using genomic DNA from the same 

individuals. A more complete compilation of IGHV gene alleles will be important 

for understanding population specific diversity, and also has implications in 

disease research in which the identification of somatic mutations is dependent on 

existing IGHV allele databases; IGHV gene mutations, for example, are often 

used as prognostic markers in B cell-related cancers (CHEN et al. 2008; HAMBLIN 

et al. 1999). 

With the exception of the duplication of IGHV3-43 and deletion of IGHV3-

38, each of the SVs identified here included genes previously known or 

suspected to vary in copy number; however, this is the first time that these 

events have been fully sequenced and characterized at the genomic level. For 

example, the presence of the 9.9 KB insertion including the gene IGHV7-4-1 had 

been previously identified using RFLP analysis in Japanese and Caucasian 

cohorts (SHIN et al. 1993), but, the exact size and complete sequence of this 

variant was not known. Prior to this study, up to 28 IGHV functional/ORF genes 

were suspected to vary in copy number, either from 0-1 copies (n=19), or 1-2 

copies (n=9) per haploid genome (WATSON and BREDEN 2012). Importantly, 12 of 

the 19 IGHV genes that vary from 0-1 haploid copies are not represented in the 

reference genome (LEFRANC and LEFRANC 2001). We identified four of these 12 

genes in the CH17 haplotype, and an additional six in the fosmid haplotypes 

described here. In addition, the pseudogene, IGHV3-h, which is also not 

represented in GRCh37, but has previously been observed in 58% of Danish 

individuals (OHM-LAURSEN et al. 2005), was identified in CH17. Of the remaining 
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seven ‘0-1’ haploid copy genes, all were included in SVs analyzed in this study. 

We also described variants that included duplications of IGHV genes represented 

in GRCh37, including four of the nine IGHV genes that are suspected to vary 

from 1-2 haploid copies, as well as a novel duplication of the gene IGHV3-43 

(IGHV3-43.d).  

Evidence of gene conversion or IGHV gene sequence exchange was 

noted at several loci. For example, at the IGHV4-4 locus in NA19240, we 

identified a novel allele most similar to IGHV4-59*08 (288/291 nt). Interestingly, 

IGHV4-59 (one of the ‘1-2’ haploid copy genes noted above) was also recently 

presumed to be a part of a duplication event based on the identification of greater 

than two alleles in the same individual (KIDD et al. 2012). However, it is also 

possible that such an observation could be explained by the presence of shared 

alleles between loci, as these would result in apparent gains or losses of genes; 

in this particular case, the loss of IGHV4-4, and concomitant gain of IGHV4-59.  

In summary, we have characterized SVs involving 22 of the known 28 

above mentioned copy number variable IGHV genes. Thus, although our 

sequencing survey facilitated the characterization of an overwhelming majority of 

suspected SVs in IGHV, our results suggest, that similar to IGHV coding 

variation, more work will be necessary to complete descriptions of SV in the 

region. Further support for this claim comes from the analysis of the IGHV4-

39/IGHV3-38 deletion described in this study. Deletions of IGHV4-39 have been 

noted previously (CHIMGE et al. 2005; WATSON et al. 2010), although these were 
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not shown to include the gene IGHV3-38, suggesting that more than one IGHV4-

39-containing deletion variant is present in the population.   

In addition to confirming previously reported SVs in IGH, our data also 

allowed for IGHV genes involved in the same polymorphism to be definitively 

ordered into genomic haplotypes, either validating or improving the 

characterization of previously suspected variants inferred by PCR, RFLP, or 

expressed IGHV gene analysis. For example, a deletion of the genes IGHV1-8 

and IGHV3-9 had been reported in some haplotypes (BOYD et al. 2010; CHIMGE 

et al. 2005; KIDD et al. 2012; PRAMANIK and LI 2002); our data confirmed this, but 

also revealed that rather than these genes occurring as a simple deletion variant, 

they were replaced by the genes, IGHV5-a (HUMPHRIES et al. 1988; SANZ et al. 

1989) and a duplicate of IGHV3-64 (BOYD et al. 2010; KIDD et al. 2012), which 

were not previously known to co-occur on the same haplotype. It is interesting to 

note that recent descriptions of putative IGHV haplotypes based on the analysis 

of expressed antibody repertoires showed that IGHV5-a is present only on 

individual inferred haplotypes lacking IGHV1-8 and IGHV3-9 (KIDD et al. 2012). 

Our genotyping data also support this finding, as all individuals lacking the 

IGHV1-8/IGHV3-9 haplotype were positive for the IGHV5-a/IGHV3-64.d 

haplotype. Similarly, the genes IGHV1-69 and IGHV2-70 had also been 

suggested to occur as part of the same duplication (BOYD et al. 2010), which we 

confirmed from the CH17 haplotype. However, our data revealed that this 38 kbp 

duplication included the previously unmapped pseudogene IGHV3-h, and was 
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also associated with the presence of the gene IGHV1-f (OHM-LAURSEN et al. 

2005).  

The repetitive nature of the IGHV gene cluster, which is primarily the result 

of IGHV gene duplication (MATSUDA et al. 1998), is presumed to have facilitated 

the high frequency of structural variation found throughout the locus (PRAMANIK et 

al. 2011). However, because complete descriptions of SVs in IGHV have 

remained limited until now, an assessment of the mutational mechanisms 

directing haplotype diversity across the locus has not been possible. Our data 

provide strong evidence that NAHR appears to be the dominating mechanism 

underlying haplotype diversity in the region. Importantly, for ten of the 11 events 

for which NAHR was suspected, mediating sequences were closely associated 

with IGHV genes or pseudogenes, suggesting that the evolutionary expansion of 

the IGHV gene family and the generation of associated segmental duplications, 

have provided substrate for the formation of the majority of SVs in the region. 

Similar to IGHV, complex and repetitive genomic architectures are also known to 

underlie copy number changes and structural variation in other immune system 

gene loci, such as killer immunoglobulin receptor genes and beta-defensins 

(BALLANA et al. 2007; HOLLOX and ARMOUR 2008; HOLLOX et al. 2008; TRAHERNE 

et al. 2010). 

Extensive overlap of copy number variants with segmental duplications 

has been observed in both human and primate genomes (GAZAVE et al. 2011; 

SHARP et al. 2005). In fact, the recent discovery that an increase in segmental 

duplications occurred genome-wide in the ancestor of humans and African great 
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apes implicates such regions in the formation of shared and species-specific SVs 

(MARQUES-BONET et al. 2009). We found that four of the SV-containing 

haplotypes characterized in this study (three insertions and one complex event) 

were also present in at least one of three non-human primates. Two of the 

insertion events included large segmental duplications encompassing functional 

IGHV genes that mediated the deletions observed in the human reference 

genome. Although we did not observe direct evidence that any of the four loci 

were polymorphic within chimp, gorilla, or orangutan, variants at two of the loci 

were observed in only one of the three species suggesting the potential for fixed 

differences between species. However, it is important to note that we screened 

only a very small number of individuals (n=5 per species), and thus we cannot 

rule out effects of limited sample size, or species-specific sequence variability on 

assay performance. Interestingly though, we found evidence of the insertion 

haplotype that included the duplication of IGHV1-69 and IGHV2-70 in gorilla, but 

not in chimpanzee or orangutan. Specific coding variants of IGHV1-69 have been 

shown to be important in neutralizing antibodies isolated from three human 

populations against particular influenza epitopes (KASHYAP et al. 2008; LERNER 

2011; SUI et al. 2009; THROSBY et al. 2008), leading to the hypothesis that 

IGHV1-69 evolved to respond quickly during the initial stages of infection 

(LERNER 2011). With respect to copy number variation, it is also interesting to 

note that investigations of IGHV1-69 provide the only example explicitly 

connecting IGHV gene copy number to levels of gene expression in antibody 

repertoires (SASSO et al. 1996).  
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All of the SVs screened here had pairwise Fst values above 0.3 for at least 

two of the populations surveyed, with some values reaching upwards of 0.5, 

observations that may be indicative of selection. Population differences had been 

noted previously for one of the variants, (IGHV7-4-1 insertion (SHIN et al. 1993)), 

although this study included fewer individuals from only two populations 

(European and Japanese). However, prior to our study, the remaining three SVs 

had either not been screened (IGHV4-b insertion), or had only been screened in 

Caucasian individuals; thus, our data represent the most extensive survey of 

IGHV SV polymorphisms to date. Findings from our population study seem 

somewhat striking given that we surveyed only four variants but observed 

evidence for stratification at each locus. For example, this is in contrast to a 

previous examination of Fst at 190 insertion-deletion loci, also identified from 

discordant fosmid clones, from which only 20 polymorphisms (~10.5%) exhibited 

Fst values above 0.35 (KIDD et al. 2010b). The high Fst values observed for the 

IGHV SVs screened here may reflect the fact that these particular SVs associate 

with segmental duplication and include functional genes—two features that have 

been suspected to influence selection (CAMPBELL et al. 2011). Importantly, 

population differences have also been noted for SVs involving genes related to 

the immune response, and in many instances these genes have been linked to 

disease (GONZALEZ et al. 2005; MAMTANI et al. 2010b; PELAK et al. 2011).  

Ultimately, it will be important to understand the role of IGHV germline 

variation in antibody expression, and the potential influences of this variation on 

human disease. From both early studies in IG regions and those conducted more 
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recently, evidence in support of an impact of germline variation on antibody 

expression is accumulating (BOYD et al. 2010; FEENEY et al. 1996; GLANVILLE et 

al. 2011; KIDD et al. 2012; SASSO et al. 1996). For example, observed inter-

individual differences in IGHV gene usage in expressed naïve antibody 

repertoires suggests that IGHV gene copy number differences and point 

mutations in regulatory sequences (e.g. RS sequences) are likely to be important 

factors underlying such variation (BOYD et al. 2010). This point has recently been 

bolstered by observations of strong correlations between IGHV gene usage in 

naïve antibody repertoires of monozygotic twins, suggesting the involvement of 

heritable factors (GLANVILLE et al. 2011). Interestingly, we identified differences 

between the RS sequences of IGHV3-64*02 and IGHV3-64*p07, two alleles for 

which usage frequency differences have been reported in expressed naïve 

antibody repertoires from individuals carrying both alleles (BOYD et al. 2010). 

With respect to copy number variation, we also observed SVs containing 

deletions of IGHV genes that have been shown to be absent in expressed naive 

antibody repertoires in some individuals (BOYD et al. 2010; GLANVILLE et al. 2011; 

KIDD et al. 2012). The development of robust genotyping assays provided for by 

the sequence presented here will now allow for more direct connections between 

IGHV SVs and gene expression– an important step toward understanding 

potential roles of these polymorphisms in disease.  

To date there have been few human diseases linked to IGHV 

polymorphisms. For example, only one putative association with Kawasaki 

disease has been reported as part of standard GWAS (TSAI et al. 2011); 
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however, of the associations that have been reported, none have been replicated 

in larger patient cohorts, or by subsequent GWASs. We propose that the lack of 

GWAS associations may be the result of poor SNP coverage and fragmented LD 

in the region. Our analysis of five IGHV SVs and SNPs from two commercial 

arrays support this, as most of the SVs were poorly tagged by surrogate SNPs in 

the populations surveyed, particularly those of African descent. Only 2% of the 

possible SV and population intersections showed significant association with a 

tag SNP (r2>0.8). Similar observations have been noted for IGHV gene allelic 

SNPs (WATSON and BREDEN 2012). It is also important to point out that our LD 

analysis did not include variants in the complex IGHV4-28 and IGHV4-34 gene 

region, in which we identified five SV-containing haplotypes in addition to the 

reference. Several of these variants, although unique, included insertions and 

deletions of the same genes. For example, the two genes, IGHV3-30 and IGHV4-

31, were deleted in more than one haplotype (Figure 11); likewise, duplicates of 

IGHV3-30 (IGHV3-30-3 and IGHV3-30-5) were also observed on multiple 

haplotypes. The occurrence of recurrent SVs is known to have significant 

impacts on correlations between such variants and neighboring SNPs (SCHRIDER 

and HAHN 2010). Consistent with previous findings (CHIMGE et al. 2005; KIDD et 

al. 2012; MILNER et al. 1995; WALTER et al. 1993), these data indicate that 

genome copy number can range from zero to six copies of IGHV3-30 and related 

genes. Importantly, haplotypes lacking these genes have been linked to 

rheumatoid arthritis, chronic idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura, and systemic 

lupus erythematosus (CHO et al. 2003; MO et al. 1996; OLEE et al. 1991; YANG et 
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al. 1990). Given the presence of recurrent but overlapping events in this region, it 

would not be surprising if these variants were also poorly represented by 

neighboring SNPs, and may explain why previous disease associations have not 

been replicated using high-throughput techniques. Such considerations would 

also be important for SVs that include insertions and deletions of IGHV genes 

with known allelic polymorphisms. For example, 12 different haplotypes have 

been identified by RFLP that vary with respect to IGHV1-69 allelic and copy 

number variation (MILNER et al. 1995). Interestingly, only certain alleles of IGHV1-

69 include a key amino acid involved in antibody binding to influezae epitopes 

(KASHYAP et al. 2008; LERNER 2011; SUI et al. 2009; THROSBY et al. 2008). Thus, 

for studies of disease association, it may be essential to take into account both 

differences in allelic variation as well as gene copy number.  

In conclusion, we have undertaken the most extensive genomic 

sequencing study in the IGH region to date, from which we have generated novel 

sequence and characterized a significant portion of “missing” IGHV genes, as 

well as an overwhelming majority of IGHV genes previously reported to be 

involved in structural variation. These data provide a useful foundation for 

continued efforts toward the establishment of a more complete genomic map of 

this complex region of the genome, which will be essential for furthering our 

understanding of potential roles for IGH polymorphisms in human disease. 
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3.5. Methods 

3.5.1. Sequencing of IGHV, -D, and -J gene regions from CHORI-17 
BAC library 

 

 Based on BAC-end read mapping to the GRCh37 reference genome, 

seven clones were chosen from the CHORI-17 hydatidiform mole BAC library 

(CH17), representing a minimal tiling path spanning IGH J, D and V gene 

regions, with the exception of a 21 kbp region at the most telomeric end of the V 

gene region, for which no CH17 clones exist. All sequenced BAC clones are 

listed in (Appendix A, Supplementary Table 1). High quality capillary-based 

Sanger shotgun sequence was obtained for each of the IGH BAC clones; 

assemblies were constructed on a per clone basis, and each clone was finished 

to high quality. Where possible regions were covered by high quality sequence 

(i.e., phred quality >=30) from more than one subclone or PCR product (unless 

otherwise noted in GenBank), and assemblies were confirmed by restriction 

digest following attempts to resolve any potential errors, such as sequence 

compressions or repeats (also noted for applicable clones in GenBank). 

Overlapping CH17 BACs were aligned to create contiguous assemblies spanning 

the IGH variable region.  

3.5.2. Mapping, identification and sequencing of discordant 
fosmids in IgH 

  

Approximately one million fosmid-end sequence reads per nine 

libraries/genomes were mapped to the GRCh37 human reference genome using 
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previously described methods (TUZUN et al. 2005). We downloaded clone names 

and mapping positions for all discordant clones from these nine libraries mapping 

to the IGH locus (GRCh37 coordinates, chr14: 105,928,955-107,289,540) from 

the UCSC genome browser. To identify fosmids containing SVs, only discordant 

fosmid clones mapping to within the IGHV gene region of the locus were 

considered for sequencing. In some cases existing fosmids available in GenBank 

were also used to direct additional sequencing in particular regions to complete 

specific insertion haplotypes. Clones spanning one or more of any of the IGHC, 

D, J or V gene regions were assumed to represent somatic recombination 

events; ten clones with one end mapping within the IGHC gene region and the 

other within the IGHV gene region were sequenced and analyzed to validate this 

assumption. Selected clones were sequenced at 8X coverage using previously 

described methods (KIDD et al. 2008), and completed assemblies were submitted 

to GenBank (Appendix A, Supplementary Table 1). The finishing of each clone 

was carried out as noted above for CH17 BACs. 

3.5.3. Annotation of gene segments and regulatory regions from 
BAC and fosmid clones   

  

For gene IGH gene identification and positioning, we analyzed complete 

sequences from each of the BAC and fosmid clones individually. Sequences of 

all functional and ORF J, D, and V genes were downloaded from IMGT and 

aligned to the reference sequences using BLAST (ALTSCHUL et al. 1990). Once 

positioned, alleles at each locus were determined using IMGT V-QUEST 
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(BROCHET et al. 2008; GIUDICELLI et al. 2011). Those alleles not identified in the 

IMGT database were also compared to “putative” alleles reported more recently 

from expressed antibody repertoires (BOYD et al. 2010; WANG et al. 2008), 

available in the IgPDb. For the identification of regulatory sequences we 

extracted sequences of IGHV genes and flanking regions identified in the CH17 

haplotype, as well as those IGHV genes identified in completed fosmids for which 

regulatory sequences had not been previously characterized; these sequences 

were visually scanned for previously identified motifs (MATSUDA et al. 1998). 

3.5.4. Analyses of IGHV gene-containing structural variants 
identified in BAC and fosmid clones 

  

Based on methods described previously (TUZUN et al. 2005; KIDD et al. 

2008; KIDD et al. 2010a) clones were compared to the reference build using the 

program miropeats (PARSONS 1995), which identifies and produces an image 

showing all shared sequences between a given set of haplotypes (see Figures 8 

and 10). Outputs for each haplotype comparison were visually inspected; in 

some cases the breakpoints were refined narrowing in on the predicted event 

regions by making miropeat comparisons using smaller stretches of sequence 

from each haplotype. The breakpoints of these variants were further analyzed by 

aligning variant-associated breakpoints from the reference sequence and novel 

BAC/fosmid clone sequences. To identify any putative repeat sequences flanking 

or spanning variant breakpoints, intra-sequence alignments of sequence 

generated from the haplotype in which the event was suspected to have occurred 
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were also carried out using BLAST (ALTSCHUL et al. 1990). Alignments of 

identified repeats were then generated using Needle within the program 

EMBOSS (RICE et al. 2000) to allow for sequence similarities to be assessed in 

the presence of gaps. Multi-sequence alignments of event-associated repeats 

from the GRCh37 and variant haplotypes were generated using ClustalW in 

eBioX (http://www.ebioinformatics.org/ebiox/) and visualized in SeqMan Pro 

(DNASTAR Lasergene, Madison WI, USA).  

Putative variant breakpoints in the IGHV4-28/IGHV4-34 gene region were 

characterized by constructing a large multi-sequence alignment containing all 

portions of the event-mediating ~25 kbp segmental duplication blocks annotated 

from every variant BAC and fosmid clone spanning the region; stretches of 

sequence between segmental duplications exhibiting the highest sequence 

similarity were then identified to determine the most likely segmental duplications 

mediating each event, allowing for the delineation of regions harboring event 

breakpoints. An example of this approach is shown in Figure 14. 

3.5.5. PCR genotyping of structural variants in 1000 genomes 
population samples 

  

PCR assays were designed for four of the SVs identified from the fosmid 

and BAC clones. Where possible, primers were designed to generate products 

spanning identified variant breakpoints to allow for allele-specific amplification of 

either the reference or novel BAC/fosmid alleles. For the insertion haplotype 

containing IGHV1-f and the duplication of functional genes IGHV2-70 and 
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IGHV1-69, TaqMan copy number assay primers and probes were designed per 

manufacturer’s instructions using primer express software (ABI). Additional 

primers targeting unique sequence near IGHV1-f were also designed to test for 

the presence of this haplotype using standard PCR. PCR primers and probes are 

listed in Appendix A, Supplementary Table 5. PCR primers were first validated on 

a selected panel of individuals from the 1KG Project, including those individuals 

from which fosmid libraries used in this study were constructed. Validated PCR 

assays were subsequently genotyped in a total of 425 unrelated 1KG individuals 

from each of nine geographic populations: Han Chinese (CHB), Japanese (JPT), 

Finland (FIN), Great Britain (GBR), Iberian (IBS), Tuscany (TSI), Yoruban (YRI), 

Luhya (LWK), and Maasai (MKK; Supplementary Table 8). In addition, PCR 

assays were used to screen DNA from four non-human primate species (Pan 

troglodytes, n=5; Gorilla gorilla, n=5; Pongo pygmaeus, n=2; Pongo abelii, n=3).  

Products of breakpoint PCR amplifications were visualized on agarose gels for 

genotyping; PCR products produced from non-human primates were sequenced 

to confirm the presence of the correct amplification products. Copy number 

estimates for each individual using the IGHV1-69/IGHV2-70 duplication assay 

were analyzed using ΔΔCt; two individuals previously determined to have two 

copies of IGHV1-69 by PCR and sequencing (Willsey, Watson, Brockman, and 

Breden, Unpulished data) were used as controls. TaqMan copy number assay 

estimates were used to infer the frequency of the insertion/deletion genotypes, 

and these were compared to the IGHV1-f insertion assay results. PLINK was 

used to assess allele frequencies for genotyped polymorphisms (PURCELL et al. 
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2007), and pair-wise Fst was used to assess population differentiation for each of 

the genotyped loci. Genotypes for SNPs found on the Affy6.0 and Illumina Omni 

1 Quad arrays were downloaded from the 1KG datasets (The 1000 Genomes 

Project Consortium 2010) for the 319 individuals that overlapped with those 

genotyped above (see Appendix A, Supplementary Table 6). LD estimates 

between alleles at these SNPs and alleles at each of the structurally variant loci 

genotyped above were assessed using r2 in PLINK (PURCELL et al. 2007). 
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Table 3. Structural variants identified from CH17 BAC clone and fosmid clone 
sequences 
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Table 4. Analysis of structural variant breakpoints 
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Table 5. Allele frequencies of genotyped structural variants 
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Table 6. Commercial array SNPs in linkage disequilibrium with IGHV SVs 
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Figure 6. Schematic of IGHV haplotypes comparing CH17 and the reference 
assembly (GRCh37). Functional and ORF IGHV genes annotated from 
each reference are depicted by filled boxes, with corresponding IGHV 
gene locus and allele identifiers located above and below the haplotypes. 
Genes/alleles that are shared between haplotypes are indicated by filled 
green boxes. Genes and alleles that are unique to CH17 (not present in 
the reference) are indicated by boxes with colors other than green: 
insertion (orange), complex event (purple), non-synonymous allelic 
variant (red), and synonymous allelic variant (blue).  
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Figure 7. IGH Structural Polymorphism Map of Sequenced Variants. The positions 
of two deletions, two insertions, one duplication, and three complex 
events characterized from alternative haplotypes (BAC/fosmid clones) are 
shown mapped to the GRCh37 IGH reference (black line; 
chr14:105,928,955-107,289,540). Functional and ORF IGHV, D, and J 
genes (not to scale) as well as IGHV pseudogenes are shown (to scale); 
the names of IGHV genes involved in the characterized structural variants 
are indicated. Segmental duplications downloaded from the UCSC 
genome browser are shown below GRCh37. The large red box indicates 
a hotspot region of recurrent mutation (see Figure 11 for additional 
haplotypes associated with this hotspot). 
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Figure 8. Breakpoint analysis of the IGHV5-a/IGHV3-64.d complex event. A 65 kbp 
segment from the CH17 haplotype compared to GRCh37 (“reference”, 
chr14:106500400-106605932), depicting the complex structural variant 
that results in the “swap” of ~38 kbp of sequence between the two 
haplotypes, including either IGHV1-8 and IGHV3-9, or IGHV5-a and 
IGHV3-64.d. Positions of annotated IGHV genes in GRCh37 are depicted 
in the top panel as red boxes, with gene labels indicated at the right. The 
positions of the genes IGHV5-a and IGHV3-64.d in the CH17 haplotype 
are represented by green chevrons. The black bars seen on both 
haplotypes connected by thin black lines represent regions of shared 
sequence. The breakpoints of the event are indicated by thin red lines, 
which were predicted from multi-sequence alignments from these regions 
such as those shown in Figures 9 and 10. In between the breakpoints in 
CH17 and GRCh37 are ~38 kbp segments of sequence that are unique to 
either haplotype. 
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Figure 9. Breakpoint analysis of IGHV3-23 duplication. (A) Pair-wise BLAST 
alignment of 38 kbp region surrounding IGHV3-23 in GRCh37 (chr14: 
106700594-106738594). Brown and orange dotted arrows point to ~5.3 
kbp repeat sequences suspected to have mediated the IGHV3-23 
duplication. Global alignment of repeat sequences show 86% sequence 
identity. (B) Sequence harboring the IGHV3-23 duplication identified in 
individual NA18956 is compared to GRCh37 (chr14: 106700594-
106738594). Regions of similarity between the two haplotypes are 
connected by black lines. Segments colored in blue in both haplotypes 
indicate the locations of the 10.8 kbp duplication. Brown and orange bars 
above the NA18956 haplotype and below the GRCh37 haplotype indicate 
~5.3 kbp repeat sequences identified by BLAST in (A). Labeled IGHV 
genes and pseudogenes are depicted by green and red chevrons, 
respectively. (C) A five-way alignment of ~5.3 kbp repeat sequences from 
both haplotypes. Alignment bp positions are shown along the top of the 
diagram. Each repeat sequence (three from NA18956 and two from 
GRCh37) is represented by a single horizontal black line. Blue tick mark 
marks on each line indicate nucleotide differences and gaps observed 
between the aligned sequences. The red line tracks the most similar 
alignment of the middle NA18956 repeat sequence to the other four 
sequences. Based on nucleotide similarity, the event breakpoint is 
presumed to have occurred within the 393 bp region (red box) in which all 
aligned sequences share 99.7% sequence identity (392/393 bp). 
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Figure 10. Breakpoint analysis of IGHV1-69/IGHV2-70/IGHV1-f/pseudogene IGHV3-
h insertion. (A) Image of sequence comparison between ~100 kbp 
segments from CH17 and GRCh37 reference sequences within the 
region spanning IGHV1-69 and IGHV2-70 (chr14:107121936-
107217468). The positions of IGHV genes in GRCh37 are shown in the 
top panel (red boxes), with gene name labels indicated on the right. The 
black bars seen on both haplotypes connected by thin black lines 
represent regions of shared sequence. The purple, red, and blue bars 
connected by thin red lines represent a ~38 kbp segment that is shared 
between the two haplotypes, the structure of which is indicative of a 
segmental duplication, as it is observed twice in the CH17 haplotype (red 
and blue bars), and once in GRCh37 (purple bar); these segments 
include copies of IGHV1-69, IGHV2-70, and either the pseudogene 
IGHV3-71 (not depicted) or the pseudogene IGHV3-h (not depicted). The 
segmental duplications in CH17 are split by a region of sequence that is 
novel to CH17 (green bar), and includes the previously unmapped gene 
IGHV1-f. The sequence identity between the two segmental duplications 
in CH17 is 94%, thus, like in the case of the IGHV3-23 duplication, this 
segmental duplicate served as substrate for a deletion to occur in the 
CH17 haplotype, giving rise to the haplotype observed in GRCh37 and 
the loss of one copy of each IGHV1-69 and IGHV2-70, as well as IGHV1-f 
and IGHV3-h. (B) A three-way alignment of the ~38 kbp segmental 
duplicates from both haplotypes is shown, based on purple, red, and blue 
bars shown in (A). Alignment bp positions are shown along the top of the 
diagram. Each sequence is represented by a single horizontal black line. 
Blue tick mark marks on each line indicate nucleotide differences and 
gaps observed between the aligned sequences. The red line tracks the 
most similar alignment of the middle GRCh37 duplicate sequence to the 
other two sequences from CH17. Based on nucleotide similarity, the 
event breakpoint (black arrow) is presumed to have occurred within a 13 
bp region in which all aligned sequences share 100% sequence identity, 
which is depicted at nucleotide resolution in (C). In this image the purple 
and blue lines depict best pair-wise sequence alignments between the 
three sequences, as depicted by red line in (B). The red box indicates 13 
bp region where all three sequences align perfectly at the predicted event 
breakpoint. Correspondence between sequence names and segmental 
duplicate bars are indicated in key at the top right of (C). 
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Figure 11. A hotspot of IGHV structural polymorphism. Each of five identified 
haplotypes harboring complex structural variants is shown relative to the 
GRCh37 reference genome. Each haplotype is labeled with a sample 
identifier, and the length (kbp) is indicated at the right of each haplotype 
in parentheses. Two haplotypes in this region were identified from 
individual NA18555 (Hap A and B). One to four ~25 kbp segmental 
duplication sequence blocks (or partial blocks), depending on the 
haplotype, are depicted by shaded blue bars. Deleted regions identified in 
five of the haplotypes, including GRCh37, are indicated by red dotted 
lines. The positions and names of functional IGHV genes (green 
chevrons) are shown in each haplotype. The partial haplotype identified in 
this region from individual NA19240 (AC234301), which overlapped that 
of NA18555 Hap A, and included the genes IGHV4-30-2, IGHV3-30-3, 
IGHV4-30-4, and IGHV3-30-5, is not depicted, but was included in the 
analysis.  
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Figure 12. A sequenced V(D)J somatic rearrangement. Diagram of the structural 
comparison of fosmid clone from NA18507 library (AC244410) and the 
GRCh37 IGH reference sequence (chr14:106172580-106519042). The 
positions and names of IGH genes are indicated by colored triangles and 
black labels shown above the GRCh37 haplotype: IGHC genes (blue), 
IGHJ genes (magenta), IGHD genes (pink), and IGHV genes (purple). 
Regions of shared sequence between the fosmid clone and GRCh37 are 
indicated by thick black bars connected by black lines between the two 
haplotypes. Large stretches of sequence found in GRCh37 (depicted by 
thin horizontal black lines in the GRCh37 haplotype) were deleted in the 
fosmid; these deleted segments were located between the IGHJ, IGHD, 
and IGHV genes that were selected during the V(D)J somatic 
rearrangement event. In addition, a large apparent deletion including 
(IGHC-G3, IGHC-D, and IGHC-M) was also observed, indicative of class-
switch recombination. Colored bars at the bottom of the figure show a 
close up view of the V(D)J recombination observed in this fosmid. Black 
labels indicate the names of the IGHJ gene (magenta bar), IGHD gene 
(pink bar), and IGHV gene (purple bar) selected in the observed 
rearrangement, and the most similar known allele are noted (J5*02, D5-
18*01, and V2-5*10). Numbers in parenthesis indicate the nucleotide 
similarity between these alleles and the IGHJ, IGHD, and IGHV gene 
sequences annotated in the fosmid clone; nucleotide differences are 
indicative of somatic hypermutation. The number of inserted nucleotides 
between IGHJ and IGHD, and IGHV and IGHD are also shown, and are 
indicative of junctional diversity. 
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Figure 13. Pairwise Fst of structural variant loci in nine human populations. 
Heatmaps representing pairwise Fst values between populations 
calculated based on allele frequency data generated at four loci: (A) 
IGHV7-4-1 insertion; (B) IGHV1-8, IGHV3-9/IGHV5-a, IGHV3-64.d 
complex event; (C) IGHV4-b, IGHV3-43, IGHV3-d, IGHV1-c insertion; and 
(D) IGHV1-69, IGHV1-f, IGHV2-70 insertion. Population abbreviations are 
shown on both map axes. Colors in each square correspond to a given Fst 
value range as indicated by the key provided.  
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Figure 14. Pairwise Fst of structural variant loci in nine human populations. (A) 
depicts a comparison of NA18555 Hap A to a ~100 kbp region of 
GRCh37 (“reference”). The positions of IGHV genes in GRCh37 are 
shown in the top panel (red boxes), with gene name labels indicated on 
the right. The black bars seen on both haplotypes connected by thin black 
lines represent regions of shared sequence, either homologous or 
paralogous sequence blocks. The blue shaded bars above GRCh37 and 
below CH17 represent a ~25 kbp segment that is shared between the two 
haplotypes, the structure of which is indicative of segmental duplication; 
this duplication block is represented twice in the GRCh37 and four times 
in NA18555 Hap A. The bold red lines indicate the predicted breakpoints 
of the complex insertion event in Hap A as compared to the reference 
(see B below). This complicated genomic structure inhibits the use of 
simple breakpoint analysis methods as shown above for the IGHV3-23 
duplication, and thus the approach depicted in (B) was devised. (B) 
Sequence from complete or partial segmental duplications in each of 
three haplotypes are shown (1-4, Hap A; 1 & 4, in Hap B and GRCh37), 
represented by blue shaded bars as in (A). For this method, the best 
sequence alignments between all segmental duplications are determined, 
by aligning all available sequence from the region partitioned into 
segmental duplication blocks 1-4; the event boundaries are then 
predicted from this alignment  as shown in the bottom panel of (B) (also 
see Figure 12). In the case of Hap B, it is not clear whether this event 
arose from a haplotype like that of the reference genome, which contains 
segmental duplications 1 and 4, or was mediated by a haplotype like Hap 
A containing segmental duplications 1-4. In addition, because Hap A 
includes two additional duplication blocks as compared to GRCh37, it is 
not clear whether this haplotype occurred from a single event, or is the 
result of more than one round of expansion via segmental duplication. 
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CHAPTER 4. Analaysis of complete 
haplotypes of the primary IG loci from the 
CHORI-17 BAC library reveals increased 
genetic diversity in IGH 
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4.1 Introduction 

In addition to the somatic rearrangement of genetically diverse gene 

segments within the immunoglobulin heavy chain (IGH) locus, the formation of 

functional B cell receptors and antibodies is also dependent on the pairing of 

these heavy chains to proteins encoded by variable (V), joining (J), and constant 

(C) genes at one of two light chain immunoglobulin loci, lamda (IGL) and kappa 

(IGK). The pairing of rearranged light and heavy chains makes an important 

contribution to immunoglobulin (IG) combinatorial diversity and the effective size 

of expressed IG repertoires with respect to antigen binding capability (Lefranc 

and Lefranc, 2001; Murphy et al., 2007). The IGL and IGK genes are located at 

distinct loci in the genome, 22q11.2 and 2p11.2, respectively (Zachau et al., 

1993, 1996; Frippiat et al., 1995; Kawasaki et al., 1997; Kawasaki et al., 2001; 

Lefranc and Lefranc, 2001). Like the IGH locus (Matsuda et al., 1998), both light 

chain gene clusters consist of expanded and evolutionarily related gene 

segments; however, in contrast to IGH, IGL and IGK lack diversity (D) genes. 

Both IGL and IGK are known to exhibit V, J, and C gene allelic and structural 

variation (Taub et al., 1983; Ghanem et al., 1988; Juul et al., 1998; Kay et al., 

1992; Lefranc et al., 1999; Lefranc and Lefranc, 2001; Junta and Passos, 2003), 

although it has been hinted that diversity within the light chain regions is lower 

than that observed in IGH (Frippiat et al., 1997; Lefranc et al., 1999; Romo-

Gonzalez et al., 2006).   

The IGL region has only been sequenced once in its entirety (Kawasaki et 

al., 1997). This haplotype was generated from cosmid and BAC libraries, spans 
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approximately 0.9 MB of sequence, and includes 69 IGLV, seven IGLJ, and 

seven IGLC functional/open reading frame (ORF) genes and pseudogenes 

(Kawasaki et al., 1997). As noted above, additional V, J, and C genes not 

present in this haplotype are also known to occur as insertion variants (Taub et 

al., 1983; Ghanem et al., 1988; Lefranc et al., 1999; Lefranc and Lefranc, 2001). 

The initial sequence of the IGK locus was generated from a composite assembly 

of cosmid, bacteriophage, and BAC clone libraries (Kawasaki et al., 2001). This 

region includes two large inverted segmental duplications that comprise the two 

V regions of the locus (proximal and distal), which are separated by a large 

unsequenced gap (Kawasaki et al., 2001). The proximal region, which spans 

0.54 MB, includes 69 IGKV functional/ORF genes and pseudogenes, whereas 

the distal region spans 0.43 MB and includes 62 V genes and pseudogenes 

(distal V genes are denoted by a “D”; e.g., IGKV1D-13). Five functional IGKJ 

genes, and a single functional IGKC gene also reside downstream of the 

proximal V gene cluster (Kawasaki et al., 2001). Haplotypes spanning the IGK 

proximal region, and a portion of the distal region have also been sequenced 

using BAC clones from the RPCI-11 library (Osoegawa et al., 2001).  

For this chapter, we generated additional reference sequences for the two 

human light chain loci from the CHORI-17 BAC library (CH17, BACPAC 

resources, http://bacpac.chori.org/library.php?id=231). Thus, together with data 

produced in chapter 3, these sequences represent the first haplotypes of all three 

IG loci from the same haploid genome, from which we conducted the first 

genomic comparisons of complete haplotypes in these regions to previously 
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generated reference sequences. These comparisons facilitated the identification 

of novel single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) within IGL and IGK gene 

coding regions and regulatory elements, and evidence of a large recombination 

event between the IGKV proximal and distal regions. In addition, these data 

allowed for the first comprehensive inter-locus comparison between the V gene 

regions of the three IG loci from the same genome, revealing striking differences 

in nucleotide diversity in the IGHV locus.  

4.2 Materials and Methods 

4.2.1 Sequencing of IGL and IGK regions from the CHORI-17 BAC 
library 
 

 BAC-end reads from the CHORI-17 hydatidiform mole BAC library (CH17) 

mapping to the hg18 (NCBI 36) reference genome were used to identify and 

select clones within the two light chain regions. Nine clones mapping to the IGL 

region, and eight clones mapping to IGK were picked for complete sequencing. 

As described in chapter 3, clones were shotgun sequenced using high quality 

capillary-based Sanger sequencing and assemblies were constructed and 

finished on a per clone basis. Fully assembled overlapping BAC clones were 

then used to create contiguous assemblies spanning the two IG light chain 

regions using SeqMan Pro (DNA Star, Lasergene, Wisconsin, USA).  

4.2.2 Annotation of V, J, and C genes and regulatory regions from 
BAC clones   
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Sequences of all functional and ORF C, J, and V genes (based on IMGT 

classification) were downloaded from IMGT and Vega databases (www.imgt.org, 

Lefranc and Lefranc, 2001; vega.sanger.ac.uk). All sequences were aligned to 

the completed contigs of each locus using SeqMan Pro (DNA Star, Lasergene, 

Wisconsin, USA), the positions of which were confirmed using BLAST (Altschul 

et al., 1990). Sequences corresponding to each of the mapped C, J, and V genes 

were extracted from the CH17 contigs, and alleles at each locus were assigned 

using IMGT V-QUEST (Brochet et al., 2008; Giudicelli et al., 2011). “Novel” 

alleles were defined as those not found in the IMGT database (Lefranc and 

Lefranc, 2001). To search for potential variants in previously characterized 

regulatory sequences (Kawasaki et al., 1997; Kawasaki et al., 2001; Lefranc and 

Lefranc, 2001), SNPs determined from alignments of the CH17 haplotype and 

references generated previously by Kawasaki et al. (1997, 2001; see below- 

throughout this chapter these references are referred to as the “Kawasaki 

haplotypes”) were tested for overlap with 250 bp regions immediately up and 

down stream of functional and ORF gene exons. Exon coordinates for each gene 

were downloaded from UCSC (www.genome.ucsc.edu), and SNP/gene region 

overlap was assessed using the “intersect” function within the program Galaxy 

(usegalaxy.org; Giardine et al., 2005; Blankenberg et al., 2010; Goecks et al., 

2010). For those genes in which a SNP was found to occur within the defined 

regions, sequences in question from the CH17 and Kawasaki haplotypes were 

visually inspected, and compared to previously identified motifs (Kawasaki et al., 

1997; Kawasaki et al., 2001; Lefranc and Lefranc, 2001).  
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4.2.3 Analyses of structural variants identified in CH17 IGL and 
IGK BAC clones 
 

 Using the program miropeats (Parsons, 1995), CH17 contigs for IGK 

and IGL loci were compared individually to the sequences from the Kawasaki 

haplotypes (IGL, accession NG_000002.1, Kawasaki et al., 1997; IGK-

proximal/distal, accession NG_000834.1/NG_000833.1, Kawasaki et al., 2001). 

The outputs for each comparison were visually inspected for potential regions of 

structural variation. The BAC clone containing the suspected variant was then 

analyzed individually, again using miropeats (Parsons, 1995). Putative 

breakpoints for the single variant identified were determined by creating a multi-

sequence alignment using sequences from the IGL Kawasaki haplotype and 

novel BAC clone that spanned the regions of the predicted variant-associated 

breakpoints. Multi-sequence alignments were generated and visualized in 

SeqMan Pro (DNASTAR Lasergene, Madison WI, USA). Gene prediction was 

carried out using Genscan (genes.mit.edu/GENSCAN.html; Burge and Carlin, 

1997).  

4.2.4 Comparisons of IGK proximal and distal sequence similarity 
and recombination analysis 
  

For comparisons of proximal and distal V regions of the IGK locus from 

both the CH17 and Kawasaki haplotypes; only sequence shared between the 

proximal and distal regions were considered. Base pair differences were collated 

based on pair-wise global alignments made between the Kawasaki proximal 
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sequence and all other proximal and distal sequences from the Kawasaki and 

CH17 haplotypes (see Figure 18). Global alignments and variant calls were 

carried out using the “run-mummer3” and “combineMUMs” scripts of the 

MUMmer3.0 package (Kurtz et al., 2004). A sequence similarity plot was then 

generated for each pair-wise comparison using 10 kbp windows with a sliding 

size of 500 bp, as reported previously (Kawasaki et al., 2001). Sequences, ~22.5 

kbp in length, from the region suspected to harbor a potential recombination 

event between proximal and distal regions were extracted from each haplotype 

(proximal and distal) and aligned using ClustalW (Thompson et al., 2002) within 

the software package ebioX (http://www.ebioinformatics.org/ebiox/). 

Recombination analysis based on this alignment was conducted using the 

Difference of Sums of Squares (DSS) method within TOPALi v2 (McGuire and 

Wright, 2000; Milne et al., 2004). This method is based on comparing the 

branching patterns of two trees constructed using the first and second halves of 

sequence alignments within a given window of a larger alignment being 

analyzed; the fit between these two trees and the calculation of DSS is measured 

using the sum of squares. Windows in which trees differ significantly between the 

two halves are scored with high DSS values, and are thus candidates sites for 

recombination. The parameters used here for this analysis were as follows: a 

window size of 2.5 Kbp with a step size of 100 bp; the Jukes-Cantor substitution 

model for calculating distance matrices; 500 bootstrap iterations to test for 

significance; and the analysis was conducted in both forward and reverse 

directions along the alignment.  
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4.2.5 Analysis of IG loci genomic features, locus-wide alignments, 
and SNP discovery 
  

For IGHV, sequence 10 kbp downstream of IGHV6-1 to 49 kbp upstream 

of IGHV3-74 from both CH17 and Matsuda haplotypes (chapter 3; Matsuda et al., 

1998) were used; structural variants identified between the two haplotypes 

(chapter 3) were removed, leaving 834,802 bp of aligned sequence. For IGKV, 

10 kbp downstream of IGKV4-1 to IGKV2-40 were used for the proximal V gene 

cluster. For the distal region, 10 kbp upstream of IGKV2D-40 to 5 kbp 

downstream of IGKV1D-8 were used, totalling 839,818 bp aligned sequence 

(CH17-68J4 sequence was excluded, as this clone remains unfinished). For 

IGLV, 10 kbp upstream of IGLV4-69 to 10 Kbp downstream of IGLV3-1 were 

used, totalling 858,244 bp of sequence; the insertion in CH17 was not considered 

in the alignment. The lengths of aligned sequence are based on calculations from 

the Matsuda and Kawasaki haplotypes. CH17 and reference haplotypes were 

aligned on a per locus basis and SNPs were determined from the resulting 

alignments using the same scripts from MUMmer3.0 referenced above (Kurtz et 

al., 2004). The coordinates of V gene exon boundaries based on the Vega gene 

annotation track (only those shared between the two haplotypes, IGKV3D-7 was 

excluded for this analysis), repeat content (RepeatMasker 3.2.7; 

www.repeatmasker.org), and segmental duplications (segdups; Bailey et al., 

2001; Bailey et al., 2002) were downloaded from UCSC 

(www.genome.ucsc.edu). Percent sequence identity values for segmental 

duplications were also downloaded from UCSC (www.genome.ucsc.edu), used 
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for partitioning the segmental duplication datasets. Locus coverage and SNP 

density values were calculated using the “coverage” function within Galaxy 

(Giardine et al., 2005; Blankenberg et al., 2010; Goecks et al., 2010). Also within 

Galaxy, the “intersect” and “subtract” coordinates functions were used to 

determine regions either containing or not containing segdups. 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 IGL and IGK reference sequences from the CH17 BAC library 
  

We analyzed sequences from 17 CH17 BAC clones (IGL, 9; IGK, 8) 

comprising tiling paths across the two loci (Figures 15 and 16)- one of the clones 

in IGK, CH17-198L18, had been sequenced previously. As described in chapter 

3 for IGH, BAC clones were shotgun-sequenced using Sanger and each was 

assembled individually. Clones unique to either IGK or IGL were then used to 

construct locus-wide contigs; clones in IGKV proximal and distal regions were 

aligned separately because the gap separating these two regions was not 

completely filled by the current sequencing effort. All BAC sequences analyzed in 

this chapter have been deposited in GenBank. Clone accession numbers and 

locus assembly statistics are listed in Table 7.   

For IGL, a single 1.25 Mbp contig was generated from 9 BACs spanning 

from 175.7 Kbp upstream of the functional IGLV gene, IGLV4-69, to 191.3 Kbp 

downstream of IGLC7 (Figure 15). In total, we identified 37 of the 38 known 

functional/ORF IGLV genes, seven functional J genes, and four functional C 
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genes. The remaining IGLV gene not found in CH17, IGHV5-39, is known to 

occur in an insertion polymorphism (Lefranc et al., 1999; Junta and Passos, 

2003). Sequence comparisons within IGLV, IGLJ, and IGLC genes revealed 

allelic differences between CH17 and the Kawasaki haplotype at six V genes, 

two J genes, and one C gene (Figure 17; Appendix B, Supplementary Table 1). 

Six of these alleles, five of which were novel (IGLV6-57, IGLV11-55, IGLV5-45, 

IGLV5-48, and IGLC7), included non-synonymous changes. Notably, the novel 

allele identified at IGHV5-48 included a nonsense mutation that introduced a 

premature stop codon in the framework 3 region of the protein; 15 additional 

SNPs were also characterized within the exons of this gene. Prior to this study, 

only a single allele of IGLV5-48 had been described, classified as an ORF due to 

an uncharacteristic single nucleotide difference in the heptamer portion of the 

recombination signal (RS: TACAGT instead of CACAGTG; Pallarès et al., 1999; 

Lefranc and Lefranc, 2001). SNPs characterized in the remaining four novel 

functional/ORF alleles were represented in the 1000 genomes project (1KG) 

dataset (1000 Genomes Project Consortium, 2010). Previously described 

regulatory motifs (Kawasaki et al., 1997), including RS sequences, associated 

with each of the 37 identified functional/ORF IGLV genes were also inspected for 

previously uncharacterized variants in the CH17 haplotype, but no SNPs in these 

regions were identified.  

Eight BAC clones were analyzed in the IGK locus, forming two 

independent contigs, one in the proximal region totaling 644 Kbp, and a second 

in the distal region of the locus totaling 466 Kbp of contiguous sequence (Figure 
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16). The proximal contig, containing four BACs, spanned from 170 Kbp 

downstream of IGKC to within the intron of IGKV2-40; thus, this contig lacked 

10.9 Kbp of known sequence upstream of IGKV2-40 characterized in the initial 

genomic description of the locus (Kawasaki et al., 2001). In the distal region, four 

complete BACs were assembled into a single contig spanning 60 Kbp upstream 

of IGLV2D-40 to 22 Kbp downstream of the most distal gene in the locus, 

IGHV3D-7. This sequence included ~49 kbp of additional sequence extending 

into the assembly gap between the proximal and distal units, predicted to be 800 

kbp (Brensing-Küppers et al., 1997; Kawasaki et al., 2001). Alleles at forty-four 

functional/ORF IGKV genes, 22 in each of the proximal and distal regions, as 

well as five IGKJ genes, and a single IGKC gene in the proximal region were 

characterized and compared to those found in the IGK Kawasaki haplotype 

(Figure 17; Appendix B, Supplementary Table 1). We observed ten allelic 

differences at IGKV gene loci, and one allelic variant at IGKJ2; ten of these, 

including IGKJ2*04 involved non-synonymous changes. We characterized nine 

novel alleles that were not represented in IMGT, including three that were 

observed in the haplotype described by Kawasaki et al. (2001). In two instances, 

we observed the presence of alleles that had been previously classified as either 

“distal” or “proximal” alleles residing at loci in the alternate location (Figure 17). 

For example, we found an allele that matched with 100% sequence identity to 

IGKV1-13*02 at the IGKV1D-13 locus in the CH17 haplotype, at which there had 

previously been only one allele described, IGKV1D-13*01. IGKV1D-13*01, which 

differs from IGKV1-13*02 by only a single nucleotide, was initially classified as an 
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ORF due to an abnormal V-heptamer sequence, but was later identified in a 

productive rearrangement, indicating that it is likely functional (see 

correspondence in IMGT gene table; www.imgt.org; Barbié and Lefranc, 1998). 

Interestingly, from our analysis of regulatory elements we found that the allele in 

the CH17 haplotype at this locus (IGKV1-13*02) was associated with a typical, 

non-mutated V-heptamer sequence, suggesting that this V-heptamer variant may 

also be associated with uncharacterized IGKV1D-13 alleles (e.g., IGKV1D-13*01 

noted above), and thus facilitate their expression.  

Discrepancies have also been noted regarding the functionality of IGKV1-

8, for which only one coding allele is known. Genomic descriptions of this gene 

have revealed a 21 bp deletion involving upstream elements, which is predicted 

to inhibit expression due to disruption of promoter function (Jaenichen et al., 

1984; mutation observed in the Kawasaki haplotype); however, IGKV1-8*01 has 

been shown to be expressed in some cases (see correspondence in IMGT gene 

table; www.imgt.org; Barbié and Lefranc, 1998). Potentially explaining this 

discrepancy, we found that the previously described IGKV1-8*01 21 bp promoter 

deletion was not present in the CH17 haplotype, suggesting that this germline 

indel variant could lead to variation in the expression of alleles at this locus.  

4.3.2 Characterization of structural variants in IGL and IGK CH17 
haplotypes 
  

A direct comparison of the IGL CH17 and Kawasaki haplotypes revealed 

the presence of only a single structural variant. This 11.9 Kbp insertion was 
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located in the region between IGLV1-36 and IGLV2-33 within the BAC, CH17-

242N13. Gene prediction analysis did not identify any genes within the insertion, 

nor did the insertion disrupt the non-Ig genes, ZNF280B, ZNF280A, and PRAME, 

located in this region; the breakpoints of the event occurred between ZNF280A 

and PRAME. No structural variants were observed in the IGK CH17 haplotype. 

We also searched the CH17 haplotypes for all IGL and IGK gene/allele 

sequences classified as “not located” in the IMGT database, meaning that these 

genes have not been located within IGL or IGK loci (see IMGT IGLV and IGKV 

gene tables, www.imgt.org; Barbié and Lefranc, 1998; Pallarès et al., 1998). 

Using this approach we mapped the pseudogene IGLV2-NL1 to the locus in 

CH17 corresponding to the position of the pseudogene IGLV2-34 in the 

Kawasaki haplotype; IGLV2-NL1 matched CH17 at this locus with 100% 

sequence identity, suggesting that IGLV2-NL1 and IGLV2-34 genes are allelic 

rather than distinct loci. No additional exact matches between the CH17 

haplotype and other “not-located” V genes were observed. However, a BLAST 

search of IGKV1-NL1, which was previously implicated in an insertion 

polymorphism (Juul et al., 1998; IGKV1-NL1 was previously referred to as VkLa, 

see IMGT gene table; Pallarès et al., 1998), did reveal a perfect match with the 

BAC clone CTD-2007N20 (AC145029.2); additional analysis confirmed that this 

clone harbored an insertion of the IGKV1-NL1 gene (data not shown).  

4.3.3 Analysis of proximal and distal regions in CH17 and 
Kawasaki haplotypes reveals evidence for sequence exchange 
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Previous analysis of sequence similarity between shared homology blocks 

of proximal and distal segmental duplication units, which comprise the majority of 

the IGK locus, revealed that these two regions are >98% similar (Kawasaki et al., 

2001). Segmental duplications are known to facilitate sequence exchange via 

recombination and conversion (Eichler, 2001; Bailey and Eichler, 2006); 

however, given the lack of reference sequence data this has not been 

investigated in the IGK locus. To address this, we conducted pair-wise 

comparisons of distal and proximal regions from CH17 and Kawasaki haplotypes 

to search for large tracts of shared sequence (Figure 18). The expectation is that 

sequence should be most similar between homologous regions in the alternate 

haplotype, whereas higher similarity between proximal and distal regions within a 

haplotype would suggest the occurrence of sequence exchange. Using this 

approach, we identified a large ~16.7 Kbp region that showed higher similarity 

between the proximal and distal units of the Kawasaki haplotype than between 

the CH17 distal and Kawasaki proximal units (Figure 18A). This region included 

two IGKV genes for which we observed allelic variants between the Kawasaki 

and CH17 haplotypes (Figure 18B; Figure 17). Four-way sequence alignments of 

this region show that the CH17 distal unit was most unique compared to the 

other three sequences (Figure 18B), providing evidence that distal and proximal 

units have undergone sequence exchange, making the distal unit more similar to 

the proximal unit in this region in the Kawasaki haplotype. It is important to note, 

however, that the Kawasaki distal fragment harbors many unique bp differences 

compared to the other three sequences (blue tick marks, Figure 18B), which 
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could be suggestive of the occurrence of mutation following the predicted 

sequence exchange event. Further analysis of this multi-sequence alignment 

using the DSS method for recombination detection also predicted two potential 

flanking recombination breakpoints within the expected regions based on visual 

inspection of the sequence alignment and comparison of sequence similarities 

(Figure 18B). We also analyzed sequence from two BAC clones in the proximal 

and distal clusters from the RPCI-11 BAC library (Osoegawa et al., 2001), and 

revealed that these carried the same variants observed in the Kawasaki 

haplotype.  

4.3.4 SNP diversity and genomic features in IGHV, IGLV, and IGKV 
gene regions  
  

Compared to the number of allelic variants observed in chapter 3 between 

the IGHV CH17 haplotype and the reference genome (Matsuda et al., 1998; 19 

allelic variants/40 V gene loci), V gene allelic variation described in this chapter 

for IGL (6 allelic variants/35 V gene loci) and IGK (10 allelic variants/44 V gene 

loci) was noticeably lower. This prompted us also compare other genomic 

characteristics between the three loci. Excluding regions of structural variation 

between haplotypes (see Materials and Methods), we first generated SNP calls 

(not including gaps and single bp indels) between the CH17 and reference 

haplotypes for all three loci (Kawasaki et al., 1997; Matsuda et al., 1998; 

Kawasaki et al., 2001); 491, 1046, and 2897 SNPs were identified for IGKV, 

IGLV, and IGHV, respectively (Table 8; Figure 19, left panel). After cross 
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referencing these SNPs with dbSNP135 (Sherry et al., 2001) and 1KG datasets 

(1000 Genomes Project Consortium, 2010), 74, 110, and 407 SNPs in the IGKV, 

IGLV, and IGHV gene regions were determined to be novel variants, not 

represented in either dataset. Not surprisingly, given the number of SNPs in the 

1KG datasets, fewer SNPs at each locus were represented in dbSNP (Figure 

19). Also interesting was that over half of the paralogous sequence variants 

(PSVs) identified from comparisons conducted above between CH17/Kawasaki 

distal regions and the Kawasaki proximal region (Figure 18A) were found in the 

1KG dataset (Figure 19, right panel).   

Consistent with observations based on V gene allelic variation, SNP 

density in IGHV (0.0035) was approximately 3-fold higher than in IGLV (0.0012) 

and 6-fold higher than in IGKV (0.0006); SNP densities were slightly elevated 

within functional/ORF V genes in each region compared to the calculated locus-

wide values (Table 8). An analysis of genomic features in the three loci also 

showed that the fraction of each locus covered by repeat content was highest in 

IGHV, whereas that covered by segmental duplications (segdups), not 

surprisingly was highest in IGKV (Table 8). However, when segdups associated 

with the proximal/distal duplication event were excluded, segdup coverage in 

IGHV (37.7%) was found to be higher than both IGLV (24.6%) and IGKV (28.2%) 

(Table 8). When only segdups exhibiting > 95% sequence identity were 

considered, this difference was more striking (IGHV, 28.8%; IGLV, 12.9%; IGKV, 

1.0%). Interestingly, in IGHV, SNP density was higher in regions of segmental 

duplication compared to regions not covered by segdups; this was especially true 
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when considering only those regions covered by segdups with >95% sequence 

identity (Table 8). SNP density was also increased in segmentally duplicated 

regions of IGKV compared to regions not covered by segdups, but this difference 

was greater when considering segdups with 90-95% sequence identities.  

4.4 Discussion 

In this chapter, I have presented data for the first haplotypes of the human 

IGL and IGK loci from the same haploid genome, which represent only the 

second complete references constructed for these regions to date. From these 

CH17 sequences, 12 novel alleles were identified between the two loci, including 

four IGLV alleles, seven IGKV alleles, and one IGLC allele. Two recent 

assessments of IGK allelic variation- one of a public dataset of 435 expressed 

sequences (Collins et al., 2008), and a second of deep-sequenced antibody 

repertoires from four individuals (Jackson et al., 2012)- concluded that, unlike 

IGH, IGK allelic datasets are likely to be mostly complete, as only two putative 

novel alleles were identified from these analyses (Collins et al., 2008). 

Interestingly, IGHV and IGKV repertoire sequencing from a single individual 

revealed that 25% of characterized alleles in IGHV were novel, compared to 0% 

in IGKV (Wang et al., 2011; Jackson et al., 2012). However, the fact that we 

identified 11 novel light chain V gene alleles from a single haploid genome 

implies that additional efforts to identify unreported alleles in IGL and IGK may be 

warranted. Importantly, as noted for IGHV alleles characterized in chapter 3, 
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SNPs associated with novel alleles identified in IGL and IGK were present in the 

1KG dataset, further supporting the notion that these data could serve as a 

useful resource for future investigations of IG gene diversity and the identification 

of novel polymorphisms. However, our data illustrate the importance of careful 

validation of 1KG SNPs, as we observed that over 50% of PSVs identified in 

IGKV were present in this dataset, suggesting that at least a portion of IGKV 1KG 

SNPs may not be true polymorphisms. Given the prevalence of segmental 

duplication in the IG loci, it will undoubtedly be essential to consider the impacts 

of PSVs when assessing 1KG SNP data in these regions. For example, a 

preliminary analysis in IGH revealed that a large fraction of PSVs identified in the 

~38 kbp IGHV segdup in CH17 including IGHV1-69 and IGHV2-70 (see Figure 

10, chapter 3) were also found in the 1KG SNP dataset (358/1250). 

In addition to novel allelic variants within IGL and IGK coding regions, 

variants involving regulatory elements of two IGKV genes (IGKV1-8 and 

IGKV1D-13) were also identified. In both cases, regulatory elements previously 

associated with alleles at these loci were predicted to inhibit their expression; 

however, the alleles described for these genes in the CH17 haplotype were 

associated with regulatory region variants that would be expected to recover 

gene expression. The importance of such polymorphisms is that they can result 

in variable levels of gene expression, including the loss of genes/alleles from 

expressed repertoires. In addition to those noted above, several other IGKV 

genes are also classified as ORF genes based on irregular regulatory sequence 

motifs (see IMGT IGKV gene table; www.imgt.org; Barbié and Lefranc, 1998). 
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Notably, IGKV2D-29*02, previously referred to as “VA2c”, has a non-canonical V-

heptamer, but has also been shown to occur in productive rearrangements (see 

IMGT gene table; www.imgt.org; Barbié and Lefranc, 1998); thus, like IGKV1-8 

and IGKV1D-13 alleles described in CH17, the expression of IGKV2D-29*02 

could be explained by an as of yet undescribed regulatory sequence variant. 

Interestingly, a third allele at the IGKV2D-29 locus, “V2b”, has also been shown 

to have a defective RS V-heptamer, which results in decreased expression and 

has been implicated in susceptibility to Haemophilus influenzae type b infection 

(Feeney et al., 1996; Nadel et al., 1998).  

Perhaps the most important contribution of the CH17 haplotype data 

presented here is that, for the first time, locus-wide genetic diversity between 

IGH, IGL, and IGK could be compared in the same haploid genome in relation to 

corresponding reference haplotypes. Our first observation from this comparison 

was that the number of V gene allelic differences among the CH17 haplotypes 

was highest in IGHV. This finding is perhaps not surprising given that allelic 

richness is also known to be highest in IGHV based on available genetic data in 

the IMGT database (Pallarès et al., 1998; Barbié and Lefranc, 1998; Pallarès et 

al., 1999). In addition, studies of substitution patterns in heavy and light chain V 

genes have also revealed evidence for increased diversity in IGHV compared to 

IGLV and IGKV (Romo-Gonzalez and Vargas-Madrazo, 2005; Romo-Gonzalez 

and Vargas-Madrazo, 2006). Strikingly, however, when we extended our 

comparison to include all SNPs within the three loci, we found that locus-wide 

genetic diversity was also much higher in IGHV, indicating that increased 
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diversity in this locus is not limited to within V gene coding regions. IGHV SNP 

density is also higher than that observed for killer cell immunoglobulin-like 

receptor/leukocyte Ig-like receptor and T cell receptor alpha loci, calculated at 

~0.0016 for both regions (K.M. Steinberg, personal communication/unpublished 

data). 

Similar to patterns noted from V gene allelic diversity and substitution 

patterns, fewer SVs have also been reported in IGLV and IGKV compared to 

IGHV. In IGL, for example, only three insertion-deletion variants of functional 

genes have been identified, involving IGLV1-50, IGLV8-61, and IGLV5-39 

(Lefranc et al., 1999; Junta and Passos, 2003); although, the deletion of IGKV8-

61 was identified in a single individual (Lefranc et al., 1999). Likewise, in the 

IGKV locus, aside from an identified rare haplotype containing a deletion of the 

distal IGKV gene cluster (Pargent et al., 1991; Schaible et al., 1993), only a 

single functional V gene insertion, including the gene IGKV1-NL1 has been 

identified (Juul et al., 1998; see results). Limited evidence suggestive of putative 

IGKV gene duplications/deletions (e.g., IGKV1-5 and IGKV3-20) has also more 

recently been noted from expressed antibody repertoire data, although these 

await confirmation (Jackson et al., 2012). Thus, in total, liberal estimates indicate 

that only 4-6 light chain functional/ORF V genes are known to occur in SVs, in 

stark contrast to 29 in IGHV (estimate based on Watson and Breden, 2012 and 

data from chapter 3). Also in line with this difference, four V gene-containing SVs 

were identified in the CH17 IGHV haplotype (chapter 3) compared to zero in both 

IGLV and IGKV.  
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The fact that segmental duplications are known to be associated with SVs 

genome-wide (Sharp et al., 2005), and were also shown to be prominent 

mediators of structural variation in IGH (chapter 3), suggests that the higher rate 

of SVs in IGH may be attributable to the increased fraction of the locus covered 

by segmentally duplicated sequences. Importantly, this fraction would be higher if 

the 222 Kbp of novel sequence identified in chapter 3 were also included. 

Segmental duplications and tandem repeats are also known to facilitate 

sequence exchange (Eichler, 2001; Bailey and Eichler, 2006). Such exchanges, 

either through gene conversion or recombination, can result in the 

homogenization of paralogous sequences (Hurles, 2001), or in an increase in 

genetic diversity (Verrelli and Tishkoff, 2004; Hallast et al., 2005). Illustrating the 

latter of these two scenarios, we found that for IGHV, SNP density was highest in 

regions including segmental duplications, particularly those with >95% sequence 

identity with their paralogs; similar trends were not noted for SNP density 

estimates calculated within non-segdup repeat regions. Importantly, segdups 

with >95% identity comprised nearly twice the fraction of IGHV sequence than 

IGLV sequence, which may in part explain the differences observed in SNP 

density between the two loci. Consistent with this, the distinct clustering and 

genomic portioning of V gene families within the IGL locus, and the observation 

that, compared to IGH and IGK, there are fewer IGL orphons present in other 

regions of the genome, has prompted the suggestion that IGL genes have 

undergone less “evolutionary shuffling” (Frippiat et al., 1997), which may be 

linked to lower levels of diversity in the locus (Lefranc et al., 1999). However, it is 
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important to point out that we found IGKV to have the lowest locus-wide SNP 

density, nearly 6 –fold lower than that observed in IGHV. In addition, due to the 

large inverted duplication of the proximal and distal regions, over 80% of the 

IGKV locus is overlapped by segdups with >95% sequence identity. This 

suggests that, unlike in IGHV, the proximal and distal IGKV segdups may be 

responsible for sequence homogenization rather than an increase in SNP 

diversity. The fact that we found evidence of a large tract of sequence exchange 

between the proximal and distal IGKV units lends some support to this notion. 

However, fully understanding the relationship between segmental duplication and 

SNP density in these regions will require further investigation.  

It is also necessary to acknowledge the potential for confounding effects 

related to the use of mosaic reference sequences for this comparison (Kawasaki 

et al., 1997; Matsuda et al., 1998; Kawasaki et al., 2001), which were generated 

from multiple large insert libraries constructed from diploid tissues, in some 

cases, of unknown ethnicity. Considering this, it is possible that a comparison of 

CH17 IG regions to references generated from individuals with different ethnic 

backgrounds could result in artifactual differences between loci. However, 

because our findings are supported by existing V gene allelic variation data, this 

explanation seems unlikely. Thus, if the difference in SNP density observed here 

between the IG V gene clusters is genuine, it raises the question of whether 

increased genetic diversity in IGH has any functional consequences. Given that 

SNP density within V gene coding regions in the CH17 haplotype was also higher 

in IGH compared to IGL and IGK, it could be speculated that mechanisms 
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associated with an increased number of polymorphisms locus-wide in IGHV, 

could by default, result in greater IGHV gene and expressed antibody repertoire 

diversity. Additional studies will be needed to confirm the findings of this chapter 

and further examine this hypothesis. 
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Table 7. IGK and IGL loci CH17 BAC clone and contig statistics 

IGK Size Bp 

Bp overlap with 
subsequent 

clone Bp Mismatch Notes 
PROXIMAL     

CH17-118P18 204,603 129,222 0/129,222  
CH17-436P12 203,033 25,144 1  
CH17-405H5 255,429 63,619 1  
CH17-140P2 198,999 NA NA  

DISTAL     
CH17-158B1 211,421 134,551 1* Previously sequenced 
CH17-98L16 214,723 59,786 0  
CH17-216K2 202,759 202,759 NC  
CH17-68J4 181,341 NA NA unfinished, 7 pieces 

IGL     
CH17-335O14 213,458 69,894 0  
CH17-424L4 192,598 63,215 0  

CH17-264L24 235,497 62,738 0  
CH17-238D3 189,776 79,534 1  

CH17-242N13 213,099 74,994 1  
CH17-420I24 210,075 170,533 0*  
CH17-475O7 206,505 50,665 NC  
CH17-95F2 196,325 41,685 NC unfinished, 4 pieces 

CH17-355P2 215,750 NA NA  

*Bp mismatches do not include differences involving microsatellite repeat 
sequence; NC, not calculated due to unfinished BAC clone; NA, not applicable 
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Table 8. IG region genomic feature statistics and SNP density comparisons 

GENOMIC FEATURE IGHV IGLV IGKV 
Total bp Comp 

 834,802 858,244 839818 
Total SNPs  

 2897 1046 491 
Seg Dup fraction  

(=>90%) 0.377 0.246 0.282 (0.884) 
Seg Dup fraction  

(90-95%) 0.138 0.178 0.282 (0.282) 
Seg Dup fraction  

(95-100%) 0.288 0.129 0.01 (0.822) 
Repeat coverage 0.534 0.448 0.469 

# of shared Functional/ 
ORF V gene loci 42 37 43 
SNP DENSITY IGHV IGLV IGKV 

locus-wide 0.0035 0.0012 0.0006 
F/ORF V gene 0.0039 0.0013 0.0014 
Non Seg Dups 0.0031 0.0013 0.0004 (0.0004) 

Seg Dups 0.0042 0.0009 0.001 (0.0006) 
Seg Dups (90-95%) 0.0033 0.001 0.001 (0.001) 

Seg Dups (95-100%) 0.0045 0.0011 0.0001 (0.0006) 
Repeats 0.0031 0.0012 0.0002 

Numbers in parentheses in the IGKV column represent data from calculations 
including segmental duplications between the proximal and distal units. 
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Figure 15. Tiling path of sequenced CH17 BAC clones spanning the human IGL 
locus (build hg18, NCBI36; bp coordinates- chr22: 20539622-
21786449). Image depicts tracks from the UCSC genome browser 
(http://genome.ucsc.edu/); shown are Vega annotations for functional 
genes and pseudogenes, including IGLV, IGLJ, and IGLC genes, as well 
as mapping positions of the CH17 BAC clones sequenced in this chapter. 
The scale bar is labelled at the top of the image (500 kbp).  
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Figure 16. Tiling path of sequenced CH17 BAC clones spanning the human IGK 
locus (build hg18, NCBI36; bp coordinates- chr2: 88767280-
89940702). Image depicts tracks from the UCSC genome browser 
(http://genome.ucsc.edu/). Tracks shown include Vega annotations for 
functional genes and pseudogenes, including IGKV, IGKJ, and IGKC 
genes, as well as mapping positions of the CH17 BAC clones sequenced 
in this chapter. A gap based on the hg18 assembly is also shown. 
However, the exact size and position of this gap are inaccurate; the full 
length of the gap is predicted to be approximately 800 Kbp (Brensing-
Küppers et al., 1997; Kawasaki et al., 2001; Lefranc and Lefranc, 2001), 
much larger than that shown here. The scale bar is labelled at the top of 
the image (500 kbp).  
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Figure 17. IGLV and IGKV gene allele comparison between CH17 and Kawasaki 
haplotypes. Functional and ORF IGLV (top) and IGKV (bottom) genes 
annotated from each reference are depicted by filled boxes, with 
corresponding locus and allele identifiers located above and below the 
haplotypes. Genes/alleles shared between haplotypes are indicated by 
filled green boxes. Genes and alleles that are unique to CH17 (not 
present in the reference) are indicated by boxes with colors other than 
green (see key). Filled circles provide additional information about allelic 
differences between the two haplotypes; the red circle denotes a novel 
allele with polymorphisms resulting in a nonsense mutation 
(pseudogene); blue circles denote loci at which proximal or distal alleles 
were observed at the alternate locus (e.g., proximal allele at distal locus); 
and orange circles denote allelic differences between the haplotypes with 
respect to regulatory elements. 
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Figure 18. Detection of putative sequence exchange event between IGK proximal 
and distal regions. (A) Pair-wise alignments between proximal and distal 
segmental duplications in the CH17 and Kawasaki haplotypes 
(Abbreviations: Ka, Kawasaki; prox, proximal; dist, distal). The region 
where Ka-prox and Ka-dist show stronger similarity than CH17-dist and 
Ka-prox highlights a potential region of sequence exchange between the 
two units (red box). (B) Top panel shows a four-way sequence alignment 
of a 22.5 Kbp region from the proximal and distal units from within the red 
box in (A). Blue tick marks indicate bp SNP differences between the 
sequences. Upward pointing red arrows indicate boundaries of regions 
where the Kawasaki distal sequence aligns with a higher sequence 
similarity to the Kawasaki and CH17 proximal sequences than to the 
CH17 distal sequence, indicative of exchange between proximal and 
distal regions of the Kawasaki haplotype (sequence similarities: Ka-
dist/CH17-dist=98.7%; Ka-dist/Ka-prox=99.7%). A DSS recombination 
analysis (McGuire and Wright, 2000; see methods) using the same four-
way sequence alignment is shown in the bottom panel. The two peaks 
with the strongest DSS values (downward pointing red arrows) 
correspond to the predicted breakpoints shown in the top panel based on 
sequence similarity values. The dotted line across the chart indicates the 
signifcance threshold based on the null distribution of DSS values 
calculated assuming no recombination.  
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Figure 19. Representation of SNPs identified in the CH17 IG V gene regions in 
public SNP databases. The left panel shows the number of SNPs called 
in IGKV, IGLV, and IGHV gene regions based on alignments of CH17 and 
Kawasaki haplotypes (excluding gaps) that were also found in dbSNP135 
(top) and 1KG (bottom) databases (db). The number of novel SNPs not 
represented in either database are indicated at the bottom of the left 
panel. The right panel shows the fraction of PSVs identified between 
distal and proximal units found in each database.  
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CHAPTER 5. IGHV4-39 deletion polymorphism 
does not associate with risk or outcome of 
multiple sclerosis*  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
*A version of this chapter appears as CT Watson et al. 2010. IGHV4-39 deletion 
polymorphism does not associate with risk or outcome of multiple sclerosis. J 
Neuroimmunol. 225:164-166. Reprinted with permission from Elsevier Limited. 
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5.1 Abstract 

The restricted use of immunoglobulin heavy chain variable (IGHV) family 4 

gene segments by clonally expanded B cells in brain lesions and cerebrospinal 

fluid (CSF) of multiple sclerosis (MS) patients is well documented. Specifically, 

the overrepresentation of gene IGHV4-39 has been highlighted in multiple 

studies. To investigate the role of IGHV4-39 in MS, we screened 193 MS cases, 

representing the extremes of clinical outcome (benign and malignant), and 187 

controls for a previously reported germline deletion polymorphism containing 

IGHV4-39. We did not reveal a genetic association linking this polymorphism to 

MS risk or progression. 
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5.2 Introduction 

Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is an inflammatory disease affecting the central 

nervous system and is characterized by a variety of symptoms associated with 

neurological dysfunction (Noseworthy, 2000). The exact cause of MS remains 

undefined, although both genetic and environmental factors are known to 

influence disease risk (Oksenberg et al., 2008; Ebers, 2008; Ramagopalan et al., 

2009). Genetic susceptibility to MS is most strongly and consistently associated 

with the major histocompatibility (MHC) locus (Oksenberg et al., 2008), but loci 

outside of the MHC have also been identified (Hafler et al., 2007; Lundmark et 

al., 2007; Hoppenbrouwers et al., 2008; Aulchenko et al., 2008). Furthermore, 

genes are thought to influence disease progression (Ramagopalan et al., 2008). 

Characterization of inflammatory plaques and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of 

affected individuals has revealed roles for T and B cells in the cellular 

pathogenesis of MS (Sospedra and Martin, 2005; Owens et al., 2006). Several 

studies have shown that immunoglobulin heavy chain variable (IGHV) gene 

segment usage in B cell populations of MS brain lesions and CSF is biased 

toward IGHV family 4 genes, in particular, gene IGHV4-39 (Owens et al., 1998; 

Baranzini et al., 1999; Owens et al., 2007). 

The gene IGHV4-39 is located on human chromosome 14 within the 

variable region of the IGH locus, an extremely complex region of the genome 

consisting of approximately 120-130 related functional and non-functional IGH 

variable gene segments with high sequence homology (Matsuda et al., 1998). 

Adding to the complexity of the locus, insertion-deletion polymorphisms 
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contribute to haplotype variation (Cook et al., 1994; Cho et al., 1997; Pramanik 

and Li, 2002; Chimge et al., 2005). Interestingly, IGHV4-39 is known to be 

included in a common multi-gene deletion polymorphism (Chimge et al., 2005). 

Given the potential role of IGHV4-39 in the B-cell response of MS, we 

hypothesized that homozygous deletions including this gene should be at a lower 

frequency in MS cases, particularly in patients exhibiting a malignant disease 

course, as compared to controls. However, using a polymerase chain reaction 

(PCR) approach we show that there is no association between the reported 

IGHV4-39 deletion and MS susceptibility or progression.   

5.3 Materials and Methods 

5.3.1. Subjects 
  

MS patient samples (n=193) and control samples (n=187) were collected 

as part of the Canadian Collaborative Project on the Genetic Susceptibility to MS 

(CCPGSMS; Sadovnick et al., 1998). Additionally, MS samples used here were 

stratified by disease course and designated benign MS (BMS, n=146) or 

malignant MS (MMS, n=47), as described previously (Deluca et al., 2007, 

Ramagopalan et al., 2008). 

5.3.2. Genotyping 
  

DNA extracted from patient and control blood samples (Sadovnick et al., 

1998) was used for PCR genotyping at multiple markers within the deleted 
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region. Due to high sequence similarity between genes within IGHV families, 

intergenic primers were designed where unique sequence was available using 

the IGH reference sequence (GenBank Accession, NG_001019.5). Similar to 

methods described previously (Pramanik and Li, 2002), the presence or absence 

of PCR product was used to identify individuals carrying homozygous deletions 

by first screening all patient and control samples with intergenic marker MSdel2 

(see Table 1 for primers and PCR conditions). Individuals that did not amplify for 

primers at marker MSdel2 were presumed to represent homozygous deletions. 

These individuals were confirmed for the presence of a homozygous deletion by 

screening at two additional intergenic markers (Msdel3, Msdel4) within the 

deleted region (Figure 1). Additionally, in order to confirm the absence of IGHV4-

39 in these individuals, these samples were screened using primers located 

within the coding region of IGHV4-39 (Msdel1). In all cases these selected 

individuals produced amplification products using Msdel1. Amplification products 

were subsequently sequenced to test that genes in family 4 other than IGHV4-39 

were being amplified, which was expected given the high homology between 

genes in family 4 (Matsuda et al, 1998).  

5.3.3. Statistical Analyses 
  

Differences in deletion frequencies observed in MS cases and controls 

were compared using a Fisher’s exact test (two tailed). 
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5.4 Results 

We screened a total of 380 individuals (MMS, n=146; BMS, n=47; 

Controls, n=187) for a previously described deletion (Chimge et al., 2005), which 

includes gene IGHV4-39. Deletion frequencies are indicated in Table 2. We 

observed no significant differences in the observed deletion frequencies between 

MS cases and controls (p = 0.651), or between benign and malignant cases (p = 

1.0). Deletion frequencies observed in both cases and controls were similar to 

that reported in Chimge et al. (2005). IGHV4-39 was not present in sequences of 

PCR products generated with Msdel1 from genomic DNA of individuals 

suspected to be carrying a homozygous deletion, based on previous screening at 

markers Msdel2-4. Given the close similarity between IGHV family 4 gene 

segments, it is difficult to design locus-specific primers within coding regions. 

Because of this, in the absence of IGHV4-39, in individuals carrying the 

homozygous deletion, marker Msdel1 amplified other family 4 members, primarily 

IGHV4-b. However, IGHV4-39 was amplified and sequenced in all individuals 

screened using this marker set (n=8) that were previously shown to not be 

homozygous for the deletion at MSdel2. 

5.5 Discussion 

Despite the known function of B cells in autoimmune processes (Yanaba 

et al., 2008) and the prevalence of insertion/deletion polymorphisms in the IGH 

locus (Cook et al., 1994; Cho et al., 1997; Pramanik and Li, 2002; Chimge et al., 
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2005), few diseases have been linked to copy number variants (CNVs) within this 

region. It is unclear whether this is due to the difficulty of assaying CNVs in this 

region of high segmental duplication, or if this reflects a true lack of association. 

One known association between an IGHV deletion polymorphism and 

autoimmune disease involves a deletion containing IGHV genes hv3005 and 3-

30.3, which has been shown to influence risk of lupus nephritis (LN) in Korean 

patients with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE; Cho et al., 2003). LN occurred 

in 75.9% of SLE patients with the hv3005/3-30.3 deletion, compared to 44.3% of 

SLE patients not carrying the deletion (Cho et al., 2003).  

In contrast to the LN association study in which an IGHV deletion was 

linked to susceptibility of LN, we predicted that a homozygous deletion of IGHV4-

39 might instead exhibit protective effects in MS. We used a patient cohort 

representing two extremes of clinical outcome; malignant versus benign. The use 

of extremely discordant phenotypes provides substantial power to find disease-

modifying effects (Risch and Zhang, 1995). This MS cohort was previously used 

to uncover effects of HLA-DRB1 alleles on MS outcome (DeLuca et al., 2007). 

However, in this study we showed that there were no significant differences in 

the observed frequencies of the IGHV4-39 homozygous deletion between MS 

patients and controls, or between benign and malignant cases (Table 1, Fisher’s 

Exact Test), indicating no direct links between this deletion and MS. It is possible 

that complete loss of IGHV4-39 on its own does not influence disease risk or 

outcome, but that disease susceptibility or progression is also dependent on 

genotypes at other family 4 variable gene loci given that antibody V gene usage 
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in MS shows biases toward additional family 4 genes as well (Owens et al., 1998; 

Baranzini et al., 1999; Owens et al., 2007). Indeed, it has been shown in patients 

with a clinically isolated syndrome (CIS) that overrepresentation of expressed 

IGHV family 4 and family 2 genes in CSF is associated with rapid progression to 

MS (Bennett et al., 2008). In these cases it is hypothesized that the 

complementary determining regions of both gene families exhibit greater 

potential for binding antigen present in early MS (Bennett et al., 2008). While we 

can rule out major effects of the IGHV4-39 deletion on the risk and progression of 

MS, a more thorough investigation including additional gene loci in IGHV family 4 

and a larger sample size would have greater potential to reveal any association 

between these genes and MS. 
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Table 9. Primer names and sequences (5’-3’), as well as expected size of PCR 
products in base pairs (bp) and annealing temperatures used for 
each primer set.  

Marker Name Sequence (5’-3’) 
Product  

Size (bp) 

Ann.  

Temp. 

Msdel1-F1 AGTAGTAGTTACTACTGGGGC 471 58°C 

Msdel1-R TTCCTGGCACAAGGATGTGA - - 

Msdel2-F AGACCTGGATTCGGGCAGAT 206 59°C 

Msdel2-R GCCCCAGTGTGGACTTTGAA - - 

Msdel3-F CCAGGATGCAAATCTCACCA 303 58°C 

Msdel3-R GCACCTCTCAACCCTCCAAC - - 

Msdel4-F GGCCCAGATAACCAGACTCA 350 58°C 

Msdel4-R AGAGCATGTCAGAGCGTCCT - - 

1 Previously designed (Glas et al., 1999). 
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Table 10. Frequency of observed IGHV 4-39 homozygous deletions in MS cases 
(Total, BMS, MMS) and controls. p values for Fisher’s exact tests are 
also indicated.  

Cohort Total Individuals screened % Homozygous 
for Deletion 

Total MS Cases (A) 193 4.66 
Benign MS Cases (B) 146 4.79 
Malignant MS Cases (C) 47 4.26 
Controls (D) 187 5.88 

  Fisher’s Exact Test P Value  

A vs. D 0.651  
B vs. D 0.808  
C vs. D 1.000  
B vs. C 1.000  
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Figure 20. Map of Msdel markers in IGHV4-39 gene region. Map of previously 
reported IGHV4-39 deletion (Chimge et al., 2005) with locations of 
markers (Msdel1-4) used in this study. Boxes represent functional genes 
(white) and pseudogenes (grey) within the deleted region, and the names 
of each gene are indicated below. Scale bar represents 1 Kb. 
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CHAPTER 6. Concluding Remarks 
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6.1 Summary 

The IG loci represent some of the most structurally complex regions of the 

human genome, characterized by high levels of segmental duplication, gene 

content, and allelic variation (Zachau 1993, 1996; Frippiat et al. 1995; Kawasaki 

et al., 1997; Matsuda et al., 1998; Kawasaki et al., 2001, Lefranc and Lefranc, 

2001). Importantly, IG or antibodies, are one of the most critical components of 

the human immune system (Lefranc and Lefranc, 2001). Yet, despite their 

importance, our understanding of genetic diversity in these regions has remained 

largely incomplete (Watson and Breden, 2012).  

This point reflects a broader trend observed genome-wide. Recent 

assessments reveal that many regions of the genome include missing sequence 

in the form of insertion variants, which are not present in the human genome 

reference assembly (Kidd et al., 2010). Many of these regions contain functional 

genes, show significant differences in allele frequency between human 

populations, and are poorly tagged by neighboring SNPs (Kidd et al., 2010; 

Campbell et al., 2012). Such findings, especially when considered in the context 

of the “missing heritability” of complex diseases, highlight the importance of 

additional resequencing efforts in complex regions of the genome in which data 

are known to be lacking (Manolio et al., 2009; Eichler et al., 2010).  

Motivated by this, I have presented data from the largest genomic 

sequencing effort in the IG loci to date since the original description of these loci, 

with the goal of providing insight into mechanisms mediating IG structural 

complexity and genetic diversity, as well as facilitating the design of genotyping 
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methods for identified variants so as to ultimately improve our understanding of 

their functional importance. Taken together, the data presented here support the 

idea that IG loci, specifically IGH, have likely been overlooked in disease 

association studies due to a paucity of genetic data.  

4.6 The largest resequencing effort in IG loci: 
characterization of novel sequence, IG gene alleles, 
and structural variants at nucleotide resolution 

Beginning in the 1980’s, IG genetics has been the focus of much 

research. These efforts have revealed that IG loci are polymorphic with respect 

to coding allelic variation and haplotype structural variation (see Lefranc and 

Lefranc, 2001; Milner et al., 1995; Watson and Breden, 2012). Although the 

number of novel IG gene alleles identified has decreased through the years, 

more recent assessments of IG V gene allelic diversity from less studied 

populations (Romo-Gonzalez et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2011), and from 

expressed antibody repertoires have resulted in the characterization of many 

additional novel alleles (Boyd et al., 2010; Kidd et al., 2012); however, its 

important to note that those identified from expressed repertoires remain putative 

until confirmed from genomic DNA in order to meet criteria established by 

HUGO/IMGT. From our resequencing of 24 BAC and 36 fosmid clones across 

the three primary IG loci, we identified 26 novel IG gene alleles and four of the 

above mentioned “putative” alleles, validating previous conclusions that 
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descriptions of IG allelic variation are not complete and suggesting that additional 

sequencing efforts are warranted.   

Like IG gene allelic diversity, early genetic studies based on RFLP-, PCR-, 

and microarray-based data also revealed the occurrence of many CNV within IG 

loci (e.g., see Shin et al., 1993; Walter et al., 1993; Lefranc et al., 1999; 

Pramanik and Li, 2002; Chimge et al., 2005). Upwards of 31 IG V genes are 

known or suspected to vary in copy number, the majority of these occurring 

within the IGHV gene cluster (n=28); CNV involving IGHC genes with multigene 

deletions as large as 150 kb in healthy individuals are also known (e.g., see 

Lefranc et al., 1991; Lefranc and Lefranc 2001).  

Before the data presented here, and due to the methods previously used 

to identify CNV of IGHV genes, none of these structural variants had been 

characterized at the nucleotide level; thus, the exact sizes of IGHV CNV, as well 

as the exact sequence and the number of genes included were not known. From 

the analysis of data in this thesis, 12 unique CNV breakpoints were fully 

characterized in the IGHV cluster, accounting for 22 of the 28 IGHV genes 

previously suggested to be involved in copy number variable haplotypes, 

including all of the 11 genes that are absent in the current  human genome 

reference assembly. Importantly, in several cases, these descriptions also 

allowed genes to be precisely ordered on CNV haplotypes for the first time. In 

addition, these sequences included over 200 kb of novel sequence in the IGHV 

locus, not represented in the current reference assembly. However, the fact that 

genes are known to occur in CNV that were not identified here indicates that 
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further sequencing will be required to finalize descriptions of IGHV haplotype 

diversity. This is likely to be particularly important in specific regions of IGHV, 

such as those in which we identified more than one variant alternative to the 

human genome reference assembly (e.g., IGHV3-30 locus). The haplotypes 

characterized here should provide a useful substrate for the identification of 

additional CNV, for example, through the remapping of existing paired end-read 

datasets (e.g., the fosmid resource used in this thesis) to the novel haplotypes 

characterized in chapter 3. In addition, because several instances of possible 

IGHV CNV have been inferred from expressed repertoire data, the occurrence of 

IG V gene conversion events, which we observed evidence of here, may also 

explain some of these suspected variants.  

Although our analysis of the fosmid libraries used here (Tuzun et al., 2005; 

Kidd et al., 2008; Kidd et al., 2010) was the most extensive in IGHV to date, we 

did not exhaustively sequence all clones available in these libraries. 

Nonetheless, our data illustrate the potential usefulness of this resource for future 

efforts to identify additional IGH haplotypes from a range of ethnic backgrounds. 

Furthermore, this approach could be extended to include IGL and IGK loci, in 

which CNV are also known (Juul et al., 1998; Lefranc et al., 1999; Junta and 

Passos, 2003).  
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4.7 Extensions of BAC and fosmid resequencing data 
provide insight into IG genetic diversity 

Some known IGHV CNV have been screened in a limited number of 

populations and individuals. However the previous lack of sequence data with 

respect to IGHV CNV has limited our ability to investigate these polymorphisms. 

One important contribution of the data presented here is that complete 

characterizations of IGHV CNV will facilitate the design of assays and methods 

for genotyping, which should better our understanding of these polymorphisms in 

human populations and their potential role in disease susceptibility. For example, 

screening of nine human populations using PCR-based assays designed for four 

IGHV CNV identified from BAC and fosmid sequences, revealed that all of these 

polymorphisms showed at least moderate population stratification, in line with 

two smaller studies of IGHV CNV (Shin et al., 1993; Sasso et al., 1995). Whether 

these population differences in variant frequencies are indicative of functional 

importance will require further investigation. 

The characterization of IGHV CNV breakpoints also provided the first 

concrete evidence that the majority of these variants were mediated by crossover 

events between repeated sequences within the locus. The association of many of 

the event-mediating sequences with IGHV genes and pseudogenes indicates 

that evolutionary expansions of IG genes through segmental duplication have 

provided the substrate for structural variation to occur. This is consistent with 

genome-wide data in both humans and nonhuman primates showing that copy 

number variants are associated with segmental duplicates (Sharp et al., 2005; 
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Marques-Bonet et al., 2009; Gazave et al., 2011); all of the four IGHV CNV 

screened here were identified in at least one of three nonhuman primates, 

although determining whether these are also polymorphic in these species will 

require additional investigation. Interestingly, a comparison of nucleotide diversity 

in IGH, IGL, and IGK loci in the CH17 haplotypes revealed that segmental 

duplication in IGHV might also be associated with increased SNP density in the 

region. Between the CH17 haplotypes for the three loci, IGHV exhibited a greater 

level of genetic diversity, and this diversity was higher in regions of the locus 

overlapped by segmental duplication. In contrast to IGHV, the IGKV locus, 

consisting of two large inverted segmental duplications, exhibited decreased 

SNP diversity. The identification of a putative recombination event between these 

two highly similar segmental duplications suggests that they may facilitate 

sequence exchange in the IGKV region, resulting in decreased diversity. 

Understanding the mechanisms responsible for increased SNP density in IGHV, 

and whether this genetic diversity is functionally advantageous, will require 

further research.  

4.8 IGH germline variation and implications for human 
disease 

The ultimate goal of improving existing genomic resources in IG gene loci 

is to better understand the potential role of IG polymorphisms in human disease. 

Perhaps the most important observation from the data presented here is that, 

due to incomplete genomic resources in IGH, associations of genetic variants in 
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this region have not been robustly tested in the context of disease susceptibility. 

Based on an analysis of genotypes at a conservative set of IGHV gene SNPs 

collated from the 1000 genomes project data and four CNV identified from BAC 

and fosmid sequence data, I have shown that alleles at these loci are in weak 

linkage disequilibrium (r2 < 0.8) with those found on two high-throughput SNP 

arrays; this was most apparent in African populations. This finding indicates that 

these variants have likely not been sufficiently interrogated by recent genome-

wide association studies, potentially explaining why there have been few disease 

links identified in IGH. Thus, in order to fully exclude a role for IGH 

polymorphisms in human disease, it will be necessary to improve existing 

genotyping arrays by including a greater number of SNPs, while taking into 

account potential differences between populations in the efficacy of selected 

SNPs to tag IGH variants, as well as the fact that both IGHV allelic 

polymorphisms and copy number may together be important. For example, a 

preliminary study of IGHV1-69 copy number and allelic variation in HIV suggests 

that copy number of an IGHV1-69 allelic “type” containing a specific amino acid 

(present in 7/13 known IGHV1-69 alleles) may associate with disease 

progression, whereas copy number of the allelic type lacking this amino acid 

does not (Willsey, Watson, Brockman, and Breden, unpublished data); 

confirmation of this finding in a larger number of patient samples is underway. 

Thus, in some cases, rather than generating SNP data and depending on linkage 

disequilibrium to infer IG gene allelic/SV genotypes, directly testing candidate IG 

polymorphisms may be a more effective approach.  
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Indeed, as discussed in this thesis, candidate gene association studies 

have proven a useful method for revealing potential roles for IG polymorphisms 

in disease phenotypes (e.g., Mo et al., 1996; Cho et al., 2003). In the final 

chapter of this thesis, I also tested for an association between a previously 

identified deletion of IGHV4-39 (Chimge et al., 2005) and multiple sclerosis (MS) 

susceptibility and progression. Although we did not find a significant association 

between MS and IGHV4-39, this study illustrated the challenges that can arise 

when investigating IGHV polymorphisms in the absence of fully sequenced 

alternate haplotypes. In this case, paired with difficulties inherent to PCR-based 

studies in regions of segmental duplication, the use of only the reference genome 

sequence made PCR primer design and site-specific amplification an arduous 

task. Interestingly, analysis of the fosmid haplotype containing the IGHV4-b 

insertion (generated in chapter 3) revealed that this haplotype contained a large 

stretch of sequence with high similarity to the IGHV4-39 locus region, which 

explains our inability to design unique primers across the entire region and 

definitively map the IGHV4-39 deletion. This provides an example in which 

additional IGHV haplotype sequences could benefit both experimental design 

and data interpretation. Thus, it is expected that the BAC and fosmid haplotypes 

sequenced here will be beneficial for the future development and application of 

IGHV CNV assays to be used in disease genetic studies.  

In summary, I have presented the most extensive genomic sequencing 

study in the IG loci to date since the first descriptions of these loci (Zachau 1993, 

1996; Frippiat et al. 1995; Kawasaki et al., 1997; Matsuda et al., 1998; Kawasaki 
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et al., 2001, Lefranc and Lefranc, 2001). These data will provide a useful 

foundation for continued efforts toward the establishment of more complete 

genomic maps of these complex regions of the genome, taking into account 

alleles and CNV haplotypes. Sequences generated here will also undoubtedly 

aid the development of more effective genomic tools, which will be essential for 

exploring the evolutionary history of IG genes and their diversity in human 

populations, and will ultimately provide a stronger framework for understanding 

the potential role of IG genetic diversity in antibody expression and human 

disease. 
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Appendix A. Chapter 3 Supplemental Data  
 
Supplemental Table 1 

Sample 
ID Library Pop. Clone Name Accession Chr Start End Variants 

NA18517 ABC7 YRI ABC7_000043068300_J5 AC244483 chr14 106298007 107175503 somatic 
rearrangement 

NA18517 ABC7 YRI ABC7_000042374900_I23 AC244478 chr14 106611603 106842070 mismapped end 
sequences 

NA18507 ABC8 YRI ABC8_000041787500_L13 AC244410 chr14 106183100 106505148 somatic 
rearrangement 

NA18507 ABC8 YRI ABC8_000043241700_M22 AC244412 chr14 106196182 106507379 somatic (not 
annotated) 

NA18507 ABC8 YRI ABC8_000040989700_P12 AC244459 chr14 106199798 106683306 somatic 
rearrangement 

NA18507 ABC8 YRI 168825_ABC8_4_1_000000787
522_D4 AC244496 chr14 106304430 107025286 somatic 

rearrangement 

NA18507 ABC8 YRI ABC8_000000718240_A7 AC244411 chr14 106780964 106789660 V4-28/V3-34 
complex indel 

NA18507 ABC8 YRI ABC8_000005713749_P16 AC244460 chr14 107091316 107111772 no variant 

NA18956 ABC9 JPT 170215_ABC9_3_2_000043829
600_C23 AC244396 chr14 106174436 106327048 somatic (not 

annotated) 

NA18956 ABC9 JPT 170215_ABC9_3_2_000041260
500_H2 AC244491 chr14 106175047 106327110 somatic (not 

annotated) 

NA18956 ABC9 JPT 170215_ABC9_3_2_000041282
600_M4 AC244399 chr14 106178228 106809945 somatic (not 

annotated) 

NA18956 ABC9 JPT 170215_ABC9_3_2_000043834
200_J7 AC244400 chr14 106178814 106364907 somatic (not 

annotated) 

NA18956 ABC9 JPT 170215_ABC9_3_2_000041279
400_F8 AC244487 chr14 106193084 106380204 somatic (not 

annotated) 

NA18956 ABC9 JPT 170215_ABC9_3_2_000046007
900_D17 AC244397 chr14 106193099 106380194 somatic (not 

annotated) 

NA18956 ABC9 JPT 172343_ABC9_3_5_000046294
400_K6 AC244398 chr14 106203239 106837343 somatic (not 

annotated) 

NA18956 ABC9 JPT 172343_ABC9_3_5_000043993
300_H10 AC206018 chr14   106689750 106718606 V3-23 duplication 

NA18956 ABC9 JPT 170215_ABC9_3_2_000043849
600_N9 AC244473 chr14 106726513 106758523 V3-23 duplication 

NA18956 ABC9 JPT 170215_ABC9_3_2_000041239
600_E19 AC244395 chr14 106917878 106948696 no variant 

NA19240 ABC10 YRI 174222_ABC10_2_1_00004455
1900_K9 AC244480 chr14 106037759 106192107 somatic (not 

annotated) 

NA19240 ABC10 YRI 173650_ABC10_2_1_00004411
7600_K12 AC244470 chr14 106060871 106499156 somatic 

rearrangement 

NA19240 ABC10 YRI 173650_ABC10_2_1_00004414
1400_O24 AC244495 chr14 106183931 106341954 somatic (not 

annotated) 

NA19240 ABC10 YRI 174552_ABC10_2_1_00004478
9200_G15 AC244482 chr14 106327549 106532103 somatic 

rearrangement 

NA19240 ABC10 YRI 173650_ABC10_2_1_00004450
9600_J4 AC241513 chr14 106471831 106503095 V7-4-1 insertion 

NA19240 ABC10 YRI 174552_ABC10_2_1_00004474
8900_N6 AC244463 chr14 106543383 106573224 no variant 

NA19240 ABC10 YRI 174552_ABC10_2_1_00000158
7670_O14 AC244430 chr14 106543403 106573227 no variant 

NA19240 ABC10 YRI 174552_ABC10_2_1_00004468
7300_P14 AC234301 chr14 106792347 106801572 V4-28/V3-34 

complex indel 

NA19240 ABC10 YRI 173650_ABC10_2_1_00004408
4700_I10 KC162926 chr14 106846461 106921833 V4-b/V3-43/ 

V3-d/V1-c Insertion 

NA19240 ABC10 YRI 173650_ABC10_2_1_00004414
5400_L1 AC233755     chr14 106881362 106937986 V4-b/V3-43/ 

V3-d/V1-c Insertion 

NA19240 ABC10 YRI 174552_ABC10_2_1_00000158
5770_E3 AC234135 chr14 107159176 107165232 V4-28/V3-34 

complex indel 

NA18555 ABC11 CHB 1201894_ABC11_2_1_0000496
04900_H9 AC244405 chr14 106148239 106887042 somatic (not 

annotated) 

NA18555 ABC11 CHB 1200277_ABC11_2_1_0000481
79600_D4 AC244467 chr14 106163452 107103691 somatic 

rearrangement 

NA18555 ABC11 CHB 1200277_ABC11_2_1_0000482
90000_H9 AC244500 chr14 106164280 106900701 somatic 

rearrangement 
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NA18555 ABC11 CHB 1201894_ABC11_2_1_0000480
39500_G23 AC244481 chr14 106326549 106850130 somatic 

rearrangement 

NA18555 ABC11 CHB 1201894_ABC11_2_1_0000480
19600_E23 AC244464 chr14 106756521 106820610 V4-28/V3-34 

complex indel 

NA18555 ABC11 CHB 1200277_ABC11_2_1_0000473
55000_A14 KC162924 chr14 106770972 106812962 V4-28/V3-34 

complex indel 

NA18555 ABC11 CHB 1201894_ABC11_2_1_0000495
98600_E10 KC162925 chr14 106785862 106825714 V4-28/V3-34 

complex indel 

NA18555 ABC11 CHB 1200277_ABC11_00004715040
0_I4 AC231260 chr14 106787111 106801207 V4-28/V3-34 

complex indel 

NA18555 ABC11 CHB 1200277_ABC11_2_1_0000473
54200_D2 AC244456 chr14 106788077 106804909 V4-28/V3-34 

complex indel 

NA18555 ABC11 CHB 1200277_ABC11_2_1_0000480
09100_A5 AC244477 chr14 106978743 107012102 no variant 

NA12878 ABC12 YRI 174779_ABC12_000048925600
_G6 AC245090 chr14 106474006 106503223 V7-4-1 insertion 

NA12878 ABC12 YRI 174779_ABC12_000046655100
_E11 AC244490 chr14 107246863 107279721 no variant 

NA12156 ABC14 CEU 1209408_ABC14_4_1_0000501
09000_A2 AC244484 chr14 106067185 106203209 somatic (not 

annotated) 

NA12156 ABC14 CEU 1207854_ABC14_4_1_0000009
45814_H10 AC244494 chr14 106067187 106203209 somatic (not 

annotated) 

NA12156 ABC14 CEU 1207854_ABC14_4_1_0000010
38114_M15 AC244486 chr14 106067188 106203215 somatic (not 

annotated) 

NA12156 ABC14 CEU 1207854_ABC14_4_1_0000009
47614_C21 AC244488 chr14 106196455 106897980 somatic 

rearrangement 

NA12156 ABC14 CEU 1207854_ABC14_4_1_0000009
54514_B22 AC244492 chr14 106717227 106747270 V3-23 duplication 

NA12156 ABC14 CEU 1210216_ABC14_4_1_0000504
16300_K24 AC244476 chr14 106821728 106837355 no variant 

NA12156 ABC14 CEU 1207854_ABC14_4_1_0000010
51114_P8 AC244497 chr14 106842036 106909061 V4-39 deletion 

NA12156 ABC14 CEU 1207856_ABC14_6_1_0000009
86905_I21 AC244468 chr14 106990476 107035740 no variant 

NA18502 ABC24 YRI H_HN-0366M09 AC245243 chr14 107083960 107133221 V4-31/V4-30-2 
complex indel 

NA15510 G248 NA G248P82590E10 AC244393 chr14 106080189 106215603 somatic (not 
annotated) 

NA15510 G248 NA G248P89855C11 AC244450 chr14 106086128 106223924 somatic (not 
annotated) 

NA15510 G248 NA G248P801347C7 AC244449 chr14 106219577 106398180 somatic (not 
annotated) 

NA15510 G248 NA G248P86528D1 AC241995 chr14 106864253 106891653 V4-b/V3-43/ 
V3-d/V1-c Insertion 

NA15510 G248 NA G248P802396B6 AC234225 chr14 106881362 106937986 V4-b/V3-43/ 
V3-d/V1-c Insertion 

CH17 CH17 NA CH17-262H11 AC244226 chr14 106341680 106786536 V7-4-1 insertion 

CH17 CH17 NA CH17-76I19 AC245085 chr14 106371554 106580630 

V7-4-1 insertion,  
V1-8/V3-9/ 
V5-a/V3-64 

complex indel 

CH17 CH17 NA CH17-60O17 AC245166 chr14 106665750 106874148 V4-28/V3-34 
complex indel 

CH17 CH17 NA CH17-268I9 AC244452 chr14 106851717 107090287 V4-28/V3-34 
complex indel 

CH17 CH17 NA CH17-212P11 AC245369 chr14 107041060 107186635 V1-69/V2-70/V1-f 
insertion 

CH17 CH17 NA CH17-314I7 AC245023 chr14 107104086 107268418 V1-69/V2-70/V1-f 
insertion 

CH17 CH17 NA CH17-226J7 AC245094 chr14 107135811 107268404 V1-69/V2-70/V1-f 
insertion 
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Supplemental Table 2 

hg19 CH17 Variant Novel Allele notes 1 Novel Allele notes 2 

V7-81*01 
orf 

region 
not 

covered    

V3-74*01 V3-74*01    

V3-73*02 V3-73*02    

V3-72*01 V3-72*01    

V2-70*13 V2-70*01 allelic/SYN   
not 

present V1-69*01 insertion   
not 

present V1-f*01 insertion   
not 

present 
V3-h*01 
(pseudo) insertion   

not 
present 

V2-
70*p14  insertion   

V1-69*06 V1-69*06     

V3-66*03 V3-66*03    

V3-64*02 V3-64*02    

V4-61*08 V4-61*01 
allelic/NON-

SYN   

V4-59*01 V4-59*01    

V1-58*02 V1-58*01 
allelic/NON-

SYN   

V3-53*01 V3-53*02 
allelic/NON-

SYN   

V5-51*01 V5-51*01    

V3-49*03 V3-49*04 
allelic/NON-

SYN   

V3-48*02 V3-48*03 
allelic/NON-

SYN   

V1-46*01 V1-46*01    

V1-45*02 V1-45*02    

V3-43*01 V3-43*01    

V4-39*01 V4-39*01    
V3-38*02 

orf 
V3-38*02 

orf    
V3-35*01 

orf 
V3-35*01 

orf    

V4-34*01 V4-34*01    

V3-33*01 V3-33*01    

V4-31*02 
V4-30-
2*01 

complex 
event 

(Figure 11)   

V3-30*03 V3-30*18 
allelic/NON-

SYN   
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V4-28*03 
V4-

28*novel allelic/SYN Similar to *01 (295 nt/296 nt) 
Variant in 1KG; rs56407212 
(C/T) 

V2-26*01 V2-26*01    

V1-24*01 V1-24*01    

V3-23*01 V3-23*04 
allelic/NON-

SYN   

V3-21*01 V3-21*01    

V3-20*01 
V3-

20*novel 
allelic/NON-

SYN Similar to *01 (293 nt/294 nt) 
Variant in 1KG; rs112170273 
(NON-SYN) 

V1-18*01 
V1-

18*novel  allelic/SYN Similar to *01 (293 nt/294 nt) 
Variant in 1KG; rs72695948 
(SYN) 

V3-16*02 
orf 

V3-16*02 
orf    

V3-15*01 V3-15*01     

V3-13*01 
V3-

13*p04  
allelic/NON-

SYN   

V3-11*01 
V3-

11*p05 
allelic/NON-

SYN   

V3-9*01 V5-a*03 
complex 

event   

V1-8*01 
V3-

64*p07  
complex 

event   

V3-7*01 V3-7*03 allelic/SYN   

V2-5*01 V2-5*10 
allelic/NON-

SYN   
not 

present 
V7-4-
1*01 insertion   

V4-4*07 V4-4*02 
allelic/NON-

SYN   

V1-3*02 V1-3*01 
allelic/NON-

SYN   

V1-2*02 V1-2*04 
allelic/NON-

SYN   

V6-1*01 V6-1*01    

D1-1*01 D1-1*01    

D2-2*02 D2-2*02    

D3-3*01 D3-3*01    

D4-4*01 D4-4*01    

D5-5*01 D5-5*01    

D6-6*01 D6-6*01    

D1-7*01 D1-7*01    

D2-8*01 D2-8*01    

D3-9*01 D3-9*01    

D3-10*01 D3-10*01    
D4-11*01 

orf 
D4-11*01 

orf    

D5-12*01 D5-12*01    

D6-13*01 D6-13*01    
D1-14*01 

orf 
D1-14*01 

orf    
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D2-15*01 D2-15*01    

D3-16*01 D3-16*01    

D4-17*01 D4-17*01    

D5-18*01 D5-18*01    

D6-19*01 D6-19*01    

D1-20*01 D1-20*01    

D2-21*02 D2-21*02    

D3-22*01 D3-22*01    
D4-23*01 

orf 
D4-23*01 

orf    
D5-24*01 

orf 
D5-24*01 

orf    

D6-25*01 D6-25*01    

D1-26*01 D1-26*01    

D7-27*01 D7-27*01    

J1*01 J1*01    

J2*01 J2*01    

J3*02 J3*02    

J4*02 J4*02    

J5*02 J5*02    

J6*03 J6*03       
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Supplemental Table 3 
 

HAP V GENE 
*allele 

Heptamer 
(only 
fam1) 

Spacer-
bp Octamer Spacer-

bp TATA Spacer 
bp ATG splice 7mer bp 9mer 

NCBI V3-
74*01     ATGCAAAT 18 AAGAAAA 90 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

CH17 V3-
74*01   ATGCAAAT 18 AAGAAAA 90 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

NCBI V3-
73*02     ATGCAAAT 19 ATGAAAA 101 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

CH17 V3-
73*02   ATGCAAAT 19 ATGAAAA 101 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

NCBI V3-
72*01     ATGCAAAT 18 ATGAAAA 101 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGCG 23 ACACAAACC 

CH17 V3-
72*01   ATGCAAAT 18 ATGAAAA 101 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGCG 23 ACACAAACC 

NCBI V2-
70*13     ATGCAAAT 26 TTCAAAA 41 yes CTGT/AGGG CACAGAG 23 ACAAGAACC 

CH17 V2-
70*01   ATGCAAAT 26 TTCAAAA 41 yes CTGT/AGGG CACAGAG 23 ACAAGAACC 

CH17 V1-
69*01 CTCATGC 2 ATGCAAAT 19 TAAATAT 81 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 TCAGAAACC 

CH17 V1-f*01 CTCATGA 2 ATGCAAAT 19 TAAATAC 80 yes AGGT/AGGC CACAGTG 23 TCAGAAACC 

CH17 V2-
70*p14   ATGCAAAT 26 TTCAAAA 41 yes CTGT/AGGG CACAGAG 23 ACAAGAACC 

NCBI V1-
69*06 CTCATGC 2 ATGCAAAT 19 TAAATAT 81 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 TCAGAAACC 

CH17 V1-
69*06  CTCATGC 2 ATGCAAAT 26 TAAATAT 81 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 TCAGAAACC 

NCBI V3-
66*03     ATGCAAAT 18 ATGAAAA 100 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

CH17 V3-
66*03   ATGCAAAT 18 ATGAAAA 100 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

NCBI V3-
64*02     ATGCAAAT 18 ATGAAAA 101 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 GCAGAAACC 

CH17 V3-
64*02   ATGCAAAT 18 ATGAAAA 101 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 GCAGAAACC 

NCBI V4-
61*08     ATGCAAAT 39 TTAAATT 59 yes ATGT/AGGG CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

CH17 V4-
61*01   ATGCAAAT 39 TTAAATT 59 yes ATGT/AGGG CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

NCBI V4-
59*01     ATGCAAAT 39 TTAAATT 59 yes ATGT/AGGG CACAGTG 23 ACAAAAACC 

CH17 V4-
59*01   ATGCAAAT 39 TTAAATT 59 yes ATGT/AGGG CACAGTG 23 ACAAAAACC 

NCBI V1-
58*02 CTCATGA 2 ATGCAAAT 19 TAAATAT 81 yes AGGC/AGGT CACAGTG 23 TCAGAAACG 

CH17 V1-
58*01 CTCATGA 2 ATGCAAAT 19 TAAATAT 81 yes AGGC/AGGT CACAGTG 23 TCAGAAACG 

NCBI V3-
53*01     ATCCAAAT 18 ATGAAAA 98 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

CH17 V3-
53*02   ATGCAAAT 18 ATGAAAA 98 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

NCBI V5-
51*01     ATGCAAAT 18 ACTTAAA 79 yes AGGT/AGGA CACAGTG 23 CTAAAACCC 

CH17 V5-
51*01   ATGCAAAT 18 ACTTAAA 79 yes AGGT/AGGA CACAGTG 23 CTAAAACCC 

NCBI V3-
49*03     ATGCAAAT 18 ATGAAAA 101 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

CH17 V3-
49*04   ATGCAAAT 18 ATGAAAA 101 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

NCBI V3-
48*02     ATGCAAAT 18 ATGAAAA 100 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

CH17 V3-
48*03   ATGCAAAT 18 ATGAAAA 100 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

NCBI V1-
46*01 CTCATGA 2 ATGCAAAT 19 TAAATAT 81 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 TCAGAAACC 
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CH17 V1-
46*01 CTCATGA 2 ATGCAAAT 19 TAAATAT 81 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 TCAGAAACC 

NCBI V1-
45*02 CTCATCA 2 ATGCAAAT 19 TAAATAT 81 yes AGGT/AGAT CACAGTG 23 TCAGAAACC 

CH17 V1-
45*02 CTCATCA 2 ATGCAAAT 19 TAAATAT 81 yes AGGT/AGAT CACAGTG 23 TCAGAAACC 

NCBI V3-
43*01     ATGCAAAT 18 ATGAAAA 101 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 ACAAAAACC 

CH17 V3-
43*01   ATGCAAAT 18 ATGAAAA 101 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 ACAAAAACC 

NCBI V4-
39*01     ATGCAAAT 39 TTAAATT 58 yes ATGT/AGGG CACAGTG 23 ACAAAAACC 

CH17 V4-
39*01   ATGCAAAT 39 TTAAATT 58 yes ATGT/AGGG CACAGTG 23 ACAAAAACC 

NCBI V3-
38*02 orf     ____ __ ____ ___ yes AGGT/AGGT TACACAG 23 ACACAAACC 

CH17 V3-
38*02 orf   ____ __ ____ ___ yes AGGT/AGGT TACACAG 23 ACACAAACC 

NCBI V3-
35*01 orf     ATGCAAAT 18 ATAAAAA 95 yes AGGT/AGGT CACTGAG 23 ACACAAACC 

CH17 V3-
35*01 orf   ATGCAAAT 18 ATAAAAA 95 yes AGGT/AGGT CACTGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

NCBI V4-
34*01     ATGCAAAT 39 TTAAATT 59 yes ATGT/AGGG CACAGTG 23 ACAAAAACC 

CH17 V4-
34*01   ATGCAAAT 39 TTAAATT 59 yes ATGT/AGGG CACAGTG 23 ACAAAAACC 

NCBI V3-
33*01     ATGCAAAT 18 ATGAAAA 100 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

CH17 V3-
33*01   ATGCAAAT 18 ATGAAAA 100 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

CH17 V4-30-
2*01   ATGCAAAT 38 TTAAATT 59 yes ATGT/AGGG CACAATG 23 ACACAAACC 

NCBI V3-
30*03     ATGCAAAT 18 ATGAAAA 100 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

CH17 V3-
30*18   ATGCAAAT 18 ATGAAAA 100 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

NCBI V4-
28*03     ATGCAAAT 38 TTAAATT 59 yes ATGT/AGTG CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

CH17 V4-
28*novel    ATGCAAAT 38 TTAAATT 59 yes ATGT/AGGG CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

NCBI V2-
26*01     ATGCAAAT 26 TTCAAAA 41 yes CTGT/AGGG CACAGAG 23 ACAAGAACC 

CH17 V2-
26*01   ATGCAAAT 26 TTCAAAA 41 yes CTGT/AGGG CACAGAG 23 ACAAGAACC 

NCBI V1-
24*01 CTCATGA 2 ATGCAAAT 19 TAAATAC 80 yes AGGC/AGGC CACAGTG 23 TCAGAAACC 

CH17 V1-
24*01 CTCATGA 2 ATGCAAAT 19 TAAATAC 80 yes AGGC/AGGC CACAGTG 23 TCAGAAACC 

NCBI V3-
23*01     ATGCAAAT 18 ATGAAAA 100 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

CH17 V3-
23*04   ATGCAAAT 18 ATGAAAA 100 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

NCBI V3-
21*01     ATGCAAAT 18 ATGAAAA 100 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

CH17 V3-
21*01   ATGCAAAT 18 ATGAAAA 100 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

NCBI V3-
20*01     ATGCAGGT 17 ATGAAAA 100 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACG 

CH17 V3-
20*novel    ATGCAGGT 17 ATGAAAA 101 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACG 

NCBI V1-
18*01 TTCATGA 2 ATGCAAAT 12 TATAGAT 76 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 TCAGAAACC 

CH17 V1-
18*novel  TTCATGA 2 ATGCAAAT 12 TATAGAT 76 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 TCAGAAACC 

NCBI V3-
16*02 orf     ATGCAAAT 18 ATGAAAA 94 yes AGGT/AGGT TCCTGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

CH17 V3-
16*02 orf    ATGCAAAT 18 ATGAAAA 95 yes AGGT/AGGT TCCTGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

NCBI V3-
15*01     ATGCAAAT 18 ATGAAAA 101 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

CH17 V3-
15*01    ATGCAAAT 18 ATGAAAA 101 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

NCBI V3-
13*01     ATGCAAAT 18 ATGAAAA 101 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

CH17 V3-
13*p04    ATGCAAAT 18 ATGAAAA 101 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

NCBI V3-
11*01     ATGCAAAT 18 ATAAAAA 101 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACC 
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CH17 V3-
11*p05   ATGCAAAT 18 ATAAAAA 101 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

CH17 V5-a*03   ATGCAAAT 18 ACTTAAA 79 yes AGGT/AGGA CACAGTG 23 CTAAAACCC 

CH17 V3-
64*p07    ATGCAAAT 18 ATGAAAA 101 yes AGGT/AGAT CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

NCBI V3-7*01     ATGCAAAT 18 ATGAAAA 100 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

CH17 V3-7*03   ATGCAAAT 18 ATGAAAA 100 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

NCBI V2-5*01     ATGCAAAT 26 TTGAAAA 42 yes ATGT/AGGG CACAAAG 23 ACAAAAACC 

CH17 V2-
5*p11   ATGCAAAT 26 TTGAAAA 42 yes ATGT/AGGG CACAAAG 23 ACAAAAACC 

CH17 V7-4-
1*01 CTCATGA 2 ATGCAAAT 8 TAAATAT 80 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 TCAAAAACC 

NCBI V4-4*07     ATGCAAAT 39 TTAAATT 59 yes ATGT/AGGG CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

CH17 V4-4*02   ATGCAAAT 39 TTAAATT 59 yes ATGT/AGGG CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

NCBI V1-3*02 CTCATGA 2 ATGCAAAT 8 TGACTAT 77 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 TCAGAAACC 

CH17 V1-3*01 CTCATGA 2 ATGCAAAT 8 TGACTAT 77 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 TCAGAAACC 

NCBI V1-2*02 CTCATGA 2 ATGCAAAT 19 TAAATAC 82 yes AGGT/AGGA CACAGTG 23 TCAGAAACC 

CH17 V1-2*04 CTCATGA 2 ATGCAAAT 19 TAAATAC 82 yes AGGT/AGGA CACAGTG 23 TCAGAAACC 

NCBI V6-1*01                       

CH17 V6-1*01            

G248 V1-c CCCATGA 2 ATGCAAAT 19 TAAATAT 81 yes AGGA/AGGT CACAGTG 23 TCAGAAAGC 

G248, 
ABC10 V3-d   ATGCAAAT 18 ATGAAAA 101 yes AGAT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

ABC10 V4-b   ATGCAAAT 39 TTAAATT 58 yes ATGT/AGGG CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

ABC11 V3-30-3   ATGCAAAT 18 ATGAAAA 100 yes AGGT/AGGT CACAGTG 23 ACACAAACC 

ABC11 V4-30-2   ATGCAAAT 38 TTAAATT 59 yes ATGT/AGGG CACAATG 23 ACACAAACC 

ABC11 V4-30-4     ATGCAAAT 38 TTAAATT 59 yes ATGT/AGGG CACAATG 23 ACACAAACC 
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Supplemental Table 4 
 

Fosmid 
Fosmid 
contain 
SV? 

Gene Allele Most similar 
allele 

Variant 
(NS/SYN) 

ABC8-718240A7 yes IGHV3-30-3 novel  V3-30-3*01; 
293/294 nts  

ABC8-718240A7 yes IGHV4-30-4 novel V4-30-2*05, *01; 
288/297 3 NS; 5 SYN 

ABC8-5713749P16   IGHV4-59 *01     
ABC8-5713749P16  IGHV4-61 *02   
ABC9-41239600E19   IGHV3-43 *01     
ABC9-43993300H10 yes IGHV3-21 *01     
ABC9-43993300H10 yes IGHV3-23 *01    
ABC9-43849600N9 yes IGHV3-23 *01    
ABC9-43849600N9 yes IGHV1-24 *01   
ABC9-43849600N9 yes IGHV2-26 *01     

ABC10-44509600J4 yes IGHV4-4 novel V4-59*08; 
288/291 nt 1 SYN 

ABC10-44509600J4 yes IGHV7-4-1 *02   
ABC10-44509600J4 yes IGHV2-5 *10    

ABC10-44687300P14 yes, partial IGHV4-30-2 *01    
ABC10-44687300P14 yes, partial IGHV3-30-3 *01   
ABC10-44687300P14 yes, partial IGHV4-30-4 novel *01; 297/299 nt 1 NS; 1 SYN 
ABC10-44687300P14 yes, partial IGHV3-30-5 *02     

ABC10-1585770E3 yes, partial IGHV1-69 novel (*06/*12 
hybrid)   

ABC10-1585770E3 yes, partial IGHV2-70 novel  *p14; 299/300 nt 1 SYN 
ABC10-1585770E3 yes, partial IGHV3-h.p *02   
ABC10-1585770E3 yes, partial IGHV1-f *01     
ABC10-44748900N6 yes IGHV3-9 novel  *01; 297/298 nt 1 NS 
ABC10-44084700I10 yes IGHV3-38 novel *02; 287/288 nt 1 SYN 
ABC10-44084700I10 yes IGHV4-b *02     
ABC10-44145400L1 yes IGHV4-b *02     

ABC10-44145400L1 yes IGHV3-
43.dup novel *01; 294/298 nt 2 NS; 2 SYN 

ABC10-44145400L1 yes IGHV3-d *01   
ABC11-47355000A14 yes IGHV4-28 *01     
ABC11-47355000A14 yes IGHV3-30 *18   
ABC11-47355000A14 yes IGHV4-30-2 novel *01; 298/299 1 NS 
ABC11-47150400I4 yes IGHV3-30 *18     
ABC11-47150400I4 yes IGHV4-30-2 novel *01; 298/299 1 NS 
ABC11-47150400I4 yes IGHV3-30-3 *01   
ABC11-47354200D2 yes IGHV3-30-3 *01     
ABC11-47354200D2 yes IGHV4-30-4 *01   

ABC11-47354200D2 yes IGHV3-30-5 *18     
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ABC11-49598600E10 yes IGHV3-30-5 *18   
ABC11-49598600E10 yes IGHV4-31 *03   
ABC11-49598600E10 yes IGHV3-33 *01     
ABC11-48019600E23 yes IGHV2-26 *01   
ABC11-48019600E23 yes IGHV4-28 *01   
ABC11-48019600E23 yes IGHV3-33 *01     
ABC11-48009100A5  IGHV3-48 *06   
ABC12-48925600G6 yes IGHV4-4 *02     
ABC12-48925600G6 yes IGHV7-4-1 *01   
ABC12-48925600G6 yes IGHV2-5 *10   

ABC12-46655100E11   no functional 
V genes       

ABC14-954514B22 yes IGHV3-23 *01   
ABC14-954514B22 yes IGHV3-23 *01   
ABC14-954514B22 yes IGHV1-24 *01   
ABC14-986905I21   IGHV3-48 *02     
ABC14-986905I21  IGHV3-49 *05   
ABC14-986905I21   IGHV5-51 *01     

ABC14-1051114P8   no functional 
V genes    

WI2-1707G1 yes IGHV3-d *01     
WI2-1707G1 yes IGHV1-c *01   
WI2-1707G1 yes IGHV4-39 *07   
WI2-3737C11 yes IGHV3-d *01     
WI2-3737C11 yes IGHV1-c *01   
WI2-3737C11 yes IGHV4-39 *07     
ABC24-366M9 yes IGHV3-30 *02   
ABC24-366M9 yes IGHV4-34 *01     
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Supplemental Table 5 
 

Variant Forward Reverse Probe 

V7-4-1 
Non-

insertion 
GCTTGGGGAATCAACGACCG TGTAGCCTACTTGATTGCAGTG NA 

V7-4-1 
Insertion GCTTGGGGAATCAACGACCG GGGATCCTGCAAATGCCTCTG NA 

V1-8/V3-9 
(hg19) AGTCTGAAATTGGGAGTCCA CGCATTAACCCAGTCAGATG NA 

V5-a/V3-
64 (CH17) TCTCCACACCTTGGAGCTTG GTGGGAGCCACAGTCAGTTC NA 

V4-b/V3-
43/V3-
d/V1-c 

Insertion 

GATTGTGCCAGGACTCACAG CCCTTCATCTTGGACCTCAG NA 

V4-b/V3-
43/V3-
d/V1-c 
Non-

insertion 

TGAAAATCTGAGCGATGTGC TGTTTCTAGGATGCAGACATGG NA 

V1-f 
Insertion GGGACATTTCTGTGAGTCCAG CCAGGAACTGATGGGGACTT NA 

V1-69_1 
Duplication GCTGAGGCAGGAGATTTAATCCT CAGCTCACTGCAAACTCTGCTT CAAGACCTACAGCCTCAGA 
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Supplemental Table 6 
Sample ID Population Included in LD analysis 
NA18530 CHB * 
NA18534 CHB * 
NA18536 CHB * 
NA18543 CHB * 
NA18544 CHB * 
NA18546 CHB * 
NA18548 CHB * 
NA18549 CHB * 
NA18557 CHB * 
NA18559 CHB * 
NA18595 CHB * 
NA18596 CHB * 
NA18597 CHB * 
NA18599 CHB * 
NA18602 CHB * 
NA18606 CHB * 
NA18610 CHB * 
NA18613 CHB * 
NA18614 CHB * 
NA18615 CHB * 
NA18616 CHB * 
NA18617 CHB * 
NA18618 CHB * 
NA18619 CHB * 
NA18625 CHB  
NA18626 CHB * 
NA18627 CHB * 
NA18628 CHB * 
NA18630 CHB * 
NA18631 CHB * 
NA18634 CHB * 
NA18638 CHB * 
NA18639 CHB * 
NA18640 CHB * 
NA18641 CHB * 
NA18642 CHB * 
NA18643 CHB * 
NA18645 CHB * 
NA18647 CHB * 
NA18740 CHB * 
NA18745 CHB * 
NA18747 CHB * 
NA18748 CHB * 
NA18749 CHB * 
NA18757 CHB * 
HG00174 FIN * 
HG00177 FIN * 
HG00178 FIN * 
HG00180 FIN * 
HG00181 FIN  
HG00182 FIN * 
HG00183 FIN * 
HG00186 FIN * 
HG00188 FIN * 
HG00190 FIN * 
HG00271 FIN * 
HG00272 FIN * 
HG00277 FIN * 
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HG00284 FIN * 
HG00285 FIN * 
HG00310 FIN * 
HG00311 FIN * 
HG00312 FIN * 
HG00313 FIN * 
HG00320 FIN * 
HG00323 FIN * 
HG00324 FIN * 
HG00325 FIN * 
HG00326 FIN * 
HG00327 FIN * 
HG00329 FIN * 
HG00331 FIN * 
HG00334 FIN * 
HG00335 FIN * 
HG00336 FIN * 
HG00338 FIN * 
HG00341 FIN * 
HG00342 FIN * 
HG00343 FIN * 
HG00350 FIN * 
HG00351 FIN * 
HG00353 FIN * 
HG00355 FIN * 
HG00356 FIN * 
HG00360 FIN * 
HG00361 FIN * 
HG00368 FIN  
HG00369 FIN * 
HG00372 FIN * 
HG00373 FIN * 
HG00380 FIN  
HG00382 FIN * 
HG00383 FIN * 
HG00097 GBR * 
HG00100 GBR * 
HG00103 GBR * 
HG00104 GBR * 
HG00106 GBR * 
HG00107 GBR  
HG00108 GBR * 
HG00110 GBR * 
HG00111 GBR * 
HG00113 GBR * 
HG00115 GBR  
HG00116 GBR * 
HG00117 GBR * 
HG00119 GBR * 
HG00120 GBR * 
HG00124 GBR * 
HG00128 GBR * 
HG00129 GBR * 
HG00130 GBR * 
HG00136 GBR * 
HG00139 GBR * 
HG00141 GBR * 
HG00142 GBR * 
HG00145 GBR  
HG00148 GBR * 
HG00149 GBR * 
HG00150 GBR * 
HG00151 GBR * 
HG00156 GBR * 
HG00231 GBR * 
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HG00232 GBR * 
HG00234 GBR * 
HG00235 GBR * 
HG00236 GBR * 
HG00237 GBR * 
HG00238 GBR * 
HG00240 GBR * 
HG00243 GBR * 
HG00244 GBR * 
HG00247 GBR * 
HG00251 GBR * 
HG00253 GBR * 
HG00255 GBR * 
HG00256 GBR * 
HG00258 GBR * 
HG00262 GBR * 
HG00263 GBR * 
HG00264 GBR * 
HG01500 IBS  
HG01501 IBS  
HG01503 IBS  
HG01506 IBS  
HG01507 IBS  
HG01509 IBS  
HG01510 IBS  
HG01513 IBS  
HG01515 IBS  
HG01516 IBS  
HG01525 IBS  
HG01527 IBS  
HG01530 IBS  
HG01531 IBS  
HG01602 IBS  
HG01612 IBS  
HG01613 IBS  
HG01615 IBS  
HG01619 IBS  
HG01624 IBS  
HG01625 IBS  
HG01626 IBS  
HG01631 IBS  
HG01672 IBS  
HG01678 IBS  
HG01679 IBS  
HG01684 IBS  
HG01686 IBS  
HG01694 IBS  
HG01695 IBS  
HG01697 IBS  
HG01700 IBS  
HG01704 IBS  
HG01707 IBS  
HG01708 IBS  
HG01746 IBS  
HG01747 IBS  
HG01761 IBS  
HG01762 IBS  
HG01770 IBS  
HG01771 IBS  
HG01773 IBS  
HG02223 IBS  
HG02224 IBS  
HG02232 IBS  
HG02233 IBS  
HG02235 IBS  
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HG02238 IBS  
NA18939 JPT * 
NA18941 JPT * 
NA18946 JPT * 
NA18954 JPT * 
NA18955 JPT  
NA18957 JPT * 
NA18962 JPT * 
NA18963 JPT * 
NA18977 JPT * 
NA18979 JPT  
NA18993 JPT  
NA19001 JPT  
NA19002 JPT * 
NA19009 JPT * 
NA19010 JPT * 
NA19054 JPT * 
NA19055 JPT * 
NA19056 JPT * 
NA19057 JPT * 
NA19058 JPT * 
NA19059 JPT * 
NA19060 JPT * 
NA19062 JPT * 
NA19063 JPT * 
NA19064 JPT * 
NA19065 JPT * 
NA19066 JPT * 
NA19067 JPT * 
NA19068 JPT * 
NA19070 JPT * 
NA19072 JPT * 
NA19074 JPT * 
NA19075 JPT * 
NA19076 JPT * 
NA19077 JPT * 
NA19078 JPT * 
NA19079 JPT * 
NA19080 JPT * 
NA19081 JPT * 
NA19082 JPT * 
NA19083 JPT * 
NA19084 JPT * 
NA19085 JPT * 
NA19086 JPT  
NA19087 JPT * 
NA19088 JPT * 
NA19027 LWK  
NA19028 LWK * 
NA19035 LWK * 
NA19046 LWK * 
NA19307 LWK * 
NA19309 LWK * 
NA19310 LWK * 
NA19313 LWK * 
NA19315 LWK * 
NA19317 LWK * 
NA19321 LWK * 
NA19334 LWK * 
NA19347 LWK * 
NA19350 LWK * 
NA19352 LWK * 
NA19360 LWK * 
NA19372 LWK * 
NA19376 LWK * 
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NA19377 LWK * 
NA19379 LWK * 
NA19380 LWK * 
NA19382 LWK * 
NA19383 LWK * 
NA19384 LWK * 
NA19390 LWK * 
NA19393 LWK * 
NA19396 LWK * 
NA19397 LWK * 
NA19399 LWK * 
NA19403 LWK * 
NA19404 LWK * 
NA19431 LWK * 
NA19434 LWK * 
NA19435 LWK * 
NA19436 LWK * 
NA19438 LWK * 
NA19440 LWK * 
NA19444 LWK * 
NA19448 LWK * 
NA19451 LWK * 
NA19455 LWK * 
NA19456 LWK * 
NA19457 LWK * 
NA19463 LWK * 
NA19468 LWK * 
NA19470 LWK * 
NA19471 LWK * 
NA19472 LWK * 
NA21295 MKK  
NA21297 MKK  
NA21306 MKK  
NA21333 MKK  
NA21336 MKK  
NA21339 MKK  
NA21352 MKK  
NA21353 MKK  
NA21355 MKK  
NA21368 MKK  
NA21371 MKK  
NA21417 MKK  
NA21418 MKK  
NA21420 MKK  
NA21434 MKK  
NA21435 MKK  
NA21436 MKK  
NA21448 MKK  
NA21451 MKK  
NA21473 MKK  
NA21491 MKK  
NA21509 MKK  
NA21510 MKK  
NA21520 MKK  
NA21529 MKK  
NA21577 MKK  
NA21578 MKK  
NA21582 MKK  
NA21587 MKK  
NA21596 MKK  
NA21611 MKK  
NA21616 MKK  
NA21631 MKK  
NA21632 MKK  
NA21649 MKK  
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NA21685 MKK  
NA21689 MKK  
NA21719 MKK  
NA21722 MKK  
NA21738 MKK  
NA21742 MKK  
NA21743 MKK  
NA21744 MKK  
NA21774 MKK  
NA21776 MKK  
NA21784 MKK  
NA20505 TSI * 
NA20506 TSI * 
NA20508 TSI * 
NA20509 TSI * 
NA20515 TSI * 
NA20517 TSI * 
NA20518 TSI * 
NA20519 TSI * 
NA20520 TSI * 
NA20522 TSI * 
NA20524 TSI * 
NA20527 TSI * 
NA20529 TSI * 
NA20531 TSI * 
NA20535 TSI * 
NA20538 TSI * 
NA20541 TSI * 
NA20543 TSI * 
NA20581 TSI * 
NA20582 TSI * 
NA20752 TSI * 
NA20753 TSI * 
NA20754 TSI * 
NA20755 TSI * 
NA20758 TSI * 
NA20759 TSI * 
NA20761 TSI * 
NA20765 TSI * 
NA20768 TSI * 
NA20769 TSI * 
NA20770 TSI * 
NA20771 TSI * 
NA20773 TSI * 
NA20783 TSI * 
NA20786 TSI * 
NA20787 TSI * 
NA20795 TSI * 
NA20799 TSI * 
NA20803 TSI * 
NA20804 TSI * 
NA20805 TSI * 
NA20807 TSI * 
NA20808 TSI * 
NA20809 TSI * 
NA20811 TSI * 
NA20813 TSI * 
NA20815 TSI * 
NA20819 TSI * 
NA18486 YRI * 
NA18487 YRI * 
NA18498 YRI * 
NA18499 YRI * 
NA18510 YRI * 
NA18511 YRI * 
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NA18520 YRI * 
NA18867 YRI * 
NA18868 YRI * 
NA18873 YRI * 
NA18907 YRI * 
NA18909 YRI * 
NA18910 YRI * 
NA18916 YRI * 
NA18917 YRI * 
NA18923 YRI * 
NA18924 YRI * 
NA18934 YRI * 
NA19095 YRI * 
NA19107 YRI * 
NA19108 YRI * 
NA19113 YRI * 
NA19114 YRI * 
NA19117 YRI * 
NA19118 YRI * 
NA19121 YRI * 
NA19122 YRI  
NA19146 YRI * 
NA19147 YRI * 
NA19149 YRI * 
NA19175 YRI * 
NA19181 YRI  
NA19182 YRI  
NA19184 YRI  
NA19185 YRI * 
NA19189 YRI * 
NA19190 YRI * 
NA19197 YRI * 
NA19198 YRI * 
NA19213 YRI * 
NA19225 YRI * 
NA19226 YRI  
NA19235 YRI * 
NA19236 YRI * 
NA19247 YRI * 
NA19248 YRI * 
NA19256 YRI * 
NA19257 YRI * 
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Appendix B. Chapter 4 Supplemental Data  
 
Supplemental Table 1 
  Kawasaki et al. (1997)  CH17  Allelic Differences  Closest Allele 
  IGLV4‐69*01  IGKV4‐69*01     
  IGLV8‐61*01  IGLV8‐61*01     
  IGLV4‐60*02  IGLV4‐60*02     
  IGLV6‐57*01  IGLV6‐57*novel  2 NSYN  *01 289/291 nt 
ORF  IGLV11‐55*01  IGLV11‐55*novel  1 SYN/1 NSYN  *01 304/306 nt 
  IGLV10‐54*02  IGLV10‐54*02     
  IGLV5‐52*01  IGLV5‐52*01     
  IGLV1‐51*01  IGLV1‐51*01     
ORF  IGLV1‐50*01  IGLV1‐50*01     
  IGLV9‐49*02  IGLV9‐49*01  1 SYN   
ORF  IGLV5‐48*01  IGLV5‐48*novel  NONSENSE  *01 292/306 nt 
  IGLV1‐47*02  IGLV1‐47*02     
  IGLV7‐46*02  IGLV7‐46*02     
  IGLV5‐45*03  IGHV5‐45*novel  1 NSYN  *03 305/306 nt 
  IGLV1‐44*01  IGLV1‐44*01     
  IGLV7‐43*01  IGLV7‐43*01     
  IGLV1‐40*01  IGLV1‐40*01     
  IGLV5‐37*01  IGLV5‐37*01     
  IGLV1‐36*01  IGLV1‐36*01     
ORF  IGLV2‐33*01  IGLV2‐33*01     
ORF  IGLV3‐32*01  IGLV3‐32*01     
  IGLV3‐27*01  IGLV3‐27*01     
  IGLV3‐25*02  IGLV3‐25*03  1 SYN   
  IGLV2‐23*03  IGLV2‐23*03     
  IGLV3‐22*01  IGLV3‐22*01     
  IGLV3‐21*02  IGLV3‐21*02     
  IGLV3‐19*01  IGLV3‐19*01     
  IGLV2‐18*01  IGLV2‐18*01     
  IGLV3‐16*01  IGLV3‐16*01     
  IGLV2‐14*01  IGLV2‐14*01     
  IGLV3‐12*02  IGLV3‐12*02     
  IGLV2‐11*01  IGLV2‐11*01     
  IGLV3‐10*01  IGLV3‐10*01     
  IGLV3‐9*01  IGLV3‐9*01     
  IGLV2‐8*01  IGLV2‐8*01     
  IGLV4‐3*01  IGLV4‐3*01     
  IGHV3‐1*01  IGHV3‐1*01     
  IGLJ1*01  IGLJ1*01     
  IGLC1*02  IGLC1*02     
  IGLJ2*01  IGLJ2*01     
  IGLC2*02  IGLC2*02     
  IGLJ3*02  IGLJ3*02     
  IGLC3*04  IGLC3*04     
  IGLJ4*01  IGLJ4*01     
  IGLJ5*02  IGLJ5*01  1 SYN   
  IGLJ6*01  IGLJ6*01     
  IGLJ7*02  IGLJ7*01  1 NSYN   
  IGLC7*01  IGLC7*novel  1 NSYN  *01  319/320 nt 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Supplemental Table 2 
 Kawasaki et al. (2001)  CH17  Allelic Differences  Closest Allele 
 IGKC*01 IGKC*01   
 IGKJ5*01 IGKJ5*01   
 IGKJ4*01 IGKJ4*01   
 IGKJ3*01 IGKJ3*01   
 IGKJ2*01 IGKJ2*04 2 NSYN  
 IGKJ1*01 IGKJ1*01   
 IGKV4-1*01 IGKV4-1*01   
 IGKV5-2*01 IGKV5-2*01   
 IGKV1-5*03 IGKV1-5*03   
 IGHV1-6*01 IGKV1-6*novel 1 SYN *01 278/299 nt 
ORF IGKV3-7*04 IGKV3-7*04   
 IGKV1-8*01 IGKV1-8*01   
 IGKV1-9*01 IGKV1-9*01   
 IGKV3-11*01 IGKV3-11*01   
 IGKV1-12*01 IGKV1-12*01   
 IGKV3-15*01 IGKV3-15*01   
 IGKV1-16*02 IGKV1-16*02   
 IGKV1D-17*02 IGKV1-17*01 3 SYN/ 7 NSYN 
 IGKV3-20*01 IGKV3-20*01   
ORF IGKV6-21*novel IGKV6-21*01 1 NSYN (ref *01 278/279 nt) 
 IGKV2-24*01 IGKV2-24*01   
 IGKV1-27*01 IGKV1-27*01   
 IGKV2-28*01 IGKV2-28*01   
 IGKV2-30*01 IGKV2-30*01   
 IGKV1-33*01 IGKV1-33*01   
ORF IGKV1-37*01 IGKV1-37*01   
 IGKV1-39*01 IGKV1-39*01   
 IGKV2-40*01 IGKV2-40*01   
 interdup region interdup region   
 IGKV2D-40*01 IGKV2D-40*01   
 IGKV1D-39*01 IGKV1D-39*01   
ORF IGKV1D-37*01 IGKV1D-37*01   
 IGKV1D-33*01 IGKV1D-33*01   
 IGKV2D-30*01 IGKV2D-30*01   
 IGKV2D-29*01 IGKV2D-29*01   
 IGKV2D-28*01 IGKV2D-28*01   
 IGKV2D-26*01 IGKV2D-26*novel 1 NSYN/1 SYN *02 293/294 nt 
ORF IGKV2D-24*01 IGKV2D-24*01   
ORF IGKV6D-21*novel IGKV6D-21*novel no difference  *01 277/279 nt 
 IGKV3D-20*01 IGKV3D-20*01   
ORF IGKV6D-41*01 IGKV6D-41*01   
 IGKV1D-17*01 IGKV1D-17*01   
 IGKV1D-16*01 IGKV1D-16*01   
 IGKV3D-15*01 IGKV3D-15*novel 2 NSYN *01 277/279 nt 
 IGKV1D-13*01 IGKV1-13*02 1 NSYN 100% to IGKV1-13*02 
 IGKV1D-12*01 IGKV1D-12*02 2 SYN  
 IGKV3D-11*01 IGKV3D-11*novel 1 NSYN  
ORF IGKV1D-42*01 IGKV1D-42*novel 1 NSYN  
 IGKV1D-43*01 IGKV1D-43*01   

 IGKV1D-8*novel IGKV1D-8*novel 1 NSYN 
*01 277/279 nt  
(ref *01 278/279 nt) 

 IGKV3D-7*01 IGKV3D-7*01   
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